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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

Are You

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Smith A Hagerthv—Clothing.
Maine Central R R time-table.
Nelson Sprague In bankruptcy.
Joseph W Leighton—In bankruptcy.
Stanwood’s music dept—Popular songs.
Mary Ann CJreely-Notice of foreclosure.
Union Trust Co—Notice of foreclosure.
Sorrento Realty Co— Special meeting.
Harry C Austin A Co—Furniture ana under-

Hesitating

"WE have hundreds of patrons who will vouch for
our accuracy, the security which we a ord depositors, and the completeness of the services we per-

taking.
Washington, D. C.:
James Knox Taylor-Sealed proposals.

form for them.

If
not to

8CHEDVLE OF MAILS

render valuable service

we

to

In

you?

effect Dec. .?, 1911.

m.

POSTOPPICB.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

hour before mail closes.
No Sunday trains.
Postoffice open on Sunday from 9 to 10

an

OF ELLSWORTH.

a

m.

Mrs. 8. P. Jordan has gone to East brook
for an extended visit.

Lygonia lodge will work
Thursday evening.

I

Salaries Go Further
naturally weigh each expenditure before
make out a check, and this fosters a saving

Mrs. Richard

you
tenwhich means more dollars to your credit
at the end of each year than you’d ordinarily
think possible. Deposit YOUR salary regularly
w ith us, subject to check; we’ll guard it
safely,
and add to it at a liberal interest rate, yet it’s
yours to handle just as you like. Write for de-

quite
on

the steamer

something
good clothes. We wrap up with every purchase
a liberal measure of plain, unaffected courtesy, that we may have and hold
you always as a loyal and satisfied customer. We’re not half so anxious to
sell you something as we are to serve you pleasantly and efficiently.
Courteous, thoughtful treatment to lookers as well as buyers. Come
in and look over our line of Clothing and Gents’ Furnishings.

We carry Hart, Schaffner & Marx and
Leopold Morse & Co.’s lines

of Clothing.

Hagerthy,
Me.

Telephone U-2

at

CDpCH
i IVCOll

every

day.'

KEARNS’

Goods Delivered 5rkrr.£„,Zl|
a

delivery

wagon.

DON’T FORGET
my stock of Groceries, Provisions, Fruit, Pro*
duce, etc., I am now carrying
FRESH MEATS

that to

Ellsworth

TELEPHONE 13.

Main 8t.

ROCK SALT
k'Afncana
UII
IvCrUSCnC Oil
Amitite Roofing.

“■“:f

"

e,HM
the barrel.

Sheathing Paper

C. W. ORINDAL, Wrw2r
c. C. Burrill & Son Dr.H.W.OSGOOD
Money to Loan New Location ManningBIk.
Productive Real Estate;
Collateral aad Commercial Paper

oa

ALBO DEALERS IN

Municipal

aad Other Boads

approved legality and ascertained
“

strength.

state BTBHBT.

ELLSWORTH, HE

and

Office Day*: TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS
Bangor Office : 12 Orove St
CHOICE CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Are Now In Bloom at the Ellaworth
Greenhouse

a cordial levitation to come and aee them is
gives to all who would enjoy visitlng a chrysanthemum show.
Telephone 43.

Sunday for Boston,
whence she sailed yesterday for her home
in Brunswick. Ga.
During her visit here
Miss Clark has made many friends, by
whom she will be greatly missed. Miss
Thompson accompanied her to Boston,
where she will remain a few daya on
left

OF ELLSWORTH
OFFICERS
John A. Peters, President
Henry H.

Treasurer

DIRECTORS

place January 24,

when

a

Xokornis Rebekah lodge, and
probably one or two candidates from Bar
Harbor, will be decorated with the degree
of Chivalry. This will be the first time
this decoration has ever been conferred in
Ellsworth. The impressive exercises accompanying it will be by Canton Bangor,
in full uniform. A delegation of about
forty is expected from Bangor, and will be

given

a

reception

lows hall

on

and

arrival.

public, an admission
A dance will follow.

banquet

at Odd Fel-

The exercises will be

being charged.

fee

William F. Campbell
Fred A. Chandler
Alfred B. Crabtree
Henry W. Cushman
Luciliun A. Emery
Myer Gallert
John K. Graham
Henry H. Gray

Raymond,

son

Eugene Hale
W. A. Havey
Barney B. Havey
Frank L. Hodgkins

Albert E. Mace
Frank C. Nash
John A. Peters
Bion M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent
Elmer P, Bpofford
O. W. Tapley
John O. Whitney

L. Elrie Holmes

John R. Holmes
R. B. Holmes

Arno W. King

We invite you to become a depositor with The Union Trust Company of Ellsworth. You have only to glafece over the list of our officers and directors to
know that your mouey is safe under their supervision.
The managers of this
institution are well known for their probity and business success You need
have no hesitation in entrusting your business or your savings to their care.
We take pleasure in offering you all the facilities of our institution and we
trust that you will avail yourself of them, and will favor us with your banking
business.

formerly of EilsWilliam Raymond,
died last Wednesday, of diphtheria, aged
twenty-two years. Mr. Raymond was
w'ortb,

W. Cushman, Vice-President
M. Oallert, Secretary

Husky

Higgins,

UNION TRUST COMPANY

of the late

born in

a

Ellsworth, and lived here until a
few years ago. He was employed in a
shoe factory at Rochester, N. H. The
funeral

wife have gone to
winter with Mr.

Mr.

Ellsworth,

was

held

there

Friday,

the

re-

mains

being brought here for interment.
He leaves a mother, who is now living in
Rochester; live brothers—Frank and William, of Rochester; Ralph, of Springvale,

Me.; Guy

and

Wallace,

of

Ellsworth, and
two sisters
Mrs. Goldie Spillane, of
and
Miss
Blanche Raymond,
Portsmouth,
Pitman, of of Rochester. The family have the symWoodlawn. pathy of Ellsworth friends. Guy and

FOUR DROWNED

*f

Verona Man Missing.
Horatio Gross, of Verona, aged sixty-

eigfat,
TRAGEDY AT GREEN LAKE WILL
NEVER

BE

EXPLAINED.

SHERIFF

WEBSTER, DEPUTY SHERIFF
FINN, JOSEPH CLOUGH AND ARTHUR COLSON THE VICTIMS.

has been

missing

morning of last week,

w

since

Monday

hen he

left his

home to go to Bucksport. He was a
of good habits, and highly esteemed.

man

On the theory that he may have fallen
the Verona bridge, the river was
dragged, but without success. The woods
and
surrounding country have been
scoured, but no trace of the missing man
has been found.
from

Sheriff John E. Webster, Deputy Sheriff
Boston, spent last Sunday at
Edwin T. Finn, Joseph D. Cloggb and
They left on the evening train.
Wallace Raymond went to Rochester to
Arthur E. Colson, all of Ellsworth, were
COMING EVENTS.
Mrs. P. G. Allinson, of Providence, R. IM attend the funeral.
drowned last Wednesday in lower Green
is here to spend Thanksgiving with her
ELLSWORTH.
lake.
The exact circumstances of the
Former Trent oil Man Killed.
parents, Judge Emery and wife.
Wednesday evening, Nov. 29, at Odd
East Lamoine, Nov. 27 (special)-Nel- tragedy will never be known. There
Mrs. John F. Whitcomb is home from
Fellows hall<-Dance and supper by Senathe Bangor hospital, where she has been son L. Young died Thursday, Nov. 16, at were no
eye-w’itnesses. The most plausi- tor Hale hose company. Tickets, 60cents;
for some weeks, greatly
improved in Everett, Wash., from injuries received by ble
theory, ana that generally accepted, ladies free; supper, 60 cents a couple.
a fall from an electric light
health.
pole. Mr.
is that the officers in one boat were upset,
was doing some work on the wires
Rev. R. B. Mathews was called to his Young
when it is supposed he received a slight the other two men attempted a rescue and
aWjerttsOTnnitB.
former pastorate at Newcastle last Mona

funeral.

He is expec-

electric shock which caused him to fall.
He died a few hours later of internal in*

shared

the

fate

of the sheriff and his

deputy.
juries.
The timetable of the Maine Central, in
The people of Ellsworth were stunned
Mr. Young was superintendent of severeffect Dec. 3, may be found elsew’here in
al electric plants, and while his duties did by the tragedy, though the full extent of
this issue. From now on there is no Sunnot require him to do any linework; where it dawned upon them gradually. The fact
day train either way.
there was any danger, he would frequently that Sheriff Webster and Deputy Sheriff
was
not generally
Irene chapter, O. E. S., will have a 6 go himself instead of
sending one of his Finn were missing
o’clock supper Friday evening, followed men.
known until Thursday afternoon. They
by work and election of officers. A large
Before going to Everett, about three left Ellsworth for Camp Comfort, lower
Green lake, Wednesday forenoon between
attendance is desired.
years ago, he was superintendent of the
The dance and supper of Senator Hale electric light plapt at Quincy Point, Mass., 8 and 9 o’clock, intending to return the
Mrs. Webster, who resame afternoon.
hose company will take place this evening and later at Millinocket.
at Odd Fellows hall. Monaghan’s orchesMr. Young was the son of Melita and turned Wednesday afternoon from a visit
weeks in Massachusetts, gave
tra will furnish music.
the late Wilson Young, of Trenton. He of several
the alarm early Thursday morning, and a
At the banquet of Blanquefort com- married Miss Myra Young, daughter of
for the men.
Mr. and Mrs. Dyer Young, of Lamoine. quiet search was instituted
mandery, K. T., last Monday evening,
As further facts became known, alarm
He was a very bright, energetic young
roast loin of venison was the
de repiece
sistance: it was the gift of Sir Knight J.
Sherman Douglass, of Lamoine.

man, and of excellent morals.
He is survived by a wife, three small

increased.

The theory that the

lost in the woods

was

scouted

The Quality Store
Austin & Co.

We have the

and best

Furniture
ever

shown in this

Come in and

city.

be

convinced.

men were

as

largest

stock of

absuri,

children, a mother, two brothers—David Deputy Sheriff Finn being an experienced
and Alfred, all of Everett; and three sis- woodsman and familiar with that particuYale football game at Cambridge last ters—Mrs. Julia
Uoogins, of Everett, Mrs. lar section. A visit to Camp Comfort^
Saturday, is home. On Sunday morning Etta Dyer and Dr. Angie Young, of Massa- where Clough and Coleon had been stophe entered a
hospital to have a minor chusetts.
ping, disclosed the fact that these men
Manager and Coroner.
operation performed on his throat.
also were missing, that the camp apparAnother Moose Trap.
Miss Maud E. Beilatty left Saturday for
ently bad been hurriedly left, and there
Another death trap for moose, similar to were no boats on the shore. The theory
Bangor, where she will remain until after
that at Uasebottle. heath, in the town of that the officers had met with foul
play
Thanksgiving with friends. On Monday
been discovered in Tren- was
she attended the wedding and reception of Waltham, has
quickly abandoned.
This
is
a
ton
woods.
hole
slough
was
it
East
McDonald
at
Duncan
generally
Hampden.
By nightfall Thursday
in a meadow or heath on the Joseph believed that all four men had been
To-morrow being a legal holiday, the
Smith homestead lot, about three-quarters
of
and
the
finding
Deputy
drowned,
The
banka will be closed for the day.
Maine
of a mile from the Trenton road.
Sheriff Finn’s body, Clough’s hat and Ellsworth,
poatofflce will be closed from 9 a. m. until
Two years ago, during the moose-hunt- an overturned boat
Friday morning
ORGANIZED 1873
after the distribution of the evening mail,
ing season, Henry Smith discovered a bull brought full realization of the tragedy.
and will close at 7 p. m. instead of 8 as
moose caught in this hole,
which was
FACTS AS KNOWN.
usual.
In these days of fierce commaking ineffectual efforts to get out. He
was
one
of
the
Ex-Chief-Justice Emery
During the week preceding the accident,
shot the moose, and found it necessary to
petition the ability to SAVE
speakers at the exercises commemorating cat up the carcass to get it oat of the hole. Sheriff Webster received word from John
his
on
that
of
of
is as necessary as the ability
the
the one-hundredth anniversary
Bangor,
camp
A few days ago Mr. Smith, hunting in Thornton,
founding of the First parish Congrega- the same vicinity, discovered the bodies of the railroad shore of upper Green lake
to Read, Write and Cipher.
tional church in Bangor last Monday two moose which had some time within had been broken into, and some bedding
Roy C. Haines,who

attened the

Harvard-

H. C. Austin,

Hancock Co. Savings
Bank

evening.
H. E. Davis and wife returned Thursday from a visit in Boston and vicinity.
Their daughter, Mrs. F. E. Oregory, of
Brookline, Mass., with her infant daughter, accompanied them home for a visit
until after Thanksgiving.
The union Thanksgiving service will be
held at the Baptist church at 7.30 o’clock
to-morrow
evening. Rev. Edwin D.
Kiser, pastor of the Methodist church,
will deliver the sermon. Pastors of the
other churches will assist in the services.
Chief Quartermaster M. E. Thibodaux,
of the U. S. S. Trippe, is spending a
twelve-day furlough with Mrs. Thibodaux before leaving for South American
ports. Mrs. Thibodaux will spend the
winter with her
mother, Mrs. Carrie
O’Connell.
The treasury department for the third
time is asking for bids for the building of
the extension of the custom house and
poatofBce building in Ellsworth. Bids
under the two previous calls were beyond
the amount available, and were rejected.
Bidders have until Jan. 8 to put in their

proposals.

the past two years got caught and perished
in the hole. He uotitied L. F. Giles, who
wrote the lish and game
department,
which notified Game-Warden Shea to have
the hole covered so that no more moose
would be caught in it. This will be done
this winter, probably by laying logs
across the hole which is long and narrow*.
At Casebottle heath the hole was closed
up by felling several trees so that their
tops fell across the hole.

and other articles stolen. Sheriff Webster
met Mr. Thornton at Green lake Friday,
and visited the camp. It was there suggested that Clough and Colson, who were
occupying the old Camp Comfort on the
while cutting hoop-poles,
lower lake

Why

not test your ability
cpenirg a account

by

with this bank ?

might know something about it, or give
some information, and the sheriff decided
upon a visit to Camp Comfort.
It was originally ^planned to go with
Harry W. Haynes to Uneeda Rest .camp
on the western shore o( the lake, and go
by boat from there to Camp Comfort.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
the old Hale stand
Wednesday morning, the day set for the
Frank S. Holmes, of Belfast, was here trip, Mr. Haynes advised against going by
I have bought out the old Dodge
Tuesday calling on friends.
way of Uneeda Rest, telling the officers
stable, and-will continue the business
W. H. Brown, with a crew of carpenters, the wind was so high it would be imposat the same stand.
is making repairs on the mill ot JJ. J. sible to cross the lake in a small boat.
Thereupon the officers decided to go by Open DAY and NIQHT. Carriage Service
Treworgy.
of the wood-road around the head of
Mrs. Abbie Jellison and children, who way
at any hoar. Telephone 29-4.
Northeast cove, and Mr. Haynes did not
are home from Boston, are visiting here
them. Sheriff Webster and
accompanyli
H.
£.
Flood
and
wife.
of
this week, guests
Deputy Sheriff Finn drove to Simon GarFOR SALE
Judson Fox and wife and Mrs. Lucretia land’s place at Lakewood, where they left
Second-hand Carriage*, Wagons, Carts,
been
Bar
Harbor
who
have
at
the
the
road
Fox,
through their horse and took
through
Sleds, Harnesses, etc., cheap tor cash or on
the summer, have moved home 'for the woods. They had their guns with them, satisfactory terms. Also HAT, STRAW and
a
winter.
as their trip took them through
good WOOD.
Miss Mildred A. Treworgy returned to game region. They left the Garland place
seen
was
the
last
the E. M. general hospital at Bangor about 10 o’olock. That
Monday evening, after spending several of them alive by anyone except Clough
and Colson. They expected to return to
days at home here.

A large number of Ellsworth Rebekahs
Bar Harbor last Thursday night,
where they were delightfully entertained
Daniel E. Loweree and children left
by Unison Rebekah lodge. The Ellsworth Tuesday noon for Roslindale, Mass., to
team worked the degree. The Ellsworth join Mrs. Loweree who went there two
Rebekahs returned home Friday noon, weeks ago. They expect to make their
singing the praises of Bar Harbor hospi- home there.
tality, while from Bar Harbor came many
The ladies’ sewing circle will meet Fricompliments of the Ellsworth team’s de- day afternoon with Mrs. B. S. Jellison. It
work.
gree
is desired that a goodly number be in atThe second men’s banquet at the Metho- tendance, as plans are to be discussed perdist church vestry was served last Wed- taining to the annual Christmas sale.
nesday evening. About twenty were in
No less than |12,000,000 is now paid anattendance. After the rupper, which was
served by Mrs. Kizer, Mrs. Haskell and nually by the American government for
Mrs. Pomroy, Dr. Kizer introduced Roy the traveling expenses of its officials in
C. Haines as toastmaster. Rev. Royal the several branches.
went to

ON

Black

ted^iome to-night.

than

Doughnuts

Nixon

day to officiate at

Good Goods at the Right Prices

Loaf Bread

been

first rehearsal of the Ellsworth festival chorus will be held at society hall on
Thursday evening, Dec. 7.

Hagerthy

Ellsworth,

has

improving.

is at home for

The

G.

Corner Main ami Franklin Sts.,

Pemaquid,

George R. Lowell and
Portland to spend the
Lowell’s son Harry.

Bangor, Maine.
Branches at Old Town, Maehlaa and Dexter

Smith

is

short visit.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.

8c

who

Walter Hmith, who has been employed

taila.

more

Hawkes,
weeks,

ill for several

in

Vernon

Mrs. Alice J. Murch has gone to Cranberry Isles to spend Thanksgiving.

dency

and

third de-

gree

if deposited in a good bank and' paid out by
check than when handled in loose money. You

Smith &

the

UNION TRUST COMPANY

<£rk,

son,

member of

Going West—10.30,11.30 a m; 5.15,9 pm.
Going East—6.45 a ra; 3.45, 6 pm.

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,

Dec. 20.

Miss Lilia
who has spent the past
year with her cousin, Miss J. A. Thomp-

worth will take

From West—7.18 a m; 4.14,6.25 p m.
From East—11.06, 11.57a m; 5.47, 10.52 p
MAIL CLOSES AT

nounced for

A novel event in fraternal circles in Ells-

MAILS RECEIVED.

l>o not hesitate liecanse you fear your transactions may be too
small for our consideration. Come in and talk it over anyway.

Abbntacmtntt.

W. Brown, of Southwest Harbor, was introduced, and Rave an interesting and
scholarly talk on some modern views of
the bible.
Another banquet was an-

business.

AT BLL8 WORTH POSTOFPICB.

others, why

MAmf

BHTBBBD AS SJDOOHD CLASS
AT THB BLLSWORTB POSTOPPIOB.

2!

Transient, Livery

and Sale Stable

F. H. OSGOOD

Ellsworth before dark.
Early Thursday morning Mrs. Webster
notified Mr. Haynes that the officers had
not returned and Mr. Haynes and Harvard C. Jordan drove to Lakewood to
make inquiries. At this time they felt no
serious alarm, believing the officers had
been detained or had extended their hunt-

ing trip.
Not until they reached Camp Comfort
did the matter assume a really serious aspect. Here they found the camp deserted,
but evidently as if left hurriedly and with
the intention of an early return. In the

(Continued

on

Page S)

FUR

COATS

For quality and price my
Btock cannot be excelled.

Wofl-uloctoO list of Nockwtar being cloud ootdmp

Clothing Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired
Main

DAVID FRIEND.
Street,.Ellsworth

GEORGE S. OBER,
BLACKSMITH
Horse Shoeing and Jobbing
o! all kinds.
Water Street, Ellsworth.

CHNSTUI ENDEAVOR.

■DITMD »T

If Motto:

Prmy*r Meeting Tepie For the Week
Beginning Doe. 3, 1911.
Topic.—Leoaont frtaW (not lives.—XU.
Foul.-II Ttra. IT. 1-*. iCoooocrotlon meettn(.) Edited by R*v. Sherman H. Doyl*.
D. D

"ACrr

“Boipfol and BopofoL"

churches and orders.
After leaving Salt Lake City there Is great
improvement in the looks of the oonntry. a
EAST SURBY.
more cheerful aspect to the landscape; green
Mia. Edvard Stone baa raiomad from
barley, wheat and alfalfa in acres growing.
The foothills and mountains are groan to the Boaton.
toes of snowbanks that rest upon them. CatMrs. Busan Mosley baa retaroed to bsr
tle are feeding in good pastures and must be
home at Ellsworth.
enjoying themselves. They look It. They
seem contented and satisfied.
Mrs. Sabrina Stevens is able to be down
We go by orchards of peach and apple stairs, after a severs illnsaa.
show
for
which
good crops this season;
Ber many
Mrs. Joseph Gray is ill.
of a river,
through woods and along
friends hope for her speedy recovery.
on
sometimes on one bank,
the other, crossing and re crossing, ever
D. W. Winchester sold foor cottage lots
changing the scenery and making it more in- on his shore last week to Boston parties.
to
look
at.
It
is
cool
and
teresting
pleasant,
There has been quite a bosineea gather*
just right for “Joy riding”. Wears making
ins Christmas trees in this vicinity tha
one of onr wedding trips, a habit of onra. At
times we get very near to the feet of moun- past week.
tains, see gray rocks and birch trees, trails
Mrs. Lixzle P. Conary has dosed ber
up the monntain-side and horses following house and gone to Northeast Harbor to
them. Onr train creeps, for we are going up
spend the winter with her son Pearl.
heavy grade. There are features of the counM. D. Cbatto bad an English boll dog
try here very New England-like.
Getting into Wyoming we find good glaring come from Portland last week, and as he
lands and great hands of sheep feeding, dif- expects one from Kennebunk soon, bis
fering fmm onr California sheep in being plsce will be well protected.
much cleaner, fleece whiter. I found much j
Mr. and Mrs. Googias, who have been
pleasure in wbat I saw in this section; 1 also
Wasson’s several months, have
learned some things ms to a fair. .The whole at George
returned to their home at Ellsworth.
earth is a ‘'fair ground".
Now we go through a long tunnel, nearly a Mrs. Nancy Bellatty is at work for Mr.
mile in length, and before we are aware are Wasson.
C.
sweeping down grade to what is known as
Nov. 27.
Green river, and directly corns to Castle
we
find
a
oneRock; mod here
pretty little
EDEN.
sided town.
Mias Ella SUk was the guest of Mrs. E.
We are still in the mountains. The air is
cool and bracing. There is plenty of land un- ! E. Leland recently.
occupied except for gracing purposes. It
E. B. Hodgkins returned from Mariastretches sway to the hills yonder. Here are ville last week with a One deer.
formations of earth and rock peculiar and inLudolph and Emmons Hodgkins left last
teresting to see. Snow-capped peaks ere in
the west. Snow fences go to show that there weak for New Britain, Conn., where they
is a great deal of troublesome snow here at will be employed.
times.
Mrs. Howe Smith, of Bar Harbor, has
This land will farm whenever it is watered
been visiting her mother. Mrs. E. E.
and produce well. We are doe in Cheyenne
Leland, the past week.
in fifty-five minutes.
Scsax.
Mrs. John Mitchell, who has been In

succinctly
The purposes of this column
•uwdla III title ttd motto—It li for tbe mutual
benefit, and alia* to be belpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It la for the com
moa use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for them
lerchangeof Ideas. In this capacity U solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
oa the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

Lord and Master.
The conversion of Pan! Illustrates
No
the power of the gospel to save.
one seemed less likely to become a
convert to Christianity than Sanl of
Tarsus as he was Journeying on his
■way to Damascus to persecute the
disciples of Christ. His early training,
bis ecclesiastical associations, his personal attitude, his conception of his
duty to God—all these seemed to combine to make him nn opposer rather
than an advocate of the claims of
Christ to Deity and Messlahship. But
in an Instant everything Is changed.
One of the most remarkable cases of
With God
conversion takes place.
That which
nothing is Impossible.
may seem unlikely to ns may to Him
be most natural. In working for the
salvation of men we are never to feel
that any case is hopeless. The gospel
la 'the power of God unto salvation."
and the power of God Is ns great over
one man as another, regardless of conditions and circumstances.
The consecration of Paul has never
been surpassed. From the day that he
■aid. “Lord, what wilt Thou have me
to do?" he gave himself without reserve
to the service of his Master. His missionary activities have been the mar
vel of the Christian centuries. His
writings have challenged the attention
of the world's greatest thinkers. He
himself has left us a record of the personal sacrifices that be made and the
personal hardships that be endured
The pages of
for the gospel's sake.
history tell of no greater seal In any
Paul was literally consumed
cause.
with his zeal In the cause of his Saviour, and his example should fire ev
sry student of his life with a desire for
zealous
Increased consecration and
earnestness In Christian service.
The faith of Paul Is Inspiring and
worthy of emulation. In an unbelieving age be believed and championed
the great doctrines in which be believed. His personal experience bad
-convinced him that Christ was divine;
that the doctrines of His miraculous
birth. His atonement. His resurrection.
He preached Christ cruel
were true.
fled. Christ resurrected. Christ living
st the right hand of God and the secMoreover, he
ond Coming of Christ.
accepted this Christ as his persona!
flevieur and waa assured of his aalva
tion. knowing in whom he bad beIn personal faith, as well as
lieved.
In public endeavor. Paul may well become an example to all.

BIBLE

READINGS.

Art* rIL 7-54; Till. J; lx. 1-20:
xlU. 1-3: r». 25. 20: rvl. 8-12;
XTlL 10-34; xxL 8-14: Rom, L 1416; lx, 1-3; x. 1; II Cor xt 22-33;
Gal. U. 12-21; rt, 14-18; I Tim.
It. 12.

•applied in the recent revolution were
M poorly charged with powder that
-tbs ballets dropped dead within a comparatively short distance of the gun.
That Is why some of our beautiful
thoughts and projects fail. We do not
into the cartridges
jmt enough powder
to earn our thoughts to their destination.

Put love and energy and concentraEndeavor

tion into your Christian
ymt .mi watch things go-

j

j

Bangor hospital for an operation for
appendicitis, came home last week.

COUNTY NEWS.

V.

Nov. 27.
STONINGTON.
Mrs. Fred H. Tburlow, daughter and
West Eden, are guests at W. 8.
Tbarlow’a.

to

above

MARK RTS.

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:
Hatter.

John Barbour has bought tbe hull of tbe
Mentor, that was wrecked Nov.
10 on a voyage from Milbridge to Boston.
schooner

Tbe members of Reliance lodge, F. and
M.. who went to Uastine to the district
convention, report a good time, but rough
weather for return, not daring to start out
till daylight.
A little son of Irving G. Barbour and
wife, died Nov. 19, after a short illness.

The funeral services at the home were conducted by Rev. A. B. McAlister. Interment at Wood lawn.

Sunday afternoon

—

an Italian named Sanfound dead in the woods
on the back of Crotch island.
The men
who found him stated that be had started
out on a gunning expedition in the morning, and not returning, they went to look
for him. There were no marks of violence
Dr. B. L. Noyes and Coroner G.
on him.
W. Redman who were notified and examined the body, found that be bad died of
heart disease. They did not think an inquest necessary. The remains were buried
Monday in Wood lawn cemetery. Friends
of Franchini say he leaves a wife and
children in Italy.
Nov. 27.
Nihil.

ta

|

Franchini

was

WINTER HARBOR.

Irving Young, of Lower Harbor,
deer Saturday.

laid, per do*.

Chickens.12 §»
Fowl.12 4 W
Turkey.
Hay
Best loose, per
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Baled.l»«»

Straw.
10 A12
Lft

Loose...
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Miss Lottie Pendleton ia
abort vacation.

borne

a

for a

Hiae Lula Rice ia visiting Hra. Julia
Sargent before going to Togus, where abe
baa

[
|

employment.

Eiiaha Bickford and wife have returned
from Qouldsboro, where they have been
visiting a few weeks.
Mrs. Lovina Tracy ia still in a critical
condition.
She is boarding with her
nephew, W. P. Ouptill.
Lester Sargent shot a wild cat in the
road near W illiam Perkins’. It was a large,

fleroe-looking animal, weighing nearly
thirty pounds.
The schools are in a prosperous condition under the instruction of efficient
teachers. They are preparing a Thanksgiving entertainment to be given in the
town ball.
ATWaTBB- BICKFORD.

Bertram Bickford and Leila Atwater
married Thursday evening, at the
borne of the groom’s uncle, Cbarlee H.
Bickford, by Rev. E. S. Drew, of the Baptist church, who used the ring service.
The march was played by Mrs. Hanson.
The ribbon-bearers were Louise and Ethel
□rover. After the ceremony, a bunch of
pinks was presented to the bride by Mias
Donna Hanson. Ice-cream and cake were
served to about thirty-live guests, moetly
were

Potatoes, pk
Lettuce, head

V •cotables,
04 400
20 Onions, I
10 Cabbage, I
!
0>
20 Beets,
ts. a
02 Sw potatoes,!), OS Si #04
02
06 Turnips, O
00 Squash,!
01V*«

Mas

Beef, h:
Steak,

Boasts,
Corned,

Pork. *»:
2ft #40
Chop,
Ham. per h
10620
04 612
Shoulder.

SAUfBOW, PUP, SOUTH BBOOKST1IXH.
At the laat moatinp of Rainbow pranpa,
after tUe nanal work, the third and fourth
dappeal ware conferred on one candidate.
Literary propram waa omitted. It waa
■appealed that a barveat feaat be held
Thankepivtnp ere. It la hoped all the
membeie will remember the poet card
•bower on Nov. 30 to Slater Geneva Connor, of North Brookaville.

|

Veal:

Steak,

*

1S#10

Bolt,
Lard,

10#1S
22920
12 #10

12#1S
19

lSglS
Lamb.
06
Tongues, eaoh

Haddock.
Halibut.

Freeh Fish.
SO Cod,
06 Smelts,

06
IS
SO

I,
12#20 Clams, qt,

Flour, Grain mmd Food.
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
S OS #6 80 Shorts—ha# 1 40#1
1 70 Mix feed, bag 1 6041
Corn, 100! bag
1 70 Middlings,bg 1 4041
Corn meal.bag
1 76
Cracked corn,
LAW IWtUMO WSIOHTS

OB
00
60
80

AMD MBASDSBS.

A bushel of Llrerpool (Alt aboil weigh 69
pounds, and n bushel of Turk's Island salt
shall weigh Ml pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and dt for shipping, is 90
pounds: of apples, M pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and dt for shipping, is 00 pounds;
of whsat. beets, ruta-bagn turnips and peas.
•0 pounds; of corn, H pounds; of onions, 69
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal. M pounds; of parsnips, 46pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, « pounds; of oats.
19 pounds, or seen measure as by sgrsemsnt.

while you m«y 1 The first good
action of
step is to regulate the
bowels by early use of

your sluggish

Beecham’s
Pills
Weld

Ewsswwfcses.

la banes Ida,

sad 29s.

preciated.
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NEW

gists.

this vicinity, week. thin, rmnoee
tired out end nervous. Sach wom'
■and Vlnol juat aa much aa did
Mr*.
Jane Pepper, of 1*07 Howard (treat
^
Ban Francisco, Cal, who n;i:
"I hare need Vlnol for aome
time
with particularly gratifying results, I
waa ran down, weak and
debilitated,
and my appetite waa gone. After
takseveral
bottlee'
of
Vlnol I fonM
Ing
condition
my
greatly Improved, aad
do not heeltate to recommend vtnoi
to anyone similarly affected."
Vlnol Is not a secret nostrum, bat
a delicious cod liver and Iron
tonic
without oil, which will create an
appetite, tone np the digestive organa
make pore blood and create strength.
Try a bottle of Vlnol with the nodemanding that your money will be
returned If It doc» r^t help you.
G. A. Parchkr,
Ellsworth, Me,

Quick, Sensible Method That Doesn’t
Upset the Stomach.
Hare you heard of the overnight
cold cure that is putting colds in the
head and cheat out of busiuess between sunset and daybreak.
Here it is. Cut it out and save it if
you don't need it now. If you have a
cold, cough, throat soreness or acute
catarrh, he sure and try it to-night just
before going to bed.
I'our a scant
teaspoonful of HVOMEI (pronouuce
it Illgh-o-me) Into a bowl of boiling
water, cover head and bowl with a
towel and breathe for several minutes
the vapor that arises, then go to sleep
and awake with a clear head free from
mucus.

HYOMEI la guaranteed for catarrh,

“Maintaining and Increasing the Per-,
tilityofthe Boll" was the fruitful topic
that occupied the remaining time, K. W.
Borrill, who opened the question, emphasizing the neceeaity not only of keeping
up the fertility, but increasing it if the
wants of future generations were to be
adequately provided (or.
Thia, be
thought, could be done by atudying the
■oil and ite ueeda and eupplying the lacking element#, conaerviog the moieture,
one ot the moet eaaential
parte, by frequent cultivation, eepecially in timea of
drought. O. A. Gray and Gerald Thompeon talked along aimilar Unea and J. F.
Cowing and Lealie Johnaon followed with
eome experience# and
knowledge gained
thereby.
The neat meeting will be held Dec. 9,
and it ia hoped membera will ntakea pecial

EiiisinsiGnpy

election of offloan

aa

croup, asthma, sore
throat and bronchitis, or money back.
of
Bottle
Uyomel SO cents at (I. A-

Parcher’s and druggists everywhere.

Kailroabs ant) J&trambo.r.s.

Reduced Winter Fares.
Bar Harbor and Boston *;i,30.
Blue hill and Boston #S.riO.
Steamer Boothbay leave* Bar Harbor 10 am
Monday and Thursday lor Seal Harbor, Northearn Harbor, Man net. Southwest Harbor, But
Harbor, Stonlagton, North Harm ami Rockland, connection arttfe eteamer for Itotton.
Steamer Mlneola leaver Blucblll * * m
aad Thursday for South Biuehll),
BrookUa, Sad* wick, Deer lele, Sargeotvllle,
Soath Brookavtlle, Dark Harbor and Koctund,
eonaeettaa with Meaner for Bo*ton.

Monday

SSTDMINO

will, 378, iwnn.
Good Will grange held ita regular moating Saturday, Nov. 28, with a large attendance. Then waa one application for
memberahip. After reoeaa, the ladiaa furniahed a flue program conaiating of aingGOOD

ing, recitation#, tableaux,
readinga,
oonundruma, atortea and grange paper.
The following memorial revolution#
wen adopted:

TarMae Stael

K. L.
A. M.

we oauac our

and

a

one

charter to

thirty days,

that
a part of our recopy sent to the Borrowing family,
to Tun Ellswostm Ananican for

publication.

SMITH, a sent. Bar Harbor.
Hankies. a rent, Blueblll-

la wbat your money will earn il
Invented In shares of the

and mother.

departed aieter,

Steameblpa Belfast end

Leave Boston ft p m Tuesdays end Fruity*
for Boekland connecting with steamer letrlsf
Book land, ft-lft a m, or on arrival 01 stetasf
from Bostoa, Wednesday and Saturday, lor Bar
Harbor, BlaahUl aad Utsermedlsir lamitny*.

Whereo!, The Qraat Master, In Hie Infinite
wisdom, haa even 81 to remove from oormldat
our eiater, Altov O. Smith, therefore be it
deaoteed, That Good Will grange. No. tn,
hee lost a loyal member, the
community an
eeteemed neighbor, the family a devoted wife

cord#,

OVER 2 MILLION PACKAGES SOLD WEEKLY

Small

colds, coughs,

be draped in morning for
these revolutions be made

LIPTON S TEA

at

Risk^^*

Leslie Johnson, of Lakeview grange,
was asked to give a short
talk on tbe
Thanksgiving dinner, and in responding
other
said, among
things, that his feelings
be thought Just before tbs great dinner
resembled an “empty barrel”, and just after a “full one”.

Onsracoa Nicnnaaon,
Culis Sttaav,
ksi. w. G. Orcctt,
Committee.

For coughing, dryness and tickling in the
throat, hoarseness and nil coughs and colds,
take Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Contains no opiates. For sale by all drag-

Strong

Expense and No

Colds Vanish.

our

Dear last Madge:
The first third part of our trip was distinctly western in feature. In the show of

Be Made

There are hundreds of women t.

Seaoleed, That we, the membara of Good
Will grange, extend our heartfelt
aympatby
to the bereaved family in their time of aorrow.
devolved, To a how the reapect we hold for

no.

“I do not believe there la any other
medicine so good for whooping oongfa as
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy,” writes
Mrs. Frances Turpin, Junction City, Ore.
This remedy is unsurpassed for colds and
croup. For sale by ail dealers.

May

—

effort to be prevent,
will take place.

Secure Health

HOW WEAK WW0T

HOMB, tot, WEST KLIAWOPTH.
Harveat Home pranpe met In repular
CAN YOU ASK MORE?
aeaaion Nov. 26, Worthy Maater Oeorpe M.
Cnnninpham in the chair. Eighteen
membera
were
Two were Your Money Back for the Asklag.
preeent.
Yon Promise Nothing.
elected far memberehip and two applicaWe are so confident that we can furnish
tion woe received. After teciaa, the
lecturer preeented the followinp propram: -relief tor indigestion and dyspepai* that
Readinp Henry Glam; aonp, Herbert Gup- we promise to supply the medicine tree ol
kill; readinp, Georpe M. Cnnninpham; all cost to everyone who uses it according
•tory, Cora Grin die; readinp, A. W. Bar- to directions who is not perfectly utisrel!; itory, A. K. GoptlU; readinp, Minnie fled with the results. We exact no
S. Bryant; ainpinp by the pranpe; atory, promises and pot no one under sny obligation whatever. Barely nothing couldbs
Georpe M. Cnnninpham.
The qoeeticm for diacnaalan waa: “Do fairer. We ere located right here where
the rural mail-carriera receive aufllcient you live, and our reputation should be
compenaation for their eervieee?" De- sufficient assurance of tbs genuineness ot
oar offer.
cided lii the affirmative.
We went every one who ie troubled with
The pranpe will elect officera Dec. I.
indigestion or dyspepsia in eny form to
come to oar store end bay t box of
ARBUTUS, 4S0, SCUT.
KexeU
Owing to tbe storm there was no grange Dyepepeie Tsblets. Take them borne, end
them
e
reasonable
Word
baa been re- five
trial, according to
meeting Friday night.
ceived that State Lecturer B. Walker Me- directions. It they don’t please you, tell
os
end
we
will
return
Keen and State Master C. S. Bteteon will
qnickly
your money.
not meet with Arbutus grange on Dec. 1, They bare s very mild but positive action
the
with
which
organs
as bad been planned, but at a later date.
upon
they come in
contact, apparently acting as a regulative
tonic upon the relaxed muscular coat ol
MARIAV1U.B, Ml.
Mariaville grange met Saturday evening, the bowel, thus overcoming weakness,and
with a small attendance. One candidate aiding to restore the bowels to more
was instructed in tbe first and second derigorous and healthy activity. Three
The literary program was well sixes, 25c., BOc., and fl.QO. Remember,
grees.
rendered.
you can obtain Bexall Remedies only at
our
store
The Bexall Store. E. 0.
BAT T1KW, 287, SALISBURY CJOVB.
oor. opp. poetofflee.
About fifty members of tbe grange were Mooaa,
present Wednesday evening. Tbe first
degree was conferred. State Lecturer B.
Walker McKean gave an instructive talk
on various lines of grange work. A literary and musical program was much apHAHVBOT

day.

Now we’ll “board the train” and keep
Suean company awhile.
susas’s

—

CENTURY, *6, DEDHAM.
New Qentury grange observed Nov. 2S aa
Carrots. S,
Parsnips, h.
Thanksgiving night with exercises approCitron, h
priate to the season. First on tbe proSpinach, pk.
Fruit.
gram was a roll-call to tbe question:
M #00 “Wbat have farmers to be thankful for?”
40960 Lemons, doe
Oranges, do*
Cranberries, qt,
answered by all farmers present in recounttbe special features of tbe year which
04#00 ing
Bice, per !
Coffee--per 6
20 #20 have proved favorable to their success.
20#20 Vinegar, gal
Bio.
06
K Cracked wheat.
Mocha.
This was followed by tbe leading of aa
04
SB Oatmeal, per S
Java,
20 original paper, “The Origin and Purpose of
Buckwheat, pkg
Tea—per h—
45#66 Graham.
Japan.
Thanksgiving,” by Mary BurrilL, giving a
SO #46 Bye meal.
Oolong,
brief history of this first American holiGran meal, B
Sugar—per !—
07Si OH—per gal—
Granulated,
and contrasting tbe condition, homes
1 IS day
Linseed,
07»*
Yellow. C
10 #12 and conveniences of tbe colonists on Its
10
Kerosene,
Powdered,
SO #60
Molasses, gal,
first celebration in 1821 with those of toU nnu Provisions.
Celery, bunch.

Oysters, qt,
shot

30 #»

Poultry.

A.

us

•aft««0

Creamery per h.
Dairy.
Freeh

Knox hospital
for a few weeks. Charles Oliver bas
charge of bis store during bis absence.
E. E. Grindle is at tbe

The
diversity of nature is one of its wonders.
We have diversities of gifts and views
and dispositions and countenances, and
ao on and on indefinitely, like the leaves
similar hut unlike.
and the flowers
Some other of your selections of poetry
will be gladly received, M. V. B.

A Bor Scour.

Dormal school.

will return borne.

each.

Dear Aunl Madge:
I guess b jys are not admitted to yonr M. B.
column, bat 1 always read the column as I
generally find something to interest boys
(especially Uncle Dudley’s letters, which I do
not find as often as I would like).
I noticed you mentioned the “Boy Scouts"
In yonr remarks about the Bed Cross Bulletin
in last week’s Amsbicax. and as I am a
“scout”, I wondered if you would be interested to hear about us, whst some of our
duties are and how we are trained to discharge them.
You spoke of “first aid to the injured”.
That is one of our first aud most important
lessons. At oar next meeting we are to hear a
lecture by a doctor from one of the emergency
hospitals in Boston, on that oue subject, with
1
pictures to illustrate.
We are also taught to acquire presence of
mind so as to be able to think and act quickl/
in any emergency. We are trained to take
good care of onr bodies, to hold onr heads
erect, and to walk with somewhat of a soldierly bearing. We must try to be thoughtful, hopeful, and courteous, to all people, to
be ''on the square" in all our dealings, so
that a scout’s honor shall be above reproach.
I could go on and flu the page with good
things taught the Boy Scout, but think I will
stop now, and perhaps sometime 1 will tell
you of our tramps or "hikes", at we call them,
out into the country, and how we are trained
to learn from observation, and required to put
into practice some of our emergency lessons.

Farmington

Tbe sardine shop closed Saturday. Mr.
Lawrence and those employed from Lubec

M. V. B.

somebody, the sky
just the same to us

Slomngton

Stinson, a graduate of tbe
bigh school, will eater tbe

Miss Caaeie

letter also, which contains a bright, new
thought, it will be worth while to remember each day that this is a “red letter
Dever

•CLL8 WORTH

sod, of

SI. V. B. for the poem, and

You may be very sure that not only
boys an admitted to the column, but that
the gates an open wide to receive
them,
and we hope many wtll follow your example. 1 thank yon for the information
you have given us about the work at the
Boy Scouts. I have read about them and
Wonderful Adaptability.
Christian Endeavor has been won- have been interested to learn about their
slarful in its adaptability. As new organization. It is a grand thing. A
-occasions have arisen it baa met them. class of boys was once asked: “What are
As new duties have appeared it has boys good fort” and the answer oame from
.assumed and fulfilled them. As new one of them: “Good to make men of.”
The boys of to-day will indeed be the
movements have originated it has
furnished them a working constitu- men of the coming to-morrows, and the
ency ready trained for any emergency. teachings and practices of this order you
Bolding to the fundamental spiritual represent will ensure a generation of
Let
•1ms. maintaining the central fire at honest, true, helpful gentlemen.
the prayer meeting altar, the young us hear about some of your “hikes”; I’ve
ftsople of Christian Endeavor mem- read ol them, too.
One more benefit of your work 1 just
bership and training have been the
mainstay of every evangelistic and want to mention—that is, the instruction
missionary and Christian citizenship that will prepare you all for prompt and
efficient action in oases of emergency.
movement of the last quarter country.

Why Shot Folio Doad.
There is a report—it is not yet conflrmed—to the effect that the cartridges
-with which the Mexican troops were

j

day.

looks

Meetinp of Green
Mountain Pomona with UcoIm prmnpo.
Saturday, Dae. B-Meelinp of Haaooek
Pomona prmnpa with Uaatine pranpe.

j

available.
I wish to thank Dell for the beautiful picture of the reunion-gathering at her home.
To me, Friday, Nov. 10, was one of those best
days of the year. When I received the news
of the decision of the governor and council in
favor of “no*, I felt that I was like sister Dell,
who said: ‘*01«ry Hallelujah!” Saturday, the
11th, the glorions stars and stripes floated
from the flagstaff in front of my home all

day”

DATPk.

Tneaday, Doc. &

_

Gott’s Island, Nov. 20, 1911.
Dear Aunl Madge and M. B. Sttttrt:
As I notice that some send to the column,
occasionally, slips of poetry, and as I have
some which may be very
helpful to some
member of the column, and if space can be
spared, I would like to have them printed, if

Thanks to

pood raaann.

j

«

With best wishes to you all.

abort aatf ooaataa. All coauaaaieatioaa atmat
ba alpaed, bat aaaMa will not bo priatad noapt bp penalaafton of tha wrttar. All comBiaaioatioaa will ba eebjeet to approval bp
tbo adltor, bat aoaa will ba rejected wUboat

b^ha
an^Pomeftime*

The whole earth can bind;
How selfish our fretting;
How narrow our fear;
“Each day is the beet day
Of somebody's year!”
—Priacxlla Leonard.

j
I

Thla m)ui ia dtnM lo the Qnaif, eapeeiallp to the mu" a* Haaooek oountj
Thooain* ia opaa to all fittfan for tko
dieeeaeloa at toptee of feaaral interact, ud
lor raparta of pieape taaetiape. Make lottora

_

Paul was born In Tarsus of Asia
Minor, a Greek city. He was the son
of Jewish parents and was educated In ! writer will not be printed except by permission
Jerusalem. Ho became a Pharisee in | Communications will be subject to approval or
the stricteot sense. His first attitude rejection by the editor of tbe column, but none
toward Christianity was that of a per- will be rejected without good reason. Address
s
all communications to
oecutor. He consented unto Stephen
Thu Americas.
death and guarded the clothes of those
Ellsworth. Ms.
who stoned him. On his way to Dahe
was
mascus to persecute Christians
THB BEST DAT.
•nddenly converted, and henceforth
Some skies may be gloomy
Some moments be sad.
Christianity had no more zealous or
Bat everywhere, always.
devoted advocate than Paul.
Some souls must be glad;
As the apostle to the gentiles he carFor true is tbe saying
ried the gospel from Antioch. In Asia,
Proclaimed by the seer,
to Rome and as far west as Spain In
“Each day is the best day
three great missionary Journeys. Twice
Of somebody’s year!”
be was Imprisoned In Rome, and traEach days finds a hero.
dition tells us that he died a martyr
Each day helps a saint,
to his faith at the time of the persecuEach day brings to some one
he
But
or
68.
67
D.
of
A.
Nero.
tions
A joy without taint;
who had been “ready to go to JerusaThough it may not be my turn
In
the
gospel
Or yours that is near,
lem." "ready to preach
“Each day*i» the best day
Borne.” was also "ready to be offered
Of somebody's year!”
his
of
departure
op" when the time
He had fought a good
was at hand.
Tbe calendar sparkles
With days that have brought
tight, finished the course, kept the
Some prise that was hoped for,
faith and looked forward to the
Some good that was sought;
of righteousness which the
crown
High deeds happen daily.
Lord, the righteous Judge, was preWide truths grow more clear;
pared to give to hint Great In Intel“Each day is the best day
lect. great In devotion and consecraOf somebody’s year!”
tion. great In achievement, his life
No sun ever risen.
should inspire us to Increased conseBut brings joy behind.
cration In the service of his and our
No sorrow in fetters

j

Irnong tijr Granger*.

Mr. and Hn.
relatives of the groom.
Bickford in popular young people, aka
bains a ■aaibar of tka Baptist chareh,
and ha tka tanor singer in tka church
choir. Tha? received nan; presents.
B.
Not. tr.

country tad Ulip them «m plot—ring—
tin mm ud chickens plenty—thn nettle*
ment* In somewhat advanced rtsfti, nnd the
city, with what goes to make It a centre of
trade, the pivot of Ite section, with schools,

HJutnai Brnrht Solumn.

A man who thinka hi# wife
ought to
ma|e her own hate, would have a fit if
■he offend to make hta tiee.
Itobl
Itch I
Itehl
Scratch 1
Scratch!
Bemtchl The more you scratch the worse
the itch. Try Doan's Ointment. It
cores
pilee. ecaama, any akin itching. All drug,
aell
it —Adel.
giata

A SEW SERIES
IS

now

open.

Shores, Si ;eoc*,' wumthlti f*1

FATwhen you can borrow on your
sharon, five n Brat mortgage and
reduce it every moothr Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
Utau you are now paying lor
rent, and In about tan years you

DWS TOUB OWS HOMS.

—

For particulars Inquire of
O. W. Taranr, 8aCy,
Pint Nat’l Bank Bid*.
A. W. Km. President.

tttortuBtMmt'

PRIMARY ELECTIONS.

!

HOW

NEW

there is
word

POSSIBLE.

fFVom the Lewiston Journal.!

to express

CHIEF POINTS OF PBIMABY ELECTION LAW.
(1) Applies to all Stats and county of-

efficacy of

the

SYS-

chief points or ran nnw blbotion
LAW TOLD AS SIMPLY AS

absolutely
no

NOMINATING

TEM WILL WORK.

flcea, State senators, members of legislatures, congressmen and U. S. senators-not
to municipal or town offices.
(2) Political conventions merely, adopt
platforms and elect party committees.
(3) Previous to the first Monday in May

Scott’s
Emulsion

all candidates for nomination must file
nomination papers with the secretary of
state containing requisite number of
signatures.

in the treatment

(4) Primary elections of all political
parties are to be held at tame time in each
town and city; opening at 12 noon on the
third Monday in June in year of State

--of

COUGHS, COLDS

eleetions.
(5) To vote,

give name, residence, party affiliation, place of enrolment. He then gets his party ballot, each
party having different-colored ballot. He
votes by putting an X opposite each name
he desires to vote for,; or by
writing in
names of others.
Votes
are
counted and declared in
(8)
the usual way.

BRONCHITIS

CATARRH, GRIPPE
AND

RHEUMATISM

a man

must

the town clerks mi leest fourteen
diji pre▼lons to the primary election, a list! of all
the nominees and to publish the same ib
the newspapers.
Sixth. We have now gotten the voter
through the party convention and through
the preliminary canvass, the nominations
being made, and the next thing in order
is, therefore, the calling of the primary
election itself, to vote upon the nominations of these various nominees. This
primary election is to he held on the third
Monday in Jane. This date is fixed by
law in each year in which a State election
occurs.
The warrants calling said primary election must be issaed not less.than
seven days before this third
Monday in
June.
Under this warrant the primary elections are held in all places in the State, by
all political parties at the same time.
The polls open at 12 o’clock noon, and
continue open until 9 o’clock in the
afternoon, except in towns of 3,000 inhabitants or less, when the polls may dose at
6 o’clock in the afternoon.
Voters not enrolled as members of a political party will not be permitted to vote,
but such voters may enroll themselves at
the polling places in such party as they
desire, by taking oath.
The term political party is declared to
mean such parties as at the gubernatorial
election next preceding, polled a vote of
at least one per cent, of the entire vote
cast in the State for governor; in Maine
this would mean about 1,420 votes.
No person shall vote unless a legally
qualified voter, exactly as is required under the laws governing other elections.
A person who desires to vote in a primary election must give his name, residence, party affiliation, and place of last
enrollment. He is then given a ballot of
his party. Each party has a ballot of a
different color. In 1912, the democratic

K1TTKRY TO CARIBOU

ONE OF THOSE
TUNNEL KISSES

Ricker end Art bar Bussell, of
Hudson, died Wednesday from drinking
Fred

By J. BERRY CRAPE
Copyright toy American Preaa Amo*
elation, 1911.
There Is a woman whom I bitterly
She Is both young and pretty,
and yet I hate her. Why ao? I will

D.,’L/GC/Sr8

few words

i

hate.

tell you.
I was traveling with my friend Bob
Caruthers—both of us bank clerke—go-

Instantly

According to figures compiled by
Deputy Insurance Commissioner Lang,
and made public Friday at the State in*
surance department in Augusta, the total
loss in the great Bangor fire was |3,666,709.
The total insurance paid has been fl,947,-

Sloan’s Liniment is a great
for backache. It
penetrates and relieves
the pain instantly—no rub*

remedy

bing necessary—just lay
on lightly.

it

643.

Frank P. Wood, president of the Wood
ing on our minute vacation of one- A Ewer
company, one of the largest dry
twenty-fourth of the year. We were on
goods establishments in Bangor, died
the train to Cheltenham Beach and
Wednesday at 8t. Augustine, Fla., aged
both feeling pretty good. We wejSifi
ipvcaty~8ix years* tie leaves two sons—
young, and youth is not overwlse. Wo .yp|4aa-B. Wood; of Buffalo, N. Y., and
talked too much, and we talked too-; ;{jB*laa P., of Bongo*, and a daughter—
Miss M a belle Wood, of Bangor. He bad
loud. In other words, we were fresh.
There was a party of four In the two fc aen in business in Bangor for many years,■eats next In front of us, one back be-

ing turned to face the other. It

con-

sisted of a young woman, two children
and a negro nurse. The children, two
Uttle boys, were doing pretty much as
they pleased, sometimes Insisting on
riding forward, at other times backward. This kept the lady changing her
seat. When she rode backward she
faced us, when forward she sat with
her back to us, but in the next seat In
front.
While she was facing us I made a
discovery. I learned to my satisfaction that she would flirt. There are
different grades of flirtation, from the
little miss who passes her handkerchief over her Ups to the lady who
j simply darts her eyes about, flashing
Ij them at rare intervals, and but instanjj taneousty, on the fellow she flirts with.
This was the kind of flirter the girl
; was who sat in front of us. That she
j was not married was evident from the
fact that the nurse called her "Miss.”
The children called her “Aunt Carrie.”
| After a considerable play of eyes I
j made up my mind that Aunt Carrie
was full of Old Nick. I began to talk
to Bob about her, expatiating upon
her beauty, naming different features
J —her eyes, her nose, her chin—any one
of which would make a model for an
artist. As for her lips, I pronounced
them the most klssable I had ever
seen. All this I said quite loud-enough
! for her to bear, at the same time preI tending to talk In a low tone.
Then Bob put an Idea into my head,
i
“Why don’t you kiss her?” he re■
marked.
j "Kiss her? Do you suppose I would
j profane those sacred Ups without permission?”
"You might steal a kiss.”
"Would that I dared and found an

j

j

Backache

Ray Thibodeau, of Fort Fairfield, aged
fifteen yearn, pointed a rifle that waa “not
loaded” at bis body Sunday, and pulled
the trigger. Death was instantaneous.

We have been requested to explain in as
as possible the working of tbe
new direct primary election law of Maine. |
The law in full fills five columns of tbe
Journal’s smallest type. We confine our- !
PIIILDKKN INJIKKD.
selves, therefore, to giving simply the
of the law from
Ordinary Cathartics and Pills and principal requirements
tbe voter’s standpoint.
|
llursh Physic Pause Distressj First. It
applies to the nomination of i ballot will be white; the republican baltug Complaints.
lot yellow; and the socialist ballot blue,
You cannot be over-careful in the candidates for United States senators,
three parties now by
members of Congress, governor.
State ! these being the only
Utoction of medicine for children. Only
size of vote entitled to be designated as
the very gentlest bowel medicine should auditor, sheriffs, county treasurers, clerks
of courts, registers of probate, county at- such, although any party may get back on
ever be given, except in emergency cases.
the official ballot by means of the proviOrdinary pills, cathartics and purgatives torneys, county commissioners, and all i sions of
chapter 6, section 4, of the reother county officers for which we vote 1
are apt to do more harm than good. They
which is especially rein September. It does not apply vised statutes,
i
may cause griping, nausea and ether dis- directly
to mayors, aldermen, councilmen, or any tained in force by the terms of the new
tressing after-effects that are frequently
law. This section provides that nominaother municipal or town office.
health-destroying.
Second. Borne time after March 17 and tions of candidates for any offices to be
We p radially recommend and guar- [
elected by the people at large may be made
on or before April 18, 1912, each political
antee Kexall Orderlies an the safest and
nomination papers signed by not less
party in Maine mast hold a State conven- by
most dependable remedy which we know
tion. (The law says that this convention than 1,000 qualified voters of the State, and
for const ipation andtassociate bow el dis- !
other cases such as congressmen,
t>h nl be held not less than sixty nor more in
order**. We have such absolute faith in
one per cent, of
than ninety days before the third Monday county officials, etc., by
the virtue* of thia remedy that w« t»ell it
the voters at the next previous election.
in June of eich year in which a State elecoo our guirantee of in >.uy back in every !
for the admission of new
tion is held.) These State conventions are This provides
instance where it fails to ghe entire satiscalled in the usual way, by the State com- political parties and the return of old pofaction, and we urge all in need of such
litical parties to the official ballots in both
mittees of the respective parties. At the
■edit ine to try it at our risk.
and State elections.
convention of the political party the sole primaries
are
eaten
like
Bexul! Orderlies
just
;
On the official ballot given to the rebusiness is to adopt the party platform,
and
agree- |
candy, and particularly prompt
for instance, the voter will find
and elect a State committee, a district publican,
able in action, may be taken at any time,
names of all the nominees of his party.
for each congressional district, the
commillle
day or night; do not cause diarrhoea, and a
He puts a “X” against the name of each
county committee for each county.
oau**a, gn >i.i^ excessive looseness, or i
he wishes to vote. There are
Third. Having held this State conven- for whom
other noI siraole effects.
They have a
blank spaces in which he can write the
tion as above indicated, the next thing is |>
nry mi to out poniuve action upon the
whom
he prefers to
names of persons
to get the nominations on the official balorgan* with which they come in contact,
he deposits his ballot,
lots. All these nominations must be made those on the ticket,
opportunity!”
appHrently acting as a regulative tonic op- on nomination
and this is practically all there is to the
papers signed in each in“The opportunity will present itself
on the relax; 1 muscular coat of the bowel,
The
ballots
are counted
election.
primary
stance by a certain number of voters. For
shortly. There’s a tunnel on this road.”
tbus>>ver 'tiling weakness, and aiding to
the
aldermen
and
selectin
the
usual
way;
instance, if a man is to be a candidate for
"Don’t tempt me.”
*» v»ls to more vigorous and
»-e t»»
men are required to tabulate the votes, and
governor, his nomination papers must be
"Faint heart never won fair lady.”
are made with the secretary of
returns
healthy activity.
the
signed by not less than one percent, nor
We kept up this conversation, intenii-« commonly completely
ti
O
who are nominees un- j
who
declares
state,
more than two per cent, of the entire vote
s:* ation,
rHi v
v
tlonally speaking loud enough for the
except of course
election
law.
der
the
primary
t xl character.
They also cast for governor m the last preceding
young lady to hear what we said. I
The secretary of state is obliged to regism*
v
the necessity of con- State election. The same is true for Unit
fen
dwelt on the delight there was In a
«*
laxatives to
ter the results, and for the State election
keep the ted States senators.
stolen kiss and the Inexpressible bliss
*
J coiio it Ion. Three sixea
fc>A ’•
he
must
issue
as
in
the
ballots
September
In other words, the nomination papers
r-. U> cots,25 cents.and 50cents,
I would derive from pressing my lips
j
now.
he
does
.-••it can obtain Kexall KemeR m
for a candidate for governor would require
to those of the girl In question. Bob
this
In
addition
to
h only at our store—The
Seventh.
d.
primary
from 1,420 to 2,840 signatures. If a man is
told me all about the tunnel; said we
t
i.. (J. Moobk, cor. opp.
B* **’
law
is a corrupt practices
there
election
to become a candidate for member of Conwere approaching It and dared me to
is
a part of it, which
which
made
law
gress, be must have his nominating papers
take the kiss while we were in It,
makes it a crime for candidates to spend
signed by not less than one per cent, nor
adding that since It was not a long
sums of money in excess of certain premore than two per cent, of the gubernatunnel and the only one on the road
for their nominations
torial vote in his congressional district, scribed amounts
the lamps were not lighted In passing
or elections, and requiring sworn itemized
probably from 300 to 600 signatures. If a
through it. Fresently he said;
returns thereon to the secretary of state.
man wants to be.nominted for a State senaU Yon mu Itoc
"This Is Markham Station we’re
tor, he must have not less than one per
passing. We’ll reach the tunnel In five
Manners.
cent, nor more than two per cent, of
minutes.”
We are familiar with the story of an acsignatures of the total vote cast in his
Notwithstanding that the young
complished host who drank out of his
county for governor.
lady must have heard the most of
The same is true for the man who wants finger-bowl to save an unsophisticated
what we said she resolutely kept the
This is offset
to be a candidate for sheriff, or other guest from embarrassment.
seat next In front of us. I argued that
social kindness and tact of a certhe
secure
as
He
must
by
office.
signacounty
If she didn’t wish to be kissed she
alike for courtesy
tures to his nomination papers not less in tain physician, famous
would take the other seat, where I
..Bon*
number (than one per cent, nor more and skill.
Menukhed
could not reach her. Indeed, I conA countryman, comine early one mornthan two per cent, of the votes for govstrued her remaining where she was
for the doctor, was Icept for breakfast.
| ernor in the county at the last preceding ing
for a direct challenge.
nomination papers At the table the countryman poured his
No
State
election.
;
Suddenly the train shot Into the
hot coffee into his saucer, and set his cup
of
Januthe
first
before
day
: shall|be signed
beside it.
damask
tunnel, and within ten or a dozen secon the immaculate
which
the
in
the
primary
year
j ary in.*
-CURES'
onds the car was black as midnight.
sign Then he looked around the laree table
| election is to be held. No voter may
firfc.gplhtitg|atli Immrwi, El»g»
"Now’s your chance," cried Bob.
only to perceive that he alone had done
more than one nomination paper for each
Bsss, Knotted Cords, Ctlls Jslits,
“I dare not.”
I office. Any person signing a nomination this. But before the flush could fairly
Nevertheless I half rose from my
8»r>iM,lwy(li»wHw, 8wslHaf»,Bfcoo
! paper must belong to the political party of show in his faoe, the doctor had likewise
seat and threw my arms about the
into his saucer, and set
coffee
his
tolUaad Fseadsr, IHsteteper and Colto
reare
other
minor
poured
There
the candidate.
neck of the woman sitting In front of
the evident great restrictions regarding the signing of these the cup beside it, to
II nw falls to locate lameness, and the thonme.
I expected a box on the ear, but
■ted* who bav* triad It will tell joa that It makes
lief of his guest.
ttM finrmt In m4 te4v wash they ever used.
papers.
Instead two arms were thrown about
a saying in the Talmud that be
is
There
fro want yon to know also
are
nomination
Fourth. These
papers
of Tnttls’sWarm
powers
"—-*—
my neck and a pair of lips glued to
who oauses another to blush is as if he
Tattle’s
mkI Tattle's
seders.
’s Condition Powders, end
to be sent to the secretary of state, on or
i’s remedies.
remedies,
TOW dealer soils Tuttle^
and so conversely
other’s
shed
that
blood;
of
said
and
of
son* mm Mo ssm and tee.In stamps
snpeud
May
before the first Monday
“Jnot.
wwill send
stes bottle prepaid. Don'texperScarcely had we embraced when the
he who spares or shields another’s blUBh
aUip
year. With such nomination papers must
I atFor
darkness began to disappear.
saves some wounding of the spirit.
in
candidate
of
the
be filed the consent
FREE
to unwind the arms from
manners really call for much chivtempted
good
at
if
nominated
writing, and his promise
around mg neck, but they refused to
much heroic self-control and living
the primary election not to withdraw, and alry,
be unwound. It grew lighter, and lit
moment in the experience of anfor
the
and
serve.
If elected that he will qualify
tnuiMa«ii<iii|>.oa»»
a few seconds more the train shot out
other. For so soon as we go below the
Fifth. The secretary of state is resurface, we And that manners are one with into broad day.
quired to print tba ballots for the priGreat heavens! I was held tight by
morals, since the tap-root of both is the
A
mary election, placing on them the names
the negro nurse.
same.
and residences of the candidates accordI can yet hear the burst of langhtsr
That famous order of Grant’s by which
ing to their political parties who hare rethat came from the pass angers. I can
bee was spared the soldier’s pain of surceived the requisite number of signaturee,
his sword, is a happy instance see the eyes of Aunt Carrie dancing a
>• «Hickl7__
and In the order in which they are voted rendering
see the horrible fhee of the
The of the “beat” manners, since it combines Jig. I can
SimMM ai»M
on In the regular September election.
and magnanimity alike, a full black wench as she released me of her
ballot la to be printed so as to give each ebivalty
Rcleenws, eoothee,
of the situation, with a fine ewn accord and hear the horrible yah“•l* rnd protects
voter a chance to make a X in the square appeeeiation
“• di«u«o<f mem.
consideration for another’s feelings.
yah! And I still feel In my heart the
to the right of the name of the person for
™»«
shame, the morttS cation of ha Ting
resulting from
he wiahee to vote. There is also to
whom
®**»rrh end driree
A German, who came to America to been made a spectacle before a car
for the writing in of
w»T » Cold in the __ be blank spaces
shown full of passenegn.
the ballot. master onr language, was being
names of persons not on
Bob—the Tlllaln—lay back in hia seat
the scenes of a vaudeville theatre
There are many other minor speci- behind
I struggled between a
and roared.
Ttete and 8melt. Full size 50 cts., at Drug- fications regarding the ballot which are by one of his American friends. “That!
said the American, indicating an desire to throw him out and punch his
Ij**8J* ^ mail. In liquid form, 75 cents not material to this article. The secre- man,”with
head where he sat As for the girl, my
a wave of his hand, “is taking
®y Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.
furnish actor
tary of state is also required to
off his make-up to make up for another admiration was turned to gall. I longtake off.” The German departed sputter- ed, and long today when I think of
Saved Child From Death.
her trick In changing seats with tbs
“After our child had suffered from severe ing.
bronchial trouble for a year.” wrote O, T.
negress, that we might be back two
Richardson, of Richardton’s Mills. Ale., "we
or three centuries and I might accuse
Bacuaehe, Headache, Nervousness
It had a bad
feared it had consumption.
both in men and women,
her of witchcraft, to see her burned at
couth all the time. We tried
many remedies and rheumatism,
to proit
a medicine seemed
not
allow
Do
doctor
trouble.
and
mean
avail,
kidney
without
PROCURED AND DCFEND
Finally we tried Dr. King’s New
beyond the reaeh of medicine, but stop the stake.
as useless.
ormwin* rph<*.>.!.
t. tjv t
one
to
They
: promptly with Foley Kidney Pills.
^resit
P. S.—Since writing the a bore I have
Discovery, and are pleased
rtt- a!-,
say thatchild
tee, |.j,r U) nbuun
bottle etfected a complete cure, and our
regulate the action of the urinary organs. met the
«>P'rwhts.«o., in »Ll. COJ
For coughs,, Tonic in action, quick in results. For sale y
young lady who played me the
Is stain strong and healthy.
direct xcUm l» a*L'.n£
colds, hoarseness, la grippe, asthma, cronp all druggists.
shabby trick and have been Introduced
*ume? and o ft*m t.’u taU nt.
most
the
remedy
its
infallible
sore
lungs,
and
She recognized me at once
Trial bottle
to her.
Practi
that’s made. Price 60c and I1JS.
Jjttni aad tqfriFxsAittt
t*> •»« *».
_Wr*v> or
“1 am pleased to recommend Chamber- as the man she had punished and
Iree. Guaranteed by all druggists
AUis»* b. sj*,
X) oited flti
I
best
as
the
thing
lain’s Cough Kemedy
was so repentant that I determined to
WA :S*«rr- r;,
a
know of and satAt remedy tor coughs,
the side or chest7 dampen,
For pains
pain. in mo
,“771,
Lini- 1 colds and bronchial trouble,’’ writes Mrs. forgive her. In fact, the result of my
Chamberlain’*
with
oTflannel
] L. B. Arnold, of Denver, Colo. “We have second meeting with her Is an engagepiece
and bind it on over
used it repeatedly, and it hss never failed ment
"
There is nothing better,
sale by all dealers.
i
I to give relief.” For
ALL

Relieves

wood alcohol. Death followed a caronaal
the home of Ricker.

at

and
Castine.

was an

extensive

real

nao i rroos.
“I had mjr back hurt in the Boar War
and in Saa Francisco two year* ago I
was hit
by a street car in the same puce.
1 tried all kinds of dope without success. Two weeks age 1 saw your liniment in a drag store uaji got a bottle to
try. The firr t application caused instant
relief, and now except ha a little stiffness, 1 am almost well.*’

FLETCHER NORMAN,
Whittier, Calif.

estate bolder at

SLOANS

Castilian Chocolate Pudding.
A quarter of a box of gelatine soaked in
a
quarter of a cupful of water. Two
squares of unsweetened chocolate, threequarters of a cupful of sugar, four tablespoonfuls of boiling water; stir the sugar,
chocolate and boiiing water over a slow
fire until smooth, then add three-quarters
o( a cupful more of boiling water and boil
steadily for five minutes. Add the gelatine and stir until dissolved. Strain and

LINIMENT
is

juice

and

one

best

sore

remedy for
neuralgia,

throat and sprains.

Miss E. Rim of Brooklyn, N.T.,
writes: “Sloan’s Liniment is the best
for rheumatism. I have used six bottles of it and it is grand.1’
Sold by al Dealers.
Price, 25c., SOc., and $ 1.00.

set away to cool.
When cold add four
grape

the

rheumatism,

tablespoonfuls of
teaspoonful of vanilla.
begins to thicken add

L

spongy and

Sloan’s
Book

1

When this mixture
the whites of three eggs beaten to a stiff
froth. Fold the whites in thoroughly and
mold. Serve with a custard sauce. This
dessert is most attractive when molded in
a ring, or ro und mold, and the centre filled
with the custard.
It should be very

Horses,
Cattle.

Hogs ana
sent free.
Address

Driorl S.SIoin

light.

Bolton,
Mot.

Charlotte Russe.
Soak one-quarter package of gelatine in

tablespoonfuls of cold water. Whip
cupfql of thick sweet cream to a solid
froth. To the gelatine add a scant half
cupful of powered sugar, stand in a pan of
hot water, stir until dissolved. Add one
teaspoonful of vanilla and two tablespoonfuls of grape-juice. Cool and when
beginning to thicken mix carefully with
Turn into molds
the whipped cream.
lined with sheet sponge cake or split lady
fingers.
four

one

Notice.
Pauper
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those who
worth to support and
HAVING
the next five
need assistance
care

during

may

Usworth. I
and are legal residents
forbid ail persons trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. DsrMMKT
house.

years

Save Your Children

Suffering

It lies within the power of every mother to rave herch&dren Buffering.
The little ills so often looked upon as necessary evils in child life may be
almost w holly avoided. Instead of being languid, pale, underdeveloped and
unhealthy, children may be robust—sound as little nuts from top to toe,
with cool nerves, strong stomachs and hard muscles. Mothers! Thu is true,
and it lies within your power to bring it about

a

DR. TRUE’S
ELIXIR

«

j

■'

The Family Laxative
and Worm Medicine

■

has tonic properties that are invaluable. It regulates the bowels, assists digestion, prevents
diseases which arise from inactive liver or disordered stomach ; puts an end to constipatictp,
biliousness and headache; keepsa child healthy,
Mothers! Use Dr. True’*
happy and growing.
Elixir—'"Save your children suffering'* At your
dealer’s; if not, seud direct to us.

1

No Lame Horses

35c, 50c, 51.00.
DR. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Ms.

Tuttle's
Elixir
m

Flour for

Every
Baking Need

Bread, cake

and pastry better than ever
.before, reward
the cook

l\

who uses

William

__

Tell Flour.

-^irvsst.

Milled from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat by our

Reliable

in nutritive qualities and goes
farther than most flours.

Remedy

EIj’sCriMhla

•M&JSHAY FEVER

_

«

jnent

dealers

tbe^ •eat^of^pain.

own

^
•

special process, it is richest

More loaves to the barrel means
economy. Remember and order

big

barrel today.

ou

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO., Ellsworth Falls, Me
SUM Bribe*, M, Ache*, hta, and other like
troubles of children quickly relieved by

JOHNSON'S
X
Liniment
ANODYNE

e old reliable household remedy. Give inwardly for Coughs, Colds,Cholera M orbus and
Bowel Complaint. Sold by all dealers.
25c and 50c BottU*

DEASY IN NEW YORK

Stye <£U0fDortt) American
LOCAL AMD POLITICAL

\

He “Hands out

PUBLISHED

WEDNB8DAY AFTERNOON

SVBEY

AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
BT

W. H. Titus. Associate Editor.
a year ; $1.00 lor six
months; 90 cents for three months; If raid
strictly In advance, $1 90, 75 and 88 cents
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per

Subscription Price—$2.00

secretary of the late Senator Frye,
and by Hon. L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor.
Following are some of the flashes of wit
and wisdom with which Mr. Deasy entertained his fellow-guest b :
UI understand that what is expected from
me is not a speech, but a message from
home; a message from Maine, our common
mother. She sends this message: That
she is as well as can be expected, that she
bas this fall contracted some cold which,
vate

Advertlstrg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on applicationBusiness communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made payto

Few” to Sons

last Thursday evening, Nov. 23.
Ex-Congressman Charles E. Littlefield,
president of the society, presided. Brief
addresses were made by J. C. Hamlin, of
Portland, Woodbury Blair, former pri-

TU

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F. W. Rollins. Editor And Manager.

able

a

Maine Now Gothamltee.
A banquet ol the Maine society of New
York was given at the Hotel Martinique

JOURNAL

Th* Hancock Countt Publishing

Go., Ellsworth. Maine.

This week’s edition of The
American is 2,350 copies.
judging by past experiences,

she

w

ill not

of for several months; that last
September she nearly had an attack of
nervous prostration, but that her constitube relieved

Average

for the year of 1910,

2,375

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 29, 1911.

is yet unimpaired.
unfortunate, however,
in that whenever any of her sons and

tion

“She counts herself

STATE OF MAINE.

daughters develop more than ordinary
ambition or display more than usual
promise, they leave her and take up their
New York or some other
state, but she counts herself fortunate in that, however far her children
may wander, they do not forget her, but
look back ever with love and longing.
“In speaking of Maine to an audience unresidences in

distant

By th. OoTwior.

k PROCLAMATION.

Thursday, Nov. 30th,

a.

d. 1911,

day of of public thanksgiving and praise
to our God, the giver of every good and perAnd I do recommend the good
fect gift.
people of our favored State to gather around
hearths
and altars and keep this glad
their
New England festival in dne and ancieut

j

j
|

I
!

i

m a

“Enter into His Gates with thanksgiving and into His Courts with praise,” and
“to do good and to distribute, forget not, for
with such sacrifices God is well pleased”.
“If thou hast much, give plenteously; if
thou hast little, do thy diligence gladly to
give of that little, for so gatherest thou thyself a good reward.”
form.

Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta,
this sixth day of November, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eleven, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred
and thirty-sixth.
Frbdbrick W. Plaistbd.
By the Governor.
Ctbcs W. Davis,

Secretary of State.
The sincere

sympathy

of the community goes oat to Clerk-of-Coarts
John E. Banker in the death of his
estimable wife.

The distressing drowning accident
at Green lake, the story of which is
told in oar news columns, has cast a
gloom over the entire connty, and its
sinoerest sympathy goes out to the
stricken relatives of the four victims.
It is a thousand pities that it can
never be known how it happened,

No one
gunboat can work any new-tangled recall
Maine men were offloers with
on him.
Perry when he opened Japan to civilisation. One of them. Dr. Bewail, died a
mon.h ago in Bangor. A Maine mao was
the first and only president of the republic of Hawaii. And with all due respect to
Brooklyn’s favorite son, it was a Maine
man who planted the American flag at the

Turk

north

drive him oat of it.

can

j

|
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with it

one

thence southeast ward ly to where it

wild,

turbulent cascades

native State.

“Dr. Oliver Wendell Bolmea, in hie essay
on‘Language’ inveighs against the rigidity of the vocal organa of the New England people. He compares the New Englanders in this respect with residents
of southern countries much to the disadvantage of the former. He aays:
‘See the brown peasant of the plastic South,
How all his passions play about his mouth.
With us the feature that transmits the sou),
A frozen, passive, palsied, breathing hole.*

DOI.LAKtmiWy.
Miss Grace Carter is spending her school
vacation with her grandfather, Asa 8.
Barron.
Miss Julia H. Barron came home Satur-

day from West Tremont, where ;shelhas
been teaching, accompanied by one of the
other teachers, who spent Sunday at her
home.

__

Worcester,

ledgelawn cemetery.

A New Jersey inventor has covered sn
aeroplane with a canopy in the belief that
it will act both as a plane and as a parachute should the machine fall.
East year the fhnadian Pacific railroad
laid out and started forty new towns on
its recently built branch lines, and this
year it will lay oat and start fifty more
towns along the same lines.

j

publicans are going to have a new
pitcher next year. They are practising
some new curves, and they are praying
for success in ths fervid words of the boy
whose mother overheard him lifting up.
his voioe in solemn supplication in this
wise: ‘Oh Lord, forgive us our errors,
remember our assists, bring os to the
home plate and help them that have to
re

slide.’
“It is not necessary to eulogise the people
of Maine. Wherever yon go yon can find
Maine men and women making good,
whose lives and work speak loader than
Words. Maine men
are
now digging
diamonds in Kimberley, building railroads
in the Andes mountains and sailing ships
between Yokahama and Vladsvostoek.
One young man from a town near that in
which 1 live has charge of the traction
system in Manila. And when a few days
ago they sent a gunboat to take away the
American consul from his dangerous post
in Tripoli they found ths consul to be John |

launch Hobo.

Postmaster G. R. Hadlock is selling out
his stock of groceries preparatory to closing his store tor the winter to make some
necessary repairs.
J. Raymond Dwelley, after closing bis
tall term of school, arrived here last week
to spend his vacation with his family*
Mrs. Dwelley, since dosing the Gilley
bouse, has been staying with her parents,
Benjamin Campbell and wife.
B.
Nov. 27.
A western representative In Congress
was talking one day of his record while in
that body. “I’m not ashamed of it,” said
he. “I think I’ve done very well, on the
whole. When I reflect upon it, I am reminded of an epitaph that I saw once in
an old burying-ground in a country town
of my state. This epitaph devoted a
verse of four lines to the virtues of the
good man who lay beneath the stone, and
concluded with this line in prose: ‘He
averaged well for this vicinity.

j
)

trap.
All oar tourists except myself backed
oat The reason I stood my ground
was'that In all my travels I bad had
no marked adventure, and I needed
one to liven up my accounts of places
1 bad visited. When I reached the terminal I found a little bit of an old
stagecoach, drawn by three mules. In
which we were to make the Journey.
The paint had long ago been worn off
It all except the words Itigie Foote
(royal mail), for which It had formerly
It held four |>ecsons Inbeen used.
side and three outside.
Three policemen and myself occupied
the inside, two of the former being
dressed as women. We were all armed and ready for Tarantula. We bad
gone but u few leagues when our royal
mall coach was stopped by a womac
who wished to take passage with us.
Sicily abounds in beautiful flowers,
and the woman who joined us held a
large bouquet of them In her hands.
It is always warm on the Island, but
this person said she had a bad cold
and asked If any of us would object
to her having the windows dosed.
The Italian ladles are pretty while
young, but there are many hags
among the lower classes, especially
those past middle age.
Our passenger, though she was of large build
and must have been forty years old,
was not bad looking.
She was bedizened with jewels and tinsel, and
her face was profusely painted and
powdered. Some women In Italy have
very coarse voiced and this woman’s
was of the coarsest
When we told her that Tarantola
had sent word that he would attack
any party going to visit the temple
she appeared to be very much frightened. She demanded a return of the
fare she had paid that she might get
out But a Sicilian never returns anything that comes into his possession
except by force, and the policeman
who had taken her money refused to
give It up. She said she could not afford to lose It so she remained with
as.

She was very liberal with her flowers, giving each of us one and poking
her bouquet constantly under our
noses.
1 observed that the perfume
was having a visable effect on the policemen, and I began to feel drowsy
myself. One of the so called ladles
reached oot a hand to lower a window, bat the woman with the flowers
stopped her and, shoving her bouquet
under her nostrils, held it there till
the object of this attention sank back
A policeman tried to
unconscious.
open the window, but the flower lady
Instead of shoving her bouquet under
his nose put the muzzle of a revolver
there.
The next thing 1 knew I heard tbs
words, “Wake up. Senor Americano,”
and I was roughly shaken. Opening
my eyes, I saw the flower lady smiling at me.
“Give my compliments to the chief
Of police on your return, and tell him
that when Tarantola says he will do a
thing he keeps his word. These beggarly policemen have no money to repay me for my trouble, so 1 shall
But I must trouble you
leave them.
to come with me. Any attempt at resistance and you will never see your
beloved land again.”
He stopped tbe coach and drove me
before him Into a wood, paying no attention to the driver of the royal mail
and the policeman outside, except to
turn and say, “I am Tarantola.” Since
be covered them they did not dare to
draw a weapon.
Tarantola bade me write a note Instructing my bankers to send 50.000
francs In gold if I wished to live. I
►as obliged to have a cable message
sent to New York, not having so much
money abroad, so I remained a prisoner In the catacombs for a month
before my ransom arrived.
Tarantola
treated me very well, furnishing everything for which I asked, which be
could well afford to do at the price I
paid. When the money arrived I bads
him adieu, and- he charged me not ts
forget his message to the police.
I delivered it with unction.

BlleworiJ84
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crops, from whom the word cereal Is
derived. Sicily Is still more or lees In
the power of the brigands, and the
location of this temple is one of tbeir
operating grounds. A visit to the spot
Is, or was at that time, equivalent to
rapture by them and having to put
out a goodly sum for ransom. There
were several Americans at ralermo
who wished to see the temple, so we
made up a party to go together.
The dangerous part of the trip was
a drive we were obliged to take from
the end of the railroad to the temple.
We telegraphed ahead to the authorities to learn whether we could-not get
policemen or soldiers for a guard. We
received a reply that we would be
taken care of.
When we reached the terminal we
found that the way we were to be
taken care of was this: A daring and
wily brigand named Giovanni Tarantola had sent the police word that any
party going to the temple of Ceres
would be robbed.
Tarantola always
acted alone, and the police concluded
to send several of what we would call
plain clothes men with us, who would
catch Signor Tarantola In his own

leaps

over the triple
Bangor Schooner l.ost.
Debsconeak, Pockwockamus and
Tne Bangor schooner Hannah F. Carleand
then
winds
its
Aboljackomegua,
ton, bound from Port Reading for Casdevious way through forests until it loses
tine, with coal, foundered Friday night
itself in lake Ambajejus-an alien audi- one mile and a half northwest of the
ence would accuse me of talking about
Handkerchief Shoal
lightship. Oapt.
the Boer war or of hunting up hard words Brown and his crew of four men rowed to
to try to spell down a Boston sc bool ma’am. the
lightship.
But you know tbat I am trying as best 1
The Carleton strnck a mass at floating
may to describe in as simple language as wreckage and was so badly damaged that
possible a perfectly familiar scene in your the pumps were unable to free the hold.

in

falls of

_

ment was at

had only one adventure worth telling.
Being In Palermo, In the Island of
Sicily, I desired to visit the temple of
Ceres, the mythological goddess of the

8t£
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SUFFICES

I am a glob* trotter. I have visited
every country en the earth, but I have

is

CRANBERRY ISLES.
bnt it is a comfort to feel, from all
“Now this may be true of Boston; I think
the circumstances snrronnding the it is. It may be true of Cambridge where
Daniel R. Stanley is very ill.
dreadful affair, that the officers lost Dr. Holmes lived. But it is not true of
Mrs. E. D. Lurvey is visiting relatives at
their lives while on duty, and that the Maine. People who have to stand ready at Islesford.
all times to direct strangers as to the best
two yonnger men lost theirs in a heroic
Sawtelie Teal, of Long Island, ie visiting
route to take from Chemquasabantacock
effort to save life.
friends here.
to Kipojenus Falls by the way of lakes
Miss Haxel Bunker, who has been ill of
Wooligosquigwan and Apmougenegunock
COUNTY tiOSSIP.
can’t do business with any frozen mouth. typhoid fever, is slowly gaining.
“I want to explain to you in a perfectly
Mrs. May Stanley went to Bar Harbor
An East Surry young lady met a moose
in the highway one evening last week. non-partisan way, as becomes this non- Friday, returning home Saturday.
That’s nothing.
An Ellsworth young partisan organization, the recent political
Mr«. Hopkins, of Ellsworth, was in
lady met a ghost on Cork hill one evening revolution which we experienced. I want town on business Friday and Saturday.
to
do
this
in
language which yon will unrecently.
Mrs. Lucinda Stanley, who has spent
derstand. habituated a* you have become
six weeks at Seal Harbor, returned home
River and Harbor Estimates.
to the Manhattan dialect. A man boasted
Estimates lor continuing tne work of that his son, who had recently returned Tuesday.
Miss Velma Stanley arrived home Monriver and harbor improvement throughout home after completing his course at
Yale,
alter teaching school at Eagle island
the country, made public last Wednesday, could speak four
languages-poker, base- day,
ten weeks.
and covering the fiscal year ending June ball, college
and, rather imperfectly, Eng30, 1013, show a strict adherence to the lish. From my reading of the metropoliCharles Spnrling is very ill of pneunew administration
policy ot asking Con- tan press I am convinced that baseball monia. His many friends hope for a
gress to appropriate only (or those im- language will be fairly
speedy recovery.
intelligible here.
provements which have received the ap“Yon see it was this way: For about
The missionary boat Morning Star has
of
the
proval
army corps ot engineers after thirty years the democrats in Maine had been put in winter quarters at Stanley’s
the most through investigation.
not made a home ran. They had not even dock, and the new boat will be in comNo new projects of any great impor- been to the bat in all that time. The remission for the winter months.
tance are provided for in the estimatee, and publican nine
got careless. Uov. Cobb
Schools closed Nov. 17, after successful
unless Congress tones the bit in its teeth undertook to knock out a
three-bagger terms taught by Mias Carrie Clrant and
and disregards the recommendations of with the
Sturgis law. He did not connect. Mrs. Fred Birlem. Miss Grant will reGen. W. H. Bixby, chief of engineers, Then the State treasurer
got out. Nobody, turn for the winter term, beginning Dec. 4.
the “pork barrel” method of river and not even the
umpire, knows exactly how
Hookey.
Nov. *7.
harbor work will have been eliminated for it
happened, but be certainly did get out
a second year.
ISLES/OKU.
(of money). Then, with two men out and
The only eatimates for Maine work are with a new
pitcher in the box. Gov. FerMiss Bertha Trytee, of Bar Harbor, is
(75,000 for the Bar Harbor breakwater, nald went to the bat last year. Be conld the
guest of Mrs. Clarence Sparling.
and (5,000 for Sullivan Palls.
not see the ball. He fanned. He wae
Mrs. Eire Lurvey has been visiting her
struck out.
brothers and sisters here, returning to her
Mrs. John E. Bunker Dead.
“And since that time Plaisted, Johnson,
home last Sunday.
Caroline, wife of Clerk-cf-Court a John Gardner, McGuillicuddy and Gould have
A large boat house is being erected at
E. Bunker, of Bar Harbor, died Friday at all made home runs, and they have got
beach by John B. Melcher, for his
the home of her sister in
two or three more men on bases. But the the sand
Mass. Mrs. Bunker had been ill a long
time of canoer.
Mrs. Banker was the daughter of Ben ben
Dodge, of Bluehill. She was thirty-eight
years of 'age. Besides her husband she
leaves two daughters.
Mrs. Banker was a woman of fine character, and was highly esteemed by a large
circle of friends.
The remains were brought to Bar Harbor, where funeral services were held at
the Congregational church Sunday, Bev.
Angus M. MacDonald officiating. Inter-

ciation. 1911.
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“Oar State is proud of the position which
Maine men and women are taking in
official, professional and business life in
New York and other states and countries.
W hstever success you may achieve in your
adapted state, there will be in Maine
nothing bat gladness and gratalation.
“But if yon become too tired; it sleep resists yonr wooing; if life shall seem to lose
its zest and its flavor, come back to Maine,
and, as a mother beguiles ber tired child
with picture-books, she will sooth you
with pictures of rarest beauty, painted by
Nature's hand. She will administer to
you as a tonic, air laden with forest
balsam or soft and salt from ooean’s
azure fields, and in tones that will call
back to you the happy time when you
used to sleep in the open chamber down
will sing you a
on the old farm, she
lullaby. In the mingled voices of brooks
and winds and whispering leaves, and
waving branches and the surging seas,
she will sing you to vleep and rest.”

Sloop Bertha B. Raised.
The sloop Bertha B., in which Dee
Libby left Winter Harbor before the gale
of Nov. 12 for Machiaa, has been raised in
Flint Island passage, where she was lost,
but Libby’s body was not found.
it was supposed tbe sloop took the gale
while at anchor in Flint Island narrows,
was driven on to a reef and foundered,
from 'Alice in Wonderland', but that I
staving her tender and having her houses
am speaking of actual geographical localities; and when 1 call to your mind the j washed clear of tbe deck. Capt. Libby
view that presents itself to the delighted 1 was the sole occupant of the sloop, and
I
was washed overboard while eneye of him who stands on the summit of probably
Mount Katahdin and looks northward to deavoring to save bis craft.
where the sun glints the surface of lake
Or land Stale Road.
Wooligosquigwam and where the pines
The special commission has granted the
are reflected in the burnished mirror of
change of location in the State road asked
lake Apmongenegumock, you know that
for by residents of the town of Orland.
I am not practising vocal gymnastics, but
The new location granted begins at the
that 1 am trying to describe the beauties
so called Fire-mile corner on the road
of Maine; and when 1 speak of the vista
leading from Orland to Ellsworth, runseen from that same lofty eminence
lookning easterly by the Blnehill road to the
where
the
to
northwesterly
Conquomiog
Penobscot line. The new designation still
river
has
and
its
remind
rise,
you
gomoc
leaves a section of the old road in its limthat you can trace its course in a silver
its, extending from the Hucksport line to
thread across the meadows where it forms
the road leading to the United States Osh
its junction with the Umbazooksis, and
hatchery at East Orland.

OmimOtei by Powor Coapui
A«™«
and Owen of Factory Bnilding.
The propoeition lor the looetloa ben ol
son* ®^h
A
*"
• knitting mill tor the manafactur* of
°Bc,
nndsrwaar la assuming definite form. The
committee from the Merchant*’ aasocia8To Ert
tion baa joined with a apecial committee
appointed by the executivs committee of |
inr
the board of trade B. T. Bowls, Anatln
entod be B. T. Bowie; bat water
belt Si
let. Inquire of E. O. Moore.
M. Foe ter end E. E. Brady—and thia joint
committee ia at work on the propoeition.
C. L. Moran*, of the Merchant*’ aaeociation committee, with M{. Brady, bade
AKK BOOK-No. I aw. leaned by
Han^t
Co. analog! bank. Finder pleat"
eery aatialactory interview with John R.
“eS*
tO Mid
Idbnnfc. Cats. C. Bpaati.t, Ite
tree.nj??
Graham, preaident of the Bar Harbor A
Union River Power Co., who maker thia

Bj WILLARD BLAKEMAN

handicapped by
their want of familiarity with the language one must perforce use. With you it
is different. You are to; the manor bornt
and when I speak to you of the stately
pines and dark spreading hemlocks overarching the road leading from Skowbegan
to See boom ook, you know that 1 have not
been hunting up weird and spooky words

acquainted

In accordance with a good and ancient custom. originating with onr New England ancestors, and hallowed by Joyful rite* and observance for more than two hundred and
eighty years, I, Frederick W. Plaisted, Governor, by and with the advice and consent of
the Council, do hereby appoint and set apart

THE FLOWER'
LADY

^

MmSUU.

KNITTING MILL PROJECT.

Wood, of Hancock county, Maine, and ha
naturally refused to tears nis pool.
“When a Maine man gate a government
of
Job no bloodthirsty Dago, no unspeakable

TOantrt.

generona propoeition:
‘‘In regard to the propoeition that yon submltted to me in regard to the manufacturing
of underwear to be carried on in BUaworth, to
help the mutter nlong. the Bar Harbor A

GIRLB-Barn you ~Chr>rt^2l
BOT8
“oneraeuin.
r»de. ea,h
Write
AND

oar

miama.

Box 114,

HARDWOOD—W«

LJ
deli,.rrtl>?
wood,' J,
Fui*

Spttfal Rouuw
department, onice 0i
Treasury
Supervising Architect, Washington
SEALED
C., Noeember, M. mi.

of the Union shoe factory
is being considered aa a
location for the factory, have also made an
extremely liberal offer. They will give the
bnilding rent free for a period of three
years, with an option for the purchase of
it at the end of that period for $6,000.
The committee having the matter in
hand will now aak for a definite statement
from the knitting mill people that they
will come if a certain proportion of atock
is subscribed before soliciting subscriptions to slock.

Raratua.

Tarton.Supervi.iSI

MORRKNTO

hereby Riven that ihere will be
I
special meetiiig of the stock bolder* of
toe Sorrento Realty Company at the office of
Hale A Hamlin, Main street, Ellsworth.
Maine, on Turarfay, December 6, a. <1. MMl.at

>TOTlC'K

two o’clrck in the afternoon to act upon the
following business, to wit:
(1) To see what action if any the company
will take in relation to meeting iu outstanding obligations.
(21 To act upon any other business that
may properly come before the meeting.
By order of the Board of Directors
Husky M. Hall. Clerk.
Dated tbie 2Hh day of November, a. d. 19U,

J
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tDally except Sunday.
Daily except Monday.
leaving Ellsworth at 7.UI a m and 4.3S
p m.and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10 61
p. m. connect with Washington Co. By.
t Stops on signal to conductor.
(Stops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.
Passengers are earnestly request!y to procure tickets before entering
“‘Eisr the trains, and
°

Trains

**

--*

especially

NOTICE OP rORECLOSl’HR.
EREA8. James E Phillips, of Day too,
in the state of Ohio, bv his mortgage deed dated the twenty-second day
of November, a. d. 1W0 and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds in vol. 46S, page :*tf,
conveyed to David M. McFarland, of Hancock. Hancock County. Maine, a certain lot or
of land situated in aaid Hancock and
parcel
bounded and described as follows, to witft finning at the northwest corner of James
Brown’s lot on the county road and running
westerly on the county road forty-six rods;
thence south
degree west
seventy-one
sixty rods to a stake and atones; thence runing north elghty-nlne degrees west one hundred and sixteen rods, more or less, to land
owned by John
Brown; thence
formerly to
land owned by Warren Graves;
southerly
thence north eighty-nine degrees east on the
line of aaid Oravea’ land and land owned by
the Bingham heirs to the southwest corner
bound of the Benjamin Rich lot; tbeuce north
one degree east on the line of said Rich lot
and said Brown lotto the county road and
first mentioned bound and containing seventyseven acres, more or lessBeing all snd the
same premises conveyed to me by the asid
McFarland by deed dated Sept. S, 1M and recorded in Hancock county. Maine, registry
of deeds. In book 453. page 4W. It is understood that the buildings on the above lot are
the property of said McFarland and are not
included In or affected by the operations of
this mortage; and whereas, the said David M.
McFarland, on the eighteenth day of October,
a. d. 1410, assigned said
mortgage to the
Union Trust Company of Ellsworth 'forrecord whereof see said registry book 47i. p»f«
lit); and whereas, the conditions of said
mortgage have been broken: now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, the aaid Union Trust Company
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Union Tiust Company op Ellsworth.
By John A. Peters, President.
By Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer.
Peters A Knowlton, AttorneysEllsworth, Maine, November 24,1911._
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OP

tudetoaliwbo by word and
t-ed helped to
lighten the blow which has fallen upon us.
Words fail to convey the obligation we are
under for the heroic efforts made to relieve
the awful suspense, and for the numberless
kindnesses shown. It all makes our grief ie*s
hard to hear.
Mas. J. K. Wshstkh and Sox.
B. F. Htovk* and Family.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

HI 30
11 27
11 80

COMPACT.

l«

•

or Ohio, Citt or Toledo,
Lucas Coubtty,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that be is
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney Jt
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo,
i County
and State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that
: cannot be cured by the use of Hall’s Catarrh
FRANK J. CHENEY.
: Cure.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, a. d 1886.
A. W. <11.EASON.
1
Notary Pumjc.
(aral.)
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials
free.
irv.
F. J.
j. CHENEY
(. nr.-ir.i
St CO.. Toledo, O.
Hold bv all Druggilt*, JSc.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

...
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Ellsworth to Palls and Palls to

NOTICK OP FOEKCLOMIKK.
'lYT'HEREAS Frank O. SteTen», of Eden,
county of Hancock and State of Maine,
If
by hia mortgage deed dated April 7, a. fi l*#»
and recorded in Hancock county registry or
deeds April *7, a. d. 1904, in book 430. one 150,
Ellsworth.
conveyed to Mary Aon Greely. ol Thomas
¥.
In aafd county and State, and
Moran and Charlee B. Pineo, both of Eden, in
said county and State, a certain lot or parcel
of land, together with all buildings hereafter
erected thereon, situated in that part of the
town of Eden known as the village of Bar
Harbor, and bounded and described aa follows, to wft:
0
Commencing on the eastern line of the r.
W. Blanch field lot eo called, and at the soothtoe
by
western corner bound of a lot
grantees to Mark B. Grant; thence to an easterly direction following the southern line of
tbs said Orant lot seventy-four feet, more or
less, to the western side line of Csdlllsc
avenue: thence in a southerly direction, but
oi
everywhere following the western side line
said Cadillac avenue, forty-one feet, more or
foot
ten
a
lest, to the northern side line of
but
way; thence In a westerly direction,
oi
everywhere following the northern line w
said way seventy-four feet, more or less,
the eastern line of the said Blanchfield P/oP*
srty; thence in a northerly direction thirtynine and five tenths (0.6) feet, more or ies».
to the point of beginning. Together with
w«a
way for all purpoees of a way in common over
the grantor, his heirs snd assigns,
Cadillac avenne to Cottage street; sod
whereas the said Thossaa F. Moran
Charles B. Pineo aasigned all their right, title
the
and interest by virtue of eatd mortgage o
as■aid Mary Ann Greely. as appears by their
resignment dated October Ifi,a.d. 1904, and
corded In said Hancock conniy registry*»»
of
deeds; and whereas the conditions
•
mortgage have been broken, now, therefor
by reaaon of the breach of the conditiona
claims
thereof, the said Mary Ann Greely
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Mast Aim GnnsLT,
By Peters * Knowlton, her attorneys.

conveyed

Ells woi
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald,
Vice President A General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

•Sbbrrtlsnnrnt*

Look
These Numbers Over
Don’t You Remember?
Who Are You With To-night?
All Aboard for Blanket Bay

J

j>

All Alone

Alexander's Ragtime Band
Silver Threads Among The Gold
And hundreds of others at

I80 per Copy
Dm Latest Up-to-dats Line of
Populae Sheet Untie ii Nancock County

Wm. O. EMERY

Scad For Anything Yon Want in Mask

TITLE8

Stanwood’s Music Dept.,

■LLSWORTM, MAIM*
iMrchM mad* and aWtracW
•ml coplaa Atrnlahad »■ *hor<
nolle*, and at HMNMU MCO.

OPFIOli

MORRISON, JOY 1 GO. BLOCK.
arm it*ht.

f» Beautiful

gold plated collar or beauty
pins, for women. Latest designs. Sent,
for
26c.
Guaranteed.
prepaid
£

I Hooper Co., BO

BromS.ld Street,

n*

POSALS will be received at thle office until
o'clock p. m. on the Mh day of January 191,
and then opened, for the rxteaalon. rtc (in
cludlog plumbing. g» piping, heatinx en.
electric condulta. and wiring eve.
sm. nnd interior lighting Hxture.j, ol ihr
Untied Btntea poatoffica and cn.tom honae
nt Rlleworth, Me
The extension i. to h,
one atory nnd bnacment with a ground
area
of l,M0 square feet, of nontreprool con.truclion, faced with granite to the grit door lerrl
nnd with brick above. Drawings and aprcltcations may be obtained from .be nmodian
of the building nt Elleworth, Me., or at thle
office, nt me discretion or the Supervltmc
Architect. Janas Knox
*
Architect.

owners

♦10

tn.

pro

bnilding, which

BAR HARBOR.... It
Sorrento.
8ullivan...
Mt Desert Ferry.
Wankeag, 8ullivn Fy
Hancock.
Franklin Road
'aab’gt’n June-...
ELLSWORTH*...
Ellsworth Falla..
NicoUn.
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake....
Mill.
Holden..
Brewer Jane.....
BANGOR.... ar.

ri2t

quantise

extremely gratifying.

Maine
Central

Uo„

kit

n,,h.;,..?i,h

Thia price for power ia extremely low,
that for the ft rat year being merely nominal, and aa evidence of the kindly dispoaition of the power company toward the
location of industries in Elliworth, it is

Hailroatis enb

Bom.v
Lr

in the Diarkvtl^l
while birch, jellow birch and
mople, to be delivered »t oar factory the com.
lag winter. We have decided to pay for No
woode,WJO per cord. For No. j.Moo
cord. For No.R»M0 per cord,
the yard at our factory. All wbo wl.h to
..,
doantlty of three
would like to ?
hare call at the factory offlci
early aa poaelble and eute the amount
could fnrnleb. and cooenll with na In tnie
to onr requtrementa for alee and
wood to be furnlahed at three price.
woaru Haudwood Co.

Union River Power Co. will furniah power
for thia oompany (If taken withinaiz month*)
for one year from the date it atarta for one
cent per kilowatt. At the end of one year
the price will be not over three cent* per
kilowatt.
“A* regard* water rate* for bleaching par*
poeea, that can be taken op later. The priee
will be aa low aa they can get anywhere.
"Hoping that thia indnatry will materialize,
I am
Tonra truly,
Joan K. Uazazu."

The

„

na. Donmtic
Quincy, Mean.

Bottom?

!

Ti

nu

UktlK

*“• to

four drowned.
;(Cml<iw«i from

page 1.)

been

pipe.

Tbit the guns, knivea, pipe and tobacco
left in the camp, waa also considered
evidence that the men were not accomto Ellsworth. There
panying the oBlcere
was no boat at the camp.
The conclusion that tile four men had
was
forced
upon the
been drowned
Marchers, and as soon as possible a genwas

them.
It looks like “giving a dog a bad
name,
and hanging him". Instead of these men
with
murder
on
dying
their hands, it
seems more than probable that
they died
as heroes,
attempting to save the lives of
the officers. This view of the ease is more
plausible than the other, certainly more
juatitiable, and more generous to the dead
and their relatives.
make

sent out.

PINDIXa THIS BODIES.

Friday the work of searching the lake
lot bodies was begun. Early in the morning a host, oars and a cap identified as belonging to Cioogh were found on Black
island. Soon afterward the body of Deputy Sheriff Finn was found about 160.yards
north of Black island. All day Friday and
well into the night willing volunteers
worked in the rain and cold, without fur-

met rbeir death will
It ia believed there were
two boats at the camp, though the second
boat has not been found. It is suggested
that it may have been weighted with a
rock, and sank when it Ailed.
The officers doubtless reached Camp
Comfort by way of the wood-road around
the head of Northeast cove.
Probably j
they ate their luncheou at the camp. They 1
were anxious to return home early, and » ;
short row across the mouth of the cove to
the Garland shore to save the three-mile
tramp around the head of the cove was!
never be known.

j

the two

men

at the

camp started to set them across to the
Garland shore, the four men being in one
boat, is not plausible. The boat found is

SHERIFF.

ARTHUR

deputies

a new sheriff is
appointed.
The county commissioners on Friday
appointed Deputy Sheriff J. J. Roberts; of
Winter Harbor, to serve as jailer until a
new sheriff is
appointed, and he immediately took charge at the jail.
The appointment of sheriff in case of a
vacancy rests with the governor. Under
the statutes the governor may appoint a
sheriff until the first of the following January. This is a relic of the days of annual
elections—with the change to biennial
elections this statute was not changed.
It is probable that the governor will
make an appointment now to be effective
until January 1 next, and at that time reappoint the same man for the balance of

j

the

unexpired term,

or

until

E.

COLSON.

Arthur E. Colson was born at Ellsworth
Falls, Oct. 6, 1888, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John
1^ Colson, who survive him, together mth several brothers and sisters.

until

THBOBIBS.

that

OF

processes and other duties of sheriff
may be handled by coroners

new

and

men

suggested.
The suggestion

JOSEPH D. CLOUGH.

Joseph D. Clough was born at Ellsworth
Falls Sept. 9, 1882. He leaves a mother—
With the death of Sheriff Webster, the
Mrs. Caroline Clough, two sisters—Mrs.
term of office of all his deputies
ceased, Margaret
Emerson, of Bangor, and Miss
except that they are empowered to comCarrie Clough, and a brother—Henry
plete such processes as t hey had in hand
There were prayers at the house Tuesday
at the time—the serving of writs
already afternoon at 2 o’clock.
given them, the sale ftf property, etc. All
THE OFFICE

ther success.
Saturday the high wind prevented search,
but Sunday it was resumed with a larger
force. About 10 o’clock Sunday forenoon
the body of Sheriff Webster was found
about ISO feet from the Black island shore,
and in the early afternoon Clough’s body
was found about seventy-Bve feet from
the shore.
Tbc body of Colson has not yet been recovered, though a large crew of men from
Ellsworth Falla has worked persistently
ever since the accident.
The bodies as found were taken in
charge by Coroner Harry C. Austin. No
inquests were deemed necessary.
Just bow the

He had served the city as alderman and
marshal. He was appointed deputysheriff by Sheriff Webster and entered upon that office on
January 1 last.
He is survived by his parents—Edward
Finn and wife, of Ellsworth Falls, a
widow, and one daughter—Ealalie; also
two sisters-Mrs. John W.
McCarthy and
Miss Mary Finn.
The funeral at the home of his parents
Sunday afternoon at 2.30 was largely attended.
Kev. P. F. Flanagan, of St.
Joseph’s Catholic church, officiated. Six
members of Philip H. Sheridan council,
Knights of Columbus, of which he was a
member, acted as bearers—Edward F.
Brady, Frank Dunleavy, Charles E. Monaghan, John H. Bresnahan, Charles W.
Hurley and James T. Harriman. The
Knights of Columbus attended in a body.
as city

frightened, and were not the blood-thirsty
desperadoes the yellow Journals would

vere

Sktattfcaunta.

MARINE LIST.

man.

Mr. Haynee and Harvard C. Jordan were
the Bret men to enter
Camp Comfort after
the tragedy, and a
thorough search disclosed nothing that might have come from
the Thornton camp. Those familiar
with
both Clough and Colson do not believe
they had anything to do with the Thornton break. It is true
they had both been
mixed up in similar camp robberies
before,
but both were pretty thoronghly

rifle# and a (on belonging
Colson—evidence that they
to Clough mod
On the table wee e
were not oil bunting.
end plug ol tobacco,
pipe, pocket-knife
with pert ot a pipeful whittled off and
dropped on the table ae if the rnnoker bad
interrupted in the act of Biting hia

ami alarm

been bis borne. He bed worked as millman, lumberman and aa telephone line-

warrant.

two

ware

giro some information. They did
intend to umt them, end bed no

not

The families and relatives of the victims
of this accident are all deeply grateful for
the many tokens of
sympathy and friendship shown in their sudden bereavement.
MOUTH

OF THE

RIVER.

Master Arthur Fullerton is ill of mumps.
School commenced Monday, after a vaK
cation of two weeks.
Mrs. John Ray is visiting ber sister,
Mrs. Agnes Milliken, at Bar Harbor.
Mrs. George Ray and daughter Georgia,
of Lamoine, spent Sunday with friends

January 1,

1913.

here.

The Hancock county democratic committee, with a few prominent democrats,
meet in Ellsworth this afternoon to discuss the situation. The county committee
will doubtless recommend to the governor
a man for the appointment.
Among the candidates prominently
mentioned are Jeremiah Hurley, J. A.
Cunningham and Koscoe Holmes, of Ellsworth; J. J. Roberts, of Winter Harbor;
Burke Leach, of Bucksport, and Otha H.
Jellisou, of Bar Harbor.

N. G. Kingsbury'has purchased the Harriman house of Dr. A. C. Hagerthy; also
the Henry Remick place.
Mrs. Celia Fullerton has returned from

Brewer, where she has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Fred Hall.
WEST ELLSWORTH.

!

Ellsworth Port.
Bid Nor 28, seta Ann C Stuart, Sears port,
staves Howard 0 Moore
Ar Nov 26, seta Gold Hunter, East Bluehill,
wood Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Ar Nov 28, seta Wesley Abbott, Beverly.
Haul up in Burry. Sch Melissa Trask, New
York, coal F 8 Lord
Hancock Conn tv Ports.
West Sullivan—Sid Nov 28, sch J 8 Beacham,
New York
Southwest Harbor—Ar Nov 18. sch Rozella,
load apples
Ar Nov 20, sch Lawrence Murdock
Ar Nov 24, sch Jost (dr), carr;g lumber
Sid Nov 14. sch Manie Sanders
Sid Nov 25. sch Pauline
In port—Nov 27, sch Jost (Br)
In port at Bass Harbor—Nov 25. schs Oliver
Ames, bound west, cargo stone; Seguin. stfme
for New York; Lillian, Calais for Boston,
cargo lumber; J Arthur Lord, St John for
Boston, cargo lumber; Mildred May to load
dry fish for P W Richardson A Sen

Buick and Cadillac

BORN.
ALLEN—At Brooklin, Nov 11, to Mr and Mrs
John F Allen, a daughter. [Elizabeth.1
KANE—At Brooklin, Nov 14, to Mr and Mrs
Chester B Kane, a daughter.
BAYARD—At Sedgwick, Nov 19, to Mr and
Mrs Wiley F Bayard, a son. [Albert Win-

field.]

COLLINS—At Stonington, Nov 21, to Mr and
Mrs Charles Milford Collins, a daughter.

Miss Emma Reed, of West Tremont, has
returned to resume her school duties, after
a

OBITUARY.

two weeks’ vacation.

James R. Carter, who has employment in
his vacation with his

Bangor, spending
JOHN E. WEBSTER.
tlat-bottom, straight-sided boat, pointed
C. J. Carter and wife.
both ends, about eleven feet long and
John B. Webster was born in Bluebill parents,
not more than ten inches deep-in fast, April 29,1868, and that town had always
Percy Guptill and Ora Carter have renothing more than a double-pointed been bis home. He was a stone-cutter by turned from Hancock Point, after a two
puot. It was not a safe boat for two trad;*, and worked at it in quarries in weeks’ visit with relatives and friends.
men in rough water; men familiar with
Bluebill and elsew here.
Thurston Cunningham and wife, of
boats who have seen it express the
He was elected sheriff on the democratic Biuehill, spent Saturday and Sunday with
opinion that it would not hold up four ticket last September, and entered upon Mrs. Cunningham’s parents, James W.
For four men to his duties on January 1 last. He brought Carter and wife.
men in
still water.
attempt to cross the rough water off the to the office the experience as deputy
mouth of Northeast cove in such a crude under Sheriff Byron H. Mayo, and the deNORTH ELLSWORTH.
boat iu the gale of wind that was blowing termination to do his full duty as a public
Arthur L. Nason went to Eastbrook last
Wednesday would be nothing less than official. ^During bis residence in Ellsworth
suicidal.
be made many new friends, both demo- week hunting.
It is inferred, therefore, that there must crats and republicans, who recognized the
Eugene and Frank Moore made a busihave been two boats; tharthe officers bor- sterling worth of his character.
ness trip to Bangor last week by team.
rowed one and started across the cove and
In his home town he was universally
Miss Ruth Maddocks began her school
were upset in the rough water; that the
liked
esteemed as an honest, upright
at Nicolin Monday, after a two weeks’ vain
anassistance
went
to
their
and
true
friend.
a
campers
citizen, kindly neighbor
cation.
other boat, and in attempting to rescue His many charitable deeds were known
Fred Mayo, of Southwest Harbor, who
the officers their own boat was swamped only to those served, and no deserving
of Frank Moore and
is

a

DAMON—At Deer Isle. Nov 9. to Mr and
Thomas M Damon, a daughter.
DAMON—At Deer Isle, Nov 15, to Mr and
Chester L Damon, a daughter.
T>UNHAM—At Marlaville, Nov 25, to Mr
Mrs Walter M Dunham, a son.
HOWARD—At Deer lele, Nov 4, to Mr
Mrs Freeman M Howard, a daughter.
WELLS—At Brooklin, Nov 21, to Mr and
H L Wells, a son. [Edgar Francis.]

Mrs

deputy at

12.37.

SENSATIONAL NEWS RKPOETS.

Much indignation is felt in Ellsworth
In regard to the manner in which the sad
tragedy at Green lake has been handled
by some of the newspapers. The most
flagrant distortion of facta and flights of
imagination emanate evidently from a
Bangor correspondent of a Boston paper
in an attempt to imitate the sensationalism
ol the yellow journal.
The reference to Clough and Colson as
prisoners or as suspects may be excusable
from the fact that the officers want to their
camp to Investigate the borglary of another camp, and newspaper writers may
be pardoned for jumping at conclusions
to this extent, but even this assumption
ia not Justified by the evidence obtainable.
The Bangor “yellow” correspondent
doe* not atop at this. The Boston Pott on

mouth.

Among the county officers present were
County-Attorney Graham, County-Commissioners Page and Sherman, Registero(-Probate Mahoney, Register-oI-Deeds
The office ol the clerk ol courts
the deputy clerk, Miss
Agnes A. Lord. Many attorneys Irom various sections ot the county were also
present. Nokomis Kebekah lodge atHe land.
was

represented by

tended in a body.
Out ol respect to the deceased, all the
stores ol the city were closed during the
luneral hour,and most ol the leading busiol the town were present.
iness
The service at Bluehill took place at the
Congregational church in the alternoon.
Business in Bluehill was suspended durA.
ing the hour ol service. Rev. Ralph
Barker conducted the service, assisted by
Rev. Charles Hargrove. The church was
tilled with triends and prominent men
trom Castine,
Bedgwick, Stonington,
men

Bucksport, Surry, Ellsworth,

Bar

Harbor

and Brooklln. The Masons, Odd Fellows
and Rebekahs attended in a body.
Among public officials present were
County-Commissioner W. H. Sherman,
Saturday printed an article under Bangor and County-Attorney Herbert L. Graham,
date-line in whioh ia faked up an alleged ol Bar Harbor; Register-ol-Deeds C. H.
eye-wltneaa who saw the men in the boat Leland, and City Marshal John A. Stuart,
With the two officer}, saw one of them
ol Ellsworth; Senator Burke Leach, ol
raise an oar as If to strike one of the offiBucksport; Deputy- Sheriff Joseph T.
cers, and then the boat disappeared Snow, ol Stonington, and Depnty-Sherill
around a point where imagination could Charles A. Arey, ol Bucksport.
hot follow it.
The bearers were E. W. Mayo, I. E.
Harry W. Haynes, of Ellawortb, who Stanley, A. K. Saunders, W. M. Howard,
originally planned to accompany the offi- p. S. Parker and F. L. Stover. Nearly one
cer* on their trip to Green lake, probably
hundred members ol the different orders
knows more than any man now living of escorted the remains to the grave. The
the intention of the officers. The matter
floral offerings were prolnse and beauWas talked over freely with Ur. Haynes, 1
tilul.
who says both officers expressed the opinBDWABD T. FINN.
ion that Clough and Colson had nothing
Edward T. Finn was born at Ellsworth
to do with the break at the Thornton
and this had always
°emp, bat being on the lake, might be Falls, April 27,1883,

15 Models—$550 to $1850.

Mrs
and
and

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,

Mrs

Water Street, Elleworth, Maine.

MARRIRD.

GARAGE

CLARK-HARVEY-At Castine, Nov 26, by
Rev R C Douthitt, Miss Hattie Belle Clark,
of Castine, to Alverdo P Harvey, of Belfast.
LYNCH
POWERS-At Rockland, Nov 15, by
Edward K Gould, esq, Mrs Mary A Lynch, of
Prince Edward Island, to Thomas S Powers,
of Deer Isle.
8AVAGE—WHITMORE—At Southwest Harbor. Nov 20, by Rev Royal W Brown, Miss
Mildred M Savage to Raymond Whitmore,
both of Southwest Harbor.
WEBB—COLLINS—At Rockland, Nov 18, by
Rev C N Garland, Miss Ida Elsie Webb, of
Stonington, to Charles William Collins, of
South Thomaston.

“It is

has been

the guest

wife, returned

home

Tuesday.

Two *t»ry house, shed and large stable, nil connected with
lights, and.. bout 1 acre of land. A bargain uu ea*> terms.

COLSON—At Ellsworth. Nov 22, Arthur E
Colson, aged 23 years, month, 16 days.
DODGE—At Seal Harbor, Nov 23, Mrs Samuel
J Dodge, aged 45 years.
FINN—At Ellsworth, Nov 22, Deputy Sheriff
Edward T Finn, aged 47 years, 6 mouths, 25
At
FRANC HINE
Stonington
(Crotch
Island), Nov 19, Sante Franchine, aged
about 37 years.
GREEN-At Bucksport, Nov 24, Willie P
Green, of Barnard.
PREBLE—At Hancock, Nov 24, Marion E, infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Frank Preble,
^
aged 8 months.
RAYMOND—At Rochester, N H, Nov 22, Vernon Raymond, formerly of Ellsworth, aged
22 years.
WEBSTER —At Ellsworth, Nov 22. Sheriff
John E
aged 43 years, 6 months, 23

Webstar,

The students from the Brooklin high
will be home Wednesday for a four weeks’

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

Frank W. Allen and wife have moved to
are
occupying Miss
Howard’s cottage.

George M. Byard, of Atherton, Byard
(Jo., Haverhill, Maas., with^son Lloyd, was
in town last week.

Dr. A. G. Carter left^o-day for Deer Isle,
where he will open a dentist’s office in
Lynn more hotel. Dr. Carter is a graduate
of
Bluehill-George Stevens academy,
Hebron academy and Philadelphia dental
college. He has passed both the Maine
and Massachusetts boards of examiners.
His many friends wish him success in his

A VICTIM OF
SCROFULA
Bunches

Under His Arms.
At Times Unable to Work
Many Medicines Failed.

—

the Great
Cured.
Blood Purifier,

Sarsaparilla,

had
H.—“I
N.
HARRINGTON,
scrofula, causing large bunches under

Twenty Years' Experience.

sure

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5-5.

cards, easy to sell. We trust you; send
You
us your name and address at once.
have choice of 20 premiums, including
Sleds, pair of Skates, Dressed Doll, Camon

Have you

seen

Blue Steel, Tula Steel, Damasquln and
Silver Cases to Suit Purchaser.
Exceptional lias value ie Holiday Post Cards, 25 to
25 era’s, salt tree.

H. M. Wichman & Co.,
Springfield,

Mass.

LUCILLE SILK PETTICOAT SHOP

Store

HOLT,

DR

Dentist,

Bangor,

ALICE

One thing • man cannot understand is
how it is that the man he hates the most
has so many dear friends.

Best of Service.
Cor. Main and Hancock

by day

Best of

E

o

week

Cooking.
Sts., Ellsworth, Maine

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Steam laundry and Bath Rooms.
«ro

p

r,

WASHKe."

no

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.
Ellswortta.Me
Estey Building, StateSt..

Commission ffltrdiants.
The advertisements below represent some of
Our
the leading houses of New England.
readers will doubtless find them of value.

Co^M!S3iON
WANT

them?

These perfect, accurate and inexpensive
watches are guaranteed to be as represented.
Your money back if they do not prove satisfactory. They will run eight days with one
winding. Open face, nickel cise, with fancy
dial, price, $5.

j

Board

J. P.

8 Day Watches $5

1

Open at ail hours.

Bishop Co.,

Boston, Mass.

ELECTRICAL aSS."-

_____

the Wood
Sold by

Bangor.

Navillus Card Co.,
220 Devonshire St.,

Carles’

IRON

is

ELLSWORTH

FREE!! !

era, Bracelet, Drum, Tool-chest, Train
Track, Flexible Flyer Sled, etc.

by

Made

“Clarion”, it

a

to meet every requirement.

Maio Street.

•5 and #7 value, *3.95.
my arms, which sometimes broke open Taffeta, Messaliue and Jersey ton. Manufacturer to consumer direct
and discharged. At times I was unMall orders filled. Money returned If not satisable to work; not only were the
factory.
j
profession.
1
^
bunches and sores very painful and
149 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
Write for particulars.
News was riceived here last week of the
wanted.
disagreeable, but my health was so Agents
sudden death of Hattie C., wife of James
run down that I had no strength,
A. Dodge, of West Newbury, Mass. Mrs.
"Many medicines failed to do me
i
Dodge was well known here, having re- : any
good, and when a friend recomsided here many years. She will be remended Hood's Sarsaparilla I had
518 Congress St., Portland, Me.
membered as engaged in the millinery
made up my mind that nothing could
Manufacturer of
business some years on the Brooklin side of
cure me, and I should simply have to
ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
the bridge and later in this village. The
bear my affliction. But Hood’s Sarsaof every description.
older residents will call to mind many
parilla worked like a charm. It drove
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties
pleasant hours spent in her store on the out the Impurities or the germs, or
corner.
Sympathy is extended to the be- whatever may be the cause of scrofureaved husband and daughter.
la.
The bunches disappeared, and
H.
Nov. 27.
____
when I had taken six bottles all signs
Ful Lines of
of scrofula had vanished, and there is
CA8T1NE.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
not even a pimple or blotch on my
AND FIXTURES.
Mrs. Alexander spent several days in
body.
“Of course I am glad to'recommend Estimates es Wlrisi ssd Supplies Cheerfully (Uvea
Bangor last week.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla to any sufferer
ANDREW M. MOOR.
| Captain Charles Devereux spent several from scrofula or impure blood, as It
Ellsworth
Estey Building. State St..
! has absolutely proven to be in my case
days last week with his family.
medicine.”
wonderful
a
purifying
Dr. Saunders, of New
E. Locke.
I Dr. Grindle and
j Elisha
Proftfifitonal CatSfi.
The great mass of people, as they
York, are at the Castine house.
"can not afTord to be
themselves
say,
on
a
Ned'are
son
Frank Douglass and
sick” If compelled to emplby physiC. E.
week's bunting trip above Bangor.
\ clans and nurses. They are the millions of intelligent, prudent and ecoWilliam Stevens left Saturday for Addifor the nomical men and women that have
son, where he has employment
come to know the great usefulness of
Maine.
1
winter.
Hood's Sarsaparilla and other good
BF.8IDENCK
:
medicines.
OFFICE
Esther
proprietary
and
daughter
Mrs. Leon Sawyer
26 Fourteenth SI.
Hood's Sarsaparilla effects its won- 25 Hammond St.
Office hours : 9 to 12.15 ; 1 to 5.
are spending several days with Mrs. Sawderful cures, not simply because it
Evenings by appointment
! contains sarsaparilla, but because it
yer’s parents in Machias.
combines the utmost remedial values
J. M. Vogel 1 returned home Friday from of more than twenty different IngredH. SCOTT
I Patten, where he has been on a week’s ients. There la no real substitute.
! hunting trip. He brought with him two
Get Hood's Sarsaparilla today in the
SPECIALTY MADE OF
form
or
in
the
chocolated
usual
TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
liquid
|
deer.
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
i tablets called Sarsatabs.
Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of Portreword
Agent
received
! Postmaster Hooper
for
furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
land,
I cently that the Castine postofflce has been
Agent Oliver TypewrUeri typewriter supplies
bank
with
savings
added to those
postal
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth, Me.
departments.
RESTAURANT
GN°v. 27.

c

Whether it's a range or a fur-

8

aabrrtissratnta,

Hood’s

CLARION.
nace—if it is

tistics-births, marriages and deaths—
BOVS and GIRLS
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it We give you a dandy Christinas present
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its for selling 24 packages of our pretty
Christmas and New Year postcards at 10
contemporaries.
cts. per package. Each package contains

Large
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HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES.

vital sta-

vacation.

Sargentville, and

MAINE!

PLUMBING

YOUNG—At Kennewick, Wash, Nov 16, Nelson L, beloved husband of Myra Young, and
son of the late Wilson and Melita V Young.
more

city water and electric

ELLSWORTH,

—

Had

insured;

it is better to be
to be sure;
it is best to be insured” with

REAL E3TATE D-ALERS

SEDGWICK.
I. S. Candage has returned from a hunting trip in northern Maine and Canada.

good

repairing with all speed.

and every tool needed to do

GENERAL INSURANCE

BARBOUR—At Stonington, Nov 19, Warren
Payson, son of Mr and Mrs Irving Q Barbou*, aged 1 year, 3 months. & days.
CLOUGH
At Ellsworth, Nov 22, Daniel
Joseph Clough, aged 29 years, 2 months, 13

The AMERICAN print8

—

MASON
C. W. & F. L. AGENTS,

DIKIJ.

—

person ever went to him in vain.
He was a member of Ira Berry lodge, F.
and A. M., Bluebill lodge, I. O. O. F.,
Mountain Kebekah lodge, Halcyon grange,
P. ot H., and the stone-cutters’ union.
His happiest moments were with his
family, and home ties were exceptionally
strong. He leaves a widow and one son,
who have the sympathy of all.
A brief service was held yesterday
morning at 8.30 o’clock at the jail-house
in Ellsw*orth, conducted by Rev P. A. A.
Killam.
Sorrowful and sympathizing
friends completely filled the house.
The following relatives from Massachusetts were at this service, and accompanied the body to Bluehill, where the
luueral was held at 1.30 p. to.: J. Fern Hill
and wile, ol West boro, Frank Fox, ot
Dracut, an uncle, B. F. Stover, wile (a
sister) and son Frank E., ol Hopedale,
Mass., Mrs. William Bowden, ot Brewer, a
niece, and Miss Grace Randall, ol Wey-

COMPLETE l_l INI C OF- LIGHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

{Ada Josephine.|

—

at

and all four went down.
By cnriona coincidence, and in support
of this theory, is the fact that a few days
before this accident, two men stopping
with Clough and Colson at Camp Comfort
while hnnting, had a narrow escape crossing the core in the same boat described
above. Fortunately they were upset near
enough to shore to obtain a foothold.
This accident was witnessed by Clough
and Colson, v. jo went to their assistance
in another boat. Was it a prophecy of the
accident a few days later which cost fonr
men tbeir live*?
The theory that all four men were crossing the cove in the same, small boat—the
officers for the purpose of making the
short-cut home and the campers to return to their work on the uarland shore,
where they were cutting the hoop-poles
which they boated across and shaved in
camp—is atill held by some. The failure
to find a second boat support* this theory,
against which ia the argument that the
boat found would not float four men.
The time of the accident is fixed pretty
accurately by the watches of Sheriff Webster and Deputy Sheriff Finn, that of the
sheriff stopping at 12.41 and that of the

These are the two makes of cars for which we are the sellirg
agents. The features of these cars are such that no intending
purchaser should fail to become familiar with then. We are
prepared to show' every detail-

Lucbgtia
Just learned that Gold Medal Flour i»
lifted ten times through finest silk. Eugenia.

APPLES
Poultry

and Eggs

POTATOES
Dressed Lambs and Calves
Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EGOS.
Top Market Prices.
Prompt Returns.
To Ellsworth

BERRIES

WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE.
CHAPIN BROS.,
107*109 So. Market St., Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market

DEAL

quotations

on

request.

LAWRENCE & CO.
Established 1863

Wholesale Commission
OULTRY. EddS, FRUIT.

Merchants
PRODUCE

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Fanetfll Hall Market.
Stencils, etc.. furnished
apples
POULTRY

Boston, Masa
on

application.
potatoes
EQQS

Ship to

P. H. WALL & CO.
Gtntfil Commission Morchants
Agents Fletcher’s Improved Kgg Case
BOSTON, MASS,
Clinton and Fulton 8ts.,
References and Stencils on Request.
Try

us on

your

shipments of

Apples, Potatoes, Live Poultry,

etc

IMMEDIATE RETURNS

W. W.

Benjamin,

BOSTON, MASS.

Hall & Cole

Fruit anil Mace Commission Merchants
Apples. Polities sad Cranberries
our Specialties
BOSTON
100-10$ Faneull Hall Market,
Send for Stencils and weekly market report.

Hay

Wanted

NAHE YOUR PRICES
W. J. PHELPS, Chamber of Commerce,
Boston, Mass.
Belerenca, Beacon Trust Company.

Subscribe tor This Americas

Miss Coggins has taught nearly two jwn
to this district, and it is to be regretted
that she does not expect to return tor the
winter term.

COUNTY NEWS
WEST HANCOCK.
Prod MUliken spoilt Sunday at Bar Harbor.
Miss Vers Johnson is very ill of ton-

Uiss Eunice Coggins
tor Calais to spend
her uncle, Ospt. George Lord.

School will reopen Dec. 6; Mrs. Peaslee,
teacher.

Mrs. Emogene Peaslee is visiting relatives in Sedgwick.
was

in

Marcia

were

Chester
were

recent

guests

Henry Milliken and

of

Norris and wife, of Nieolin,
guests of E. H. Butterfield and

wife.

Irving McFarland, who
employed in Bangor, spent Sunday at

Sherman and
are

Irving Peaslee,

who

employed
past five months,

nas

been

Northeast Harbor the
is home.
Mrs. Margaret Milliken is spending a few
*
weeks in Bar Harbor with J. M. Milliken
at

and wife.

most

K. Springer, who fell from a staging
about two weeks ago, is better, but not
able as yet to attend to his work.
Clifford Tinker snd wife, of Northeast,
Harbor, are guests of Mrs Tinker’s father,

SURRY.

W.

Mrs. Brown
Jesse Brown.
friends at Springfield.
Nov. 27.

is

giving holidays.

Mr.

lent

high school opened Monday; AlShorey is teacher.

The hew Methodist church
for services Sunday.

Sumac.

Jay

Gallison and

family

opened Savage and wife, whose second daughter,
Mildred, was married to Raymond Whitmore. Both are popular young people. Mr.
moved to

was

have

and

Portland for the winter.

SOUTH LAM OISE.
Sarg< at has moved into the Seba
Youdr house on the Ellsworth road.
The Christie brothers, of Bar Harbor,
have moved into their home on the Cove

Mrs.

A. E.

(

j
!

road.

I

Mrs. Cora Sargent and family have returned from Ellsworth to their former
home.

Lester Young is expected home from
Coburn Wednesday for the Thanksgiving

|

Luther

Goodwin,

who

was

criti-

week, is better,

rally
Myra Billington is working
Phillips for a short time.
ill last

Mrs Almira Saunw bo has been visiting
ders, has returned to her home.
Anon.
Nov. 27.
_

Warren

Haynes spent the week-end

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Fred

Black

has

Bangor.
Eugene Simpson

moved

bis

A arhool

family

to

was

in

Bangor last week

Monday for Camson

have

re-

Presque Isle.

Josie Sargent is at Otter Creek
helping care lor Hillard Walls, who ia
very ill.
Mrs. Flora Gray, with son Walter, lett
to-day (or Springfield, Mass., to visit her

entertainment

eehoolhouae

are

to

bo

held at

will

Wednesday

high school closes Wednesday for

Howard Gordon and wife, of West Sullispent Sunday with Fred Clark.

van,

Mrs. Mary Kingsley, of- West Gouldaboro, is a guest of Mrs. John Urann.
Janet Clark will spend this week with
her aunt, Mrs. McVicker, in Bar Harbor.

in northern Maine.

Smith showed bit skilfnlneas at a
gunner when he shot three wild geeee
from one flock on Saturday. All three
were large birds, one of them being above
K. L.

Cannot

Deny.

I procured

a supply
They helped me
right away, also correcting difficulty with
the kidney secretions. This remedy can
be depended
upon to bring benefit.”
(Statement given July 8,1908.)
were

in such cases,

and

began their

A

use.

!

its

|

will be held at
the church Thursday evening at 7 o’clock.
Special features will be provided. A good
attendance is desired.
R. H.
Nov. 27.

wife, is Ul.

Mrs. M. A. Fiye went to Boaton Monday to visit her son, Leonell, who is attending the Wentworth institute; also
her sister, Mrs. Charles West.

Benjamin Tracy and wife came home
Wednmday.
Winifred Bye ia visiting friends at

FNTKKTA

:

Thanksgiving

service

Harbor. She will return to
the winter term of school.
Nov. 27.
H.

_

_

BROOKUN.

Cure.

The pupils of the high school have just
issued a school paper. The Taller, No. 1,
Parcher Guarantee* Parisian 8a*e for of volume 2. It contains some wellwritten articles, and locals and personals
Dandruff and Falling Hair.
all connected with the j
Think of it, dear reader, if PAR. of interest to
ISI AX SAKE isn’t the most invig- school. The editorial board is made up as
orating and pleasant hair dressing you follows: Fred Herrick, editor-in-chief;
Vera Small, associate editor; Alice Cain,
ever used—money back.
If it doesn't banish dandruff, stop literary; Earl Kane, locals: Lawrenoe
hair from falling and do away with Lurvey, personals; Violet Tainter, exscalp itch—money back. 50 cents at changes; Everett Cousins, athletics; B^erle
G- A. Parallel's and druggists everyOrindle, business manager; PaysonCarter,
where.
“PARISIAN SAGE as a hair assistant business manager.
grower and scalp cleaner is all right.”

WEST EDEN.

Stinson

by the teachers. The presentation of Hiawatha was especially pleasing,
tbe children in their Indian attire making
a pretty scene.
Following is a list of the

Grace Dow, who has been teaching at
l.ittlr Deer Isle, is spending her vacation

(

SkalingtGlrl.
<

Japanese...'.

!

House Girl.
Sailor Girl.

j

1

Nov. 27.
j

Ingalls.
Mrs. E. F. Burns has gone to Hull’s Cove
keep house for Rev. 8. H. Jobe for the
winter.

to

Mist Katherine Miland left last Monday
Bermuda, where she haa employment
during the winter.
for

Frank Powers is at home and in poor
health. Hit many friends hope he will
regain his health speedily.
Mr*. Nina Richardson, of Presque Isle,
has been visiting bar parents, M. Q. Joy
and wife, returning borne last Saturday.
Mrs. Joy, although an octogenarian and
obliged to keep her bed the past three
years, retains her faculties and general
health to a wonderful degree, and can
read the finest print without glasses.
Mias

Margaret Koch, the former field

secretary of Maine C. E. society, was making farewell calls on her many friends
here last week. Mias Koch la now visiting in Portland, and will then go to Spencer, Mass., to Identify herself with the
Bethel bible school. All wish her success
In her new work.
Nov. 27.
M.
_

PROSPECT HARBOR.
W. F. Bruce and wife entertained

a

tea-

party .Friday evening.
A. B. Joy returned Saturday from bis
hunting trip with two deer.
Mrs. Dora M. Daniels, Williamson,
TRENTON.
Irving 8. Bay and wife have gone to
W. Va.
Allen M. Hopkins is in Lamoine with
“PARISIAN SAGE cured me of
Joneaport tor an indefinite period.
terrible itching of the scalp.”—Mra. Mr. Kingman.
The first fair which (the ladies of tha
C. P. Pope, Oxford, Ala.
Mrs. Susan Darke is very ill at the home Methodist church have ever attempted
Thomas.
son
of her
was bald Thursday afternoon and evening.
Mias Blanche A. Hopkins is in Bar Har- They ware favored by a fine day, and their
friends ware plea sad at the success of their
bor visiting relatives.
Mrs. Fannie Bussell and daughter, Miss efforts. Tables were very attractive with
MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets are guarlast week in East brook visit- their display of articles for sals. The
anteed by G. A. Parcher to end indi- Alma, spent
fancy work table was in charge of Mias
relatives.
ing
or
stomach
or
distress,
any
gestion
Susie Over, assisted by Mias Lulu Rice.
Mat.
Nov. 27.
relieve
back.
They
upeet
money
A table containing dolls and toys was prestomach in five minutes.
sided over by Mias Selma Noonan and
BUCKSPORT.
MI-O-NA for belching of gas.
Mias Leitha Temple. Mrs. John HutchMl-O-NA for distress after eating.
Willie P. Green, of Barnard plantation,
MI-O-NA for foul breath.
who was pardoned from State prison reshake off the grip of yocr old enemy, Nasal
MI-O-NA for biliousness!
cently by Gov. Plaaited, after serving three Catarrh, by using Ely’s Cream Balm. Then
MI-O-NA to wake up the liver.
will all the swelling und soreness be driven
a twelve year term for breaking
of
years
oat of the tender, inflamed membranes. The
Ml-O-NA for heartburn.
and entering and larceny end also fo fits of sneering will cease, and discharge, as
MI-O-NA for sick headache.
to others as to yourself, wtll be
assault with intent to kill died at Buclu- offensivewhen
MI-O-NA for nervous dyspepsia,
the caaees that produce It are
stopped
MI-O-NA for night sweats.
port Friday. Relatives took Green from removed. Cleanliness, comfort and reoewed
the nse of Cream Balm. Bold by all
Ml-O KA for sleeplessness.
the prison immediately after the granting health by
druggists for 60 cents, or nulled by Ely
MI-O-NA for bad dreams.
His death resulted from Broe., S» Warren Street, New York.
of the pardon.
MI-O-NA for sea sickness.
tuberculosis. The remains were taken to
MI-O-NA after a banquet.
COUGHING AT NIGHT
his home at Barnard Saturday.
MI-O-NA for vomiting of pregMeans loss of sleep, which Is bad for every-

What Ails You?

_

one.

Foley’s Honey and TUr Compound etops

A lazy liver leads to ehronie dyspepsia and the cough at once, relieves tha tickling and
Makes rich, pure blood—puts ginger,
:
weakens the whole system. dryness in the throat and heals the inflamed
membranes. Prevents a cold developing into
vigor, vim, vitality into the whole I constipation
Doan's Begnlets (48 cents per box) correct the bronchitis or pseumonia.
Keep always In
houee. Hefuse substitutes. For sale by
cents a large box at G. A. liver, tone the stomach, cure constipation.— the
all druggists.
1 Ada.
Parcher1 s and druggists everywhere.
—

here.

Mr*, llsrry Stanley was call'd homo
Monday by the illness of her mother, Mrs.
Richard

W. Judkins.

Mrs. Brainard Smith is having her
household goods moved into Lyman Stinson's house, where she wilt live this sinter.

Nov. 24.

H.

D. J. Cole, Jr.,
witness in

ni

called to

Boston

its a

a

...Luetta Bridges he will be out in a short time.
.Irene Wells
Capt. Barbour will hare a vacation of a
....Violet Taiuter
month. Capt. Reuben Pray will take his
.Alice Cain
place on the steamer Vinal Haven.
...Marjorie Kane
Misa Maude Stanley has returned from
.Kuth Kane ;
Claribeli Herrick the Rockland hospital, where she under•.Vera Small went an operation. Miss Stanley was ac-

j

Uxb Femme.

companied

home

by

a

trained nurse. Miss

Bird.
Nov. 27.

Bertha

M’KIN LEY.
Booth bay calls here
to and from Rockland.

on

her tripe

Wasson

Tapley will spend Thanksgiving
with his grandparents in BrookBville.
Annie Qott left Wednesday for Portland,
! to spend the winter with her sister, Mrs.
Turner.
John Sprague and wife and Colon Sal*
left Monday for their home
in Mil bridge.

li/an and wife

SWAN’S ISLAND.

salvage case.
Mrs. Sophia Stanley celebrated her
Nov. 15.
....Payson Carter elghty-fUth birthday
Mrs. F. W. Kent, of Rockland, was
....Maud Cousins
...... Esther Kane
called here last week by the illness ot her
.Kuth Roberts father, Q. W. Smith.
.Laural Gray
U. W. Smith had a alight shock last
.Etta Bridges
bnt be is improving, so it is hoped
.....Dorothy Cola week,

_

Steamer

Spec.

OOTT’S ISLAND.
School will close to-day, after a term of
eleven weeks, taught by Miss Violet Gutt,
of Bernard.

Capt. E. L. Qott arrived home from KllsTuesday in his sloop Daisy, with a

worth

of corn and flour.
weather.
load

He reports rough

There was quite a musical gathering at
the home of M. V. Babbidge and wife
E. S. Kelley left Sunday for East port,
and a pleasant evening
where he is employed winters in Under ‘Tuesday evening,

fine bock deer last

Wilbert Dunham, who was kicked by
horse last week, is improving.

Quakeress..
Bride..

week.

Mrs. Lillian Hamor spent last week at
Bar Harbor with her daughter, Mr*. Carl

tlexekiab Barber haa been visiting
friends in Rockland and Tbomaston.

Qrifin
Indian warriors, women and youths....School
This play was followed by “The Reveries
of a Bachelor*', with the following cast of
characters:

Ball Girl.
Nun.......

MARIA VLLLE.
a

Anthony Bye and wife and Mrs. L. E.
spent Monday in Rockland.

.Nokomift.Ktta Bridge#
Minnehaha.Bernice Staples
The Arrow Maker.Theodore Small
Iaftoo.t.. .Howard Free they
Pan Puk Keewis. Kendall Allen
Chibiabos. ...Harold Firth
Famine... Kuth Alh*n

T. J. Bowlker, of Boeton, is expected on
visit to his estate at High Head this ; Bachelor...
week. When bis improvements are all The Little Maid.
! The Rich Lady.
perfected, be will have one of the finest
Girl.
j Country
estates on Mt. Desert island.
j The Lady of the Period.
Q.
Nov. 27.
The Coquette.

Hollis Carter killed

Byron Tracy, who has been employed at
North Jay, came home Monday.

The school entertainment given by the
graded and bigh schools at I. O. O. F. ball
Monday evening, Nov. 20, was much enjoyed, all parts being well taken, showing

a

teach

North Deer Isle.

IVJiKNT.

Fever.y.Klla

Southwest

use.

A

NORTH HANCOCK.
On August 5,1911, when Mrs. Smith was
M. B. Joy ia home l.em Seal Harbor to
said:
“I
still
have
unshe
interviewed,
limited faith in Doan’s Kidney Pills and spend Thanksgiving.
C. E. Uoogins la home from Bangor,
believe that there is no other kidney
medicine on the market as effective as where be haa been employed the past
months.
they. You can cpntinne to publish my seven
former endorsement of this preparation,
Mrs. Jennie Springer has gone to Conand add that occasional use of Doan’s cord, Mass., for a few weeks’ visit with
relatives and friends.
Kidney Pills keeps me in good health.”
For sale by all dealers. Price SO cents.
Miss Etta Springer haa resumed her
New
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
York, duties in the West Sullivan telephone exUnited
States.
sole agents for the
chenge after a much-needed rest.
Remember the name—Doan's—and take
The many friends of Fiank Preble and
no other.
wife sympathize with them in the death
of their infant daughter, Friday, Nov. 24.
Anon.
Nov. 27.

**Fifty

Babeon.

_

SECOND ENDORSEMENT.

Money Back Dandruff

[

the average.

daughter, Mrs. Georgia Gray.
Kaymond Alley has bought a flock ol
BJlrs. C. A. Moon has left town to spend
bens and put them on his farm here,
PARTRIDGE COVE.
the winter with her son Calvin in Stonwork.
do
the
will
They
Cushman
Alley
What could furnish stronger evidence
ingUra.
Henry Bartlett killed a hog last week
a
small
in
business
the
into
of the efficiency of any remedy than the intend going
Mrs. W. H. Russell and sons Lawrence that weighed 4S0 pounds.
test of time? Thousands of people testify way.
and Carroll ere spending a couple of weeks
A surprise party was given William
Nov.
that Doan’s Kidney Pills cure perman27._M. in Boston.
Emery and wife Thursday evening.
ently.
LAMOINE.
Mrs. A. 8. Cummings and grand-nephew, About thirty were present. Usmes were
Grateful endorsements should prove unenjoyed and cake and coffee were served.
Capt. C. M. Stratton left last Wednes- Fred Emery, are visiting relatives in New
doubtedly the merits of this remedy.
All went home planning where the next
ton and Boston.
Years ago people right in this locality day to take command ol hia vessel.
shall be.
Ruth
of
normal
(or
a short Btay
testified to the relief they bad derived 1
is
at
home
Allen,
Olsen
Farmington
Capt.
School closed last week after a successful
from the use of Doan’s Kidney Pills. while bis vessel iB discharging her cargo. school, will spend Thanksgiving with Mrs.
|
term of twelve weeks taught by Miss
testimonials.
Oscar
Aldrich
in
their
confirm
now
Phillips.
They
Largely through the efforts ol Mrs.
Kuby Gurney, of Ellsworth. Those not
They say that time has completed the test. Lowell
All who are interested are cordially inCoggins, ol California, an insurabsent or lardy during the term were
Mrs. John L. Smith, Waltham Road,
vited
to attend the
rehearsals of the
ance ol |2,000 has been placed upon the
Eflle McDonald and little Sylvia, six
“1 had
Ellsworth Falls, Me., says:
Christmas music for the 8unday school
church.
old. Much regret is expressed that
years
trouble from my kidneys for a long time.
concert.
A junior choir has been formed to assist
Miss Gurney will not teach, the winter
There xte a dull, heavy ache in my back
Miss Annie Clark is spending the term.
EnThe
Christian
music.
church
in
the
and I was subject to dizzy spells. Read- ;
deavor society has provided new music lor Thanksgiving vacation at her home in
Nov. 27.
Hubbard.
ing. how effective Doan’s Kidney Pills
ers

Miss Laura a. Jones went to Boston
with her brother, Fred D. Jones, of Belfast, last week, on a few days' business

Hiawatha, the boy....Foster Blake
Hiawatha....Hoy B.ake

evening,

Freeman
returned from hie
hunting trip Nov. 18 with hia full quota of
deer. He reports game as more plentiful ;
ever

Thanksgiving recess.
Small ft Pearson, who have been here all
the faU attending their weirs, leave for
their home in Stoolngtoo this morning.

I characters:

Harvey

than

Mrs. Farrell has gone to Boston to spend
the winter with her son Ralph.

Mrs.

the

glad
improvement.
Carter

cation.

much work

Nov. 29.
left

bridge, Maas.
Mrs. George Noyes and
The

o( taia continued

learn

Boston.

Benjamin

Merrill Farrow la at home from the
Maine Central institute, Pittsfield, for the

SCHOOL

PKETTY MARSH.
Frienda ol

the remainder of the week.

Charles Sargent
buaineas.

Tlie Proof That Ellsworth Read-

day after the edding, and
friends in the cot-

Dr. K. A. Black is in

in

on

Is

the

w

recently occupied by Billy Murphy.
Nov. 27.
Spray.

turned to

Hancock.

attorrtisrmmts.

on

house-

will be at home to their

George

OAK POINT.

School closed Thursday, after a successful term taught by Miss Eunice Coggins.

keeping

funeral

Lawton,

tage
for

Ed. Wescott, ot East Bluehill, visited
lus brother Joseph one day last week.
Mrs. Maud Saunders, of Bar Harbor,

recess.

Whitmore commenced

Mrs.

Lee H. Powers, of Boaton, with a party
of friends, Is spending a tew days at bia

The Farnsworth Packing Oo.’a sardine trip.
Nov.
factory closed laat week for the season
27._Tomsou.
with tbe largest pack in its history.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Angnsta Staples left Monday for
Mrs. Leander Allen Is very ill.
Rcxbury, Maas., where she will spend a
few weeks with her daughter, Mra. R. R.
Arthur, little son of Ralph Saunders and

of Nettie, wife of Fred
held
of McKinley, was
cburch
here
at the
Tuesda^ afternoon, Rev. C. W. Robinson officiating.
The hearers were Fred Rich, George Wallace, Everett Stanley and Frank Manchester. Many beautiful flowers bespoke the
love of kind friends.
Nov. 21.
Kin.
W.

Ada

Friday.

ter, Mrs. KateC. Pray, who has been appointed postmaster, has charge of it.
The

pretty wedding took place Monday
evening, Nov. 20, at tne home of 8mitb
A

The grammar school, taught by
Mi,,
Mille, haa closed for a four weeks’ va-

Will Allen baa moved bia family into
the ap-stalr rent at Mra. Isaac Mayo's.

cottage.
Lawrence Kane haa been to Rockland to
have an operation performed on his throat
and nose.
R. L. Smith and Capt. W. W. King attended the masonic convention at Castlne

Clark,

excelenter-

tainment.

Paine is ill.

| bertThe

visiting

enjoyable visit, fine weather,
degree work and hospitable

week.

Mra. J. J. Bridges and Miaa Ada Herrick
in Rockland laat week.

were

_

very ill of

recent

tor'and granddaughter of Dipt. Tho
Tiptoy and wits, of this plana. ghe u
w»U known In West Brookevllle,
having
BROOK LIN.
paaaad her lumnwn ban lino* childhood
Charles Parker and family ban (one to Mr. Perkins to s civil
engineer, ,on of the
Boa ton for tba winter.
lata Capt. John King Perkins, a
native of
Boland Carter baa moved hie family North Brookavilto, who moved to Brook,
back to Went Brookltn
lyn in the early ’80s.
The ateamer Rockland made her
Aeon wa* born to Mr. and Mra. Harvey
i„t
trip to Bangor tor the aeaaon Nor. as.
Wells, Monday, Nov. 20.
Gleason Allen, of Boaton, la visiting bia
Tapley Broa. landed lifiOO bushels of herding from their weir in three tides last
parent a, Henry Allen ami wife.

__

town

Milliken, who has been
tonsilitis, is much better.
James Foster and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Miss

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Misses Annie and Beeeie Clerk ere |home
from tbeir school teaching for the Thanks-

COUNTY NEWS.

Inc* ud Mr*. Irving Moon presided over
the candy Ubl*. Mn. J. 8. Coomb* end
Mr*. Am 8t***n< tad the tabic of edlMas,
■nd Ml** Gladys Hutching* tad tta apron
table and practical bag*. A chicken sap-

per left nothing to be desired. The entertainment in the evening consisted of a
is felt here over the recent drill, music and recitation*. “A labor
Sincere
regret
Laura Lalley, who has been visiting her
death of Mrs. Nettie Lawton, of Tremont, Medley” was the hit of the evening. Mr*.
week
sister, Mrs. E. E. Higgins, the past
and deep sympathy is felt for the bereaved Henry Hamilton, Mr*. Irving Whitaker,
emshe
has
where
to
Ellsworth,
has gone
Miaaliydia Shaw and Mi** Evelyn Was*
family.
tad eoioe. The things left unsold
ployment.
Mrs. Venia Hodgkins, who has spent gatt
Y.
Nov. 27.
acre auctioned oS by W. F. Bruce, whose
the past month at the home of her son,
humor and pleasantries won cash
Lowell Hodgkins, whose wife has.been ill, good
EAST FRANKLIN.
easily, sod everything was sold.
has returned to her home here.
been
has
who
Mrs. Minnie Hardison,
C.
Nov. 27.
Christopher Lawler, a student at Maine
visiting relatives and triends in the West
is
at
home
for
TREMONT.
Central
Pittsfield,
Institute,
ten weeks, is home.
the vacation days, as are several other
Mrs. Mildred A. Norwood spent ThursMiss Hazel Blaisdell has returned to her
of Southwest Harbor.
day with her son, C. H. Norwood.
school in the Tracy district. Miss Helen young people
The Eastern Star chapter held a sale and
Hiram Dorr and wife, of Buckaport,
Macomber to West Franklin, and Miss
entertainment at Masonic hall Tuesday of called on friend* here Sunday. Mrs. Dorr,
Daisy Gordon to Beechland.
last week, and in spite of the rain which who has
spent the summer at McKinley,
The Y. P. S. C. E. gave a progressive
somewhat interfered with the program, returned home with her husband for the
supper Saturday evening, the first course
the affair was successful.
winter.
being served at the home ot Seth Joy and
Hiram Robbins was taken seriously ill
Mrs. Leslie J. Rich and son Everett left
wite, the second at the home ot Nason
and has been in a helpless conMonday for Rockland to visit friends
Springer and wife, the third at the borne last week,
dition
since.
His
friends
ss
he
fourth
the
hope thst,
ot W. H. Gordon and wife, and
Her mother, Mrs. C. B. Stanley, who has
and last at the home of Judaon Gordon has recovered from many severe attacks, been visiting her, went to her home at
he
will
be
soon.
about
again
and wife, where the rest of the evening
Mark Island light station.
A good sum was realized for
was spent.
Quite a delegation from Rowena Rebekah
The postoffice, formerly kept by tbe
the society.
lodge accepted the invitation of the Bar late Maurice R. Rich, has been moved to
B.
Harbor lodge last Thursday, and report a
Nov. 27.
where his sistbe home of Eben B.

day

silitis.

Pearl Heath, of Portland,
last week calling on friends.

will leave WednesThanksgiving with
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a

wood’s clam

factory.

was

enjoyed.

Mrs. Maggie Trask left Thursday for
Mrs. F. L. Manchester and her mother,
Walter Dunham and wife are receiving
where she will spend a few
Mrs. M. C. Trask, left Monday for Attle* McKinley,
congratulat ions on the birth of a son.
days with her daughter, Mrs. Frank ManDaniel Young and wife, of Otis, were in | boro. Mass. Mrs. Trask will visit her chester, before
going to Attleboro, Mass.,
Flavilla Hodgkins, this winter.
town Sunday, visiting her father, Frank daughter,
to spend the winter with her daughter,
John
W.
schooner
Mildred
Kane,
Frost.
Capt.
Mrs. Curtis H. Hodgkins.
of Bluehill, loaded with the remainChips.
Nov. 24.
• Mrs. Herman Jordan is in town for a May,
der
of
P.
W.
Richardson
A
Son's
fish
this
few days helping care for her aged
I
week. He will take them to Gloucester,
FRANKUN ROAD.
mother, who is in failing health.
Mas*.
J. W. McKay is at Hancock, doing
Ira Frost and Olive Rankins spent SatNov. 27.
P. M.
mason work for Cheater Stratton.
urday and Sunday in Waltham at the
N1HOUAL aKSOLCTIOXS.
home of Herman Jordan and wife.
Mrs. George P. Clerk has closed her
Whereas, It being the will end pleuure ol house
8.
Nov. 27.
here, and returned to her home in
the Supreme Grand Muter, in Hie dlrine
wisdom, to summon .our beloved brother to n Newton, Mass.
SEAL COVE.
John A. McKay, who baa-had employlodge in the “house not made with hands,
A lecture on North Dakota will be given
eternal in the heavens";
ment with Fred Milliken at Weal Han•t Bmyside school house Saturday evening,
Meeoleed, That by the death ol Brother cock the
paat aix moot ha, ia at home.
Dec. 2, by Rev. O. D. Smith.
Maurice R. Bleb, McKinley lodge, P. and
The many frienda here of Horace A.
A.
M., mourns the loss of an esteemed memA fine lecture, the first of the series, was !
ber and a Just and upright Mason; the family, McFarland, o({Brighton, Maae., are aorry
given at the hall Thursday evening, Nov. a kind
He *u
and loving husband and father; and to hear of hie eerioua iilneaa.
23, by Rev. S. H. Jobe. The subject, i the
taken laat Wedneaday to the Mat.sucommunity a true and tried patriot.
“Abraham Lincoln,” was illustrated by
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved obnaetta general hospital, where be was
fine colored views, ably explained. An widow and
family, our deepest sympathy in aucceaafully
for appendienjoyable feature of the evening was the this great alBiction. May they find comfort citis. Hia operated apon
frienda here receive encouragmusic by Mr. Young, oornetist, accom- in the thought that he for whom they mourn,
from him daily, and all hope
is not dead, but only gone before for a little ing reporta
panied by J. J. Heath on the organ.
for hia speedy recovery.
time.
N.
Nov. 27.
M.
Nov. 27.
Resolved, That' our charter be draped in
COREA.
mourning for a period of thirty days, that
these resolutions be spread upon our records,
CAPE ROSIER.
Leonard Campbell has moved into his
a copy sent to the bereaved widow and
Sherman Gray ia building an addition to
family,
new house.
,
and a copy sent to Tax Eluwoiti Auaaiosw
hia honae.
Schools dosed Friday after a successful for publication.
T. 8. Temur,
Alioe Manaon has gone to Bangor, where
weeks.
F.
L
of
eleven
term
Mancassrua,
she baa employment.
O. L Buss,
Mrs. Walter Young was called to BelCommittee.
Orville Vaagoe and wife went to New
last last wsek by the serious illness of her
York Thursday for the winter.
sister, Mrs. Clara Shaw, of pneumonia.
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Nov.
William Clifford, a former resident of
22._&
Mrs. William Daria entertained the
this plana, now superintendent of the
ladies' circle Thursday.
A8HVILLE.
Barra Oran its Co., Barre, Vt., visited
Dr. Farrow attended the masonic con- frienda
Mrs. Georgia Robertson, of East Sullihere, laat weak.
vention at OaaMne Friday.
van, is visiting her son, E. J. Robsrtson.
The weirmen are stripping their weirs
Cards bars been received announcing at
Howard Martin and wile are going to
Ckpe Rosier, as the season ia near ill
the marriage of Mies Carrie Ellen Tspley close. On tha whole the business bas
keep house In tha Charles Martin bouse.
and Arthur Cranston Perkins, at the home been a
failure, owing to the low price and
Harry Hammond, of West Goulds boro,
Is employed on Seward’s island, helping of the bride, Brooklyn, N. Y. Miss Tap- scarcity of Hah.
is
the
ley
1m
daughter ofOapt.
W. TapG.
Nov. 27.
lake up E. E. Hammond’s weir.
Phobu.
Nov. 27.
is The World Growag Better?
A HOUSEHOLD MBDIC1NK
Many things go to prove that it Is. The That atone oooghs
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD
quickly sod cares colds Is
thousands are trying to help others la
Mrs.
Seems heavier when he baa a weak back and way
and Tar Compound.
them la Mrs. W. W. Gould, of Foley’s Hooey
Anna Palter, 2Ut Jefferson St.. So. Omaha.
kidney trouble. Fred Duehren, Mail Carrier proof; ,4“ong
**• H. Pinding good health
by tak- Neb., says: “I can recommend Foley’s Honey
I
at Atchison, gas., says:
have been ing Electric
Bitters, she bow advisee other and Tar
bothered with kidney and bladder trouble sufferers
Compound aa a sore enre forofcoughs
everywhere to take them. “For and oolda.
a bad
It cured my daughter
and had a severs pain across my back.
with stomach and kidney cold and
i.soB'red
Whenever I carried a neavy load of mall, my ?*■*'!.
my neighbor, Mrs. Beeson, cured
trouble.’ *he writes. "Btery medicine I need beraelf and
her whole family with Foley a
kidney trouble Increased. Borne time ago I tailed till 1 took Electric
jitters
Bui
this
started taking Foley Kidney Fills, and since
Honey and Tar Compound. Everyone in our
rrmedy helped me wonderfully." neighborhood
taking them I have gotten entirely rid of all
epeaka highly of it.” For sale
ey 11 help any womnn.
my kidney trouble and am as sound now as tonic and finest liver andThey're the beet by nil druggiata.
kidney remedy
aver.” For sale by all druggists.
thrnt s made. Try them. You'll see. 90e at all
druggists.
Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver TabIt Start*od The World
lets do not sicken or gripe, and may be
J. B. Parker, 9M1 No. 1Mb St., Ft.
when the astounding claims were first made
Smitb, taken with perfect safety by the moat
for Bucklen’s Arnica Salts, but forty years of
■> say* that he had taken
many kinds of delicate woman or the youngest child.
wonderful cures have proved them true, and A'f
kidney medicine, but did not get better until The old
and feeble will alio nnd them a
known
as
the
he
It
is
not
boat
took
salve
everywhere
Foley Kidney Pllle. No mutter how
on earth for Barns, Bolls, Scalds, Sores, Cuts.
long yon have had kidney tronble, you will most suitable remedy for aiding and
Bruises, Sprains, Swellings, Bosems, Chapped iluAquiek and permanent benefit by the use strengthening their weakened digestion
Bands, Fever Bores and Piles. Only Me at all of Foley Kidney Pills, start taking them and regulating the bowels. For sale by
now. For sale by all
druggists.
all dealers.
druggists.

j

j
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K*l„.

anything mo’ tffl I have
to’ what 1 bar* received
would
enuh dm to the earth.
No. aoh; no
mo.
It la now my pa't to transmit to
yon. not yon to me.”
With a warm pressure of the
hand
he went to the door, where he
turned
and made me a formal bow.
How the colonel secured the
a Return
a
little
capital neceseary to begin operations 1
Favor
a
For
did not know, but within a month
be
! oeot me a sample bottle of his "grease
remover,”
done
neatly
with
A.
MITCH
It
F.
EL
a
up,
<B,
; note saying that be would accept one
more favor.
If my conscience and my
Copyright by Anurtem Pi*m Amoi honor would admit of my signing a
elation. 1BLL
statement for publication that 1 bad
analyzed the "remover” and recommended It he thought that it would
Boon after the civil war while at
work—I am instructor In the chem- make a great difference In the facilical laboratory In the O. college—a ity with which it could be Introduced.
ahobby though soldierly looking mid- I wrote the required statement and
recommended his remover in as strong
dle aged man approached me and ask«d If I were Profeaoor Plngree.
language as 1 could command.
Not long after this I received an
"No,” I replied, "I am aimply Ur.
plngree. 1 am not a professor. I am offer of a professorship on a small
salary In a college in South America,
• tutor in analytical chemistry.”
and during the next seven years made
"You are the man 1 am looking fo’,
aub. It la the practical not the theo- several changes, returning to the Unitretical that I wairt. 1, too, am aimply ed States at the end of this term as
mlstah,' baring come down from colo- poor as when I went away. 1 had not
1 commanded a regiment la the even a tutorship to rely on.
nel.
One morning, taking up a newspaper,
late unpleasantness between the south
I glanced at the personal column.
From haring a
I
and the no’th. anh.
thousand men unde' my command 1 was surprised to see an advertisement
Intended for me If I would send my
am reduced to aelllng a compound fo’
address to a certain street and numextracting grease from clothing.”
ber I would oblige some person for
There waa that in the aerio comic
of the man which excited my sympa- whose name the letters X. Y. Z. were
thy. I lnrlted him Into a room set placed. Who was desiring to And me
apart for my personal use, asked him and for what purpose I cqnld not conto be seated and waited for him to ceive. 1 at once mailed my address as
requested and waited In anxious exapeak farther.
"When I was at
unirerelty, pectation.
The next afternoon a carriage was
sub.” ha began, "1 took a coa'se In
practical chemistry. That la a long driven up to my house by a coachman
but 1 remember In livery, and a handsomely dressed
while ago, anh.
enough about the coa'se to know that man got out and came to my door. I
was looking out of the window at him,
what I need Is only to be gained, anh.
and It seemed that I had seen him or
from snch a pe'aon as yo'self. As I
hare said. anh. poverty compels mo some one like him before.
Having
neither the luxury of a servant nor
to descend from the command of a
thousand men and fo’merly the owner- anything to do, I went to the door myship of as many negroes to make the ■elf. As soon aa I opened It the genobject of my life removing grease tleman said:
Bow do
“Ah. Profeeaor Pengree!
The results of the victory
spots.
achieved qvah the south by the mo’
7<f do. euh?"
Where had I heard that voice, that
pe'fectly equipped no’tb has rende’ed
accent?
obligatory on me many things”—
I am a man of few words myself,
“Come In. air.” I said.
“I doubt, aub. If yon remember me,"
and my time la, or was then, fairly
well taken up. I must bend off this he said, with a look of disappointment
“I do and yet 1 don’t I can’t place
garrulous son of the south, but 1
would not hart his feelings for a
yon. You are"—
farm.
”Yo’ partner, suh."
“Partner?”
“The world If fall of disappoint“Yes, suh. Yo' partner In business.” |
ments. colonel.” I interrupted. “I lire
“What business?”
on a salary of J1.200 a year and have
manufacture of the Acbme |
\ “The
six children. I work most of the time
and have no leisure for repining.
grease remover. Some seven yea's ago,
What can 1 do for you?”
you may remember, we fo’med a part“I will come to the point Immediate- l nershlp fo’ that pu'pose. you furnish1
lng the receipt and yo' professional
ly, suh. My old mammie”—
1 recommendation.
The business has
“Is your old mammie concerned In
the object of yonr visit V
prospered, and I have been bunting yo'
for a long while In order to render yo'
“Yes. suh. My old mammie used a
liquid fo' taking grease out of our an account Fo'tunately I have at last
found yo’ by means of a personal adclothes when we were children. Find
vertisement
Advertising Is a great
Ing myself obliged to wo'k fo' my living, I have taken her receipt and am thing, suh. Next to yo* receipt and
making the compound and selling It professional recommendation I have
I would be greatly obliged to you if found It my chief element of success.
Here, suh. Is a balance sheet I have
you would analyie It and see if yo'
had taken off the books of the Achme
can conscientiously recommend It”
He evidently bad nothing to pay for Grease Remover company.” He handed me a paper. “The capital stock la
the work he required, but there was
something so forlorn about the fallen $1,000,000. consisting of 10.000 shares.
planter and chieftain, his bearing was 5,000 of which are In yo’ name.”
I wondered If I had not been opso far above his calling, that my heart
erated on In a hospital and was recov1 took a sample of his
was touched.
eradicator and told him that If be | ering from the effects of an anaesthetI took the paper, bat I did not
would call the next day 1 would give ! lc.
him an analysis. He appeared prompt- even glance at It I looked at the man
ly. and I Informed him that his eradi- before me, expecting to see him go op
In a cloud of blue smoke.
cator waa an excellent one, but there
It re“The stock Is not on the ma’ket, suh.
was a single drawback to It
bat I have been offered 200 fo' mine.”
moved the grease to perfection, but
Then for the first time It flashed
also removed that part of the clothing
to which It was applied.
upon me that this man was the shabby
The expression of disappointment In
genteel Confederate colonel who had
his face was touching. Fortunately 1 ;! called upon me years before. In one
I told : sense he had passed out of my mind,
was able to brush It away.
In another be had not I had taken a
him there waa an add In his com
pound that was too powerful. 1 could I great fancy to him, and he had lnterrecommend another which would re- i ested me as a study of a man reduced
from an Importance sustained by I
move the grease, leaving the clothing
wealth to the pathos of poverty. But
Intact
remembered
"But tub," be replied, bis face light- never for a moment had I
ing op. “unfo’tunately I have no money him as anything bat a fine specimen
of the shabby genteel.
to buy yo’ secret.”
"Would yon mind explaining what
“8ecret be banged! There Is no secret about It"
And. writing the name all this means?” 1 asked, endeavoring
of the agent I referred to on a slip of to throw off a dazed condition.
"It means, sub, that with yo’ valuable
paper, 1 handed It to him.
manu"And now. suh,” be said, folding the assistance I entered upon the
facture and pe'sonal sale of the grease
paper, “I wish to place this Indebted
I never solicited any one
remover.
neaa to you on my part In such shape
who refused me.”
that It may be liquidated In Install
"Quite likely,” I Interrupted.
What is the amount of yo'
meats.
"I soon accumulated sufficient capicba'ge, sub, fo' this professional wo k
tal to enable me to manufacture in
and the suggestion written ou this pa
large quantities and. what I found to
part”
In
advertise.
him
by be equally eeaentlsl. to
"Colonel.” I replied, taking
or three years I built extensive
two
not
are
the hand, "we northern people
wo’ks, and from that time fo'wa'd
all so devoid of humanity as you
money has been pou'lng In on me. At
southerners think. You are quite wel
: that time, auh, I called upon you at
come to the trilling assistance I have
and was disappointed to
given you, and If it helps one south- I yo' labo’ato'y
that you had left I obtained yo'
srner out of the slough into which this | find
South America and wrote
political bouieversement has thrown ;1 address In
other places
you there. After going to
so many of you It will make me very
I my letter came back to me with many
happy.”
I
marks on the envelope.
We stood for a few moments hand poetofflce
have been inserting personal adverIn hand, looking Into each other's eyes
I am much
there was 'hat In the colonel's 1 shall tisements fo* yo* fo* yean. I
began to
relieved at finding yo', fo'
hover forget. It seemed to me that 1
! fear that my bonab would be impeachhad found a brother.
I sd by not rendering yo* an account of
“Professor," be replied in a voice on
my stewardship.”
the verge of trembling, "should I aci The colonel paused.
I stood mute
cept this favo' without giving you the
then asked:
benefit of any success that may ac- for awhile,
"And do yon mean to say that for
tru# from it 1 would be untrue to the i
service 1 did you I am now
traditions of my ancestors. You are the trifling
(he possessor of 6,000 shares of stock
1
bom this moment my partner.
trould sco’n to Involve you in any ex ; worth $1,600,000?”
"That Is yo' share In the property,
Poeure that may be necessary In manufacturing or ma'keting the compound, sub.”
“Well, colonel, all I have to say Is
hot 1 aaau’e yo', suh, ou the wo'd and
honab of a aouthe’n gentleman that that this Is the mo*t remarkable epiI shall account fo’ every picayune sode I have ever read or heard of
will soon be
gained and credit yor with oue-balf the This Is an air castle and
! tumbling abont my ears.”
profit”
"If yo' will drive with me. sub, to
This warn pathetic Indeed.
to the
“Colonel.” I replied, “don't you think on' wo'ks I will convince you
that a small loan might enable you contrary.”
to purchase the necessary articles that j I accepted the Invitation, and he
millionaire.
to* to go late your compound?"
proved to me that I was a
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NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Char 1m Grindle la recovering.!

SMUGGLER

Tbe Colonel

By

M.

Eqpl Motto*

Mr». Raymond Hutchins baa been quite
1U of a bad throat trouble, but la some

QUAD

better.

Copyright, 1911, by Associated Ut-

and Colds

Aunt Jane Hoe, wife of Uncle Joe
Hoe, farmer, was a conscientious woman. Tbat was the chief reason why
there were no screens at doors or win-

Several carloada of Chriatmaa treea have
been cut in thla locality, and are
being
hauled to Buclcaport for ahipment.
The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
Ida Lowell Wednesday afternoon. Several guests were
present. A One supper
was served.

You could not please us bet:
ter than to ask your doctor

dows to keep the flies out In summer.
Bhe thought Insects ought to bare a
chance the same as human beings.

New members are being added to the
grange from the ranks of the young
people quite .as fast as they become

erary Press.

eligible

Aunt Jane had fifty hens. She divided fhelr food In fifty equal portions.
If one ben got a kernel of corn too little it was made up to her. She would
have no mousetraps about the house,

the

same

barrel!”

membership.

Soper, the boys were splitting a stick of
cord wood, when one received a two-inch
scalp wound from the other’s axe.

and she believed all tin peddlers honest.
This good woman had been conscientious for almost fifty years, when two
startling episodes occurred In her life.
Unele Joe sold a horse and out of the
money bought her an alpaca dress, the
first she had ever had. It wasn't made
up, but there were twelve full yards
of the shiny goods. Some day when the
linings and trimmings could be had
she would make It Into a best dress.
The second episode was a letter from
her sister Nancy, entreating her to pay
a vlalt to the home In Canada. Moreover, Nancy sent the money for the
Journey. That clinched the matter
with Uncle Joe, who had only the average conscience. He said, “Get ready
and go and stay two weeks," but Aunt
Jane answered:
“How can I even think of such a
thing? You’d let the clock run down
the very first night I was gone, and
you'd let them two roosters eat up all
the corn for twenty henar
After talking matters over for a
week, however, and after remembering that Sister Nancy was a good
dressmaker It was decided that Aunt
Jane should pay the visit: It was a
straight run to Sister Nancy’s. All she
had to do was to keep her seat and ask
the conductor every fifteen minutes If
they were most there. The rails kept
their place, and the cars stayed on the
rails, and In due time Aunt Jane and
Sister Nancy were landed in each other's arms. After three or four days
the trimmings were bought and work
started on the new dress. Aunt Jane
was
wearing it when she reached
home.
One day two weeks later, as Cncle
Joe was hoeing potatoes In the field, he
heard the dinner horn blow. It was 2
o’clock In the afternoon, and that tooting could only mean danger of some
kind. Be dropped bis hoe and hiked.
Annt Jane awaited him at the kitchen
door. She was palefaced and weeping
and wringing her bands.
’’Well, what Is it?" was asked.
"I’ve got to go to prison for the rest
of my life!” was the sobbing reply.
“Nonsense! What you been doing?”
“And If I don’t go to prison the fine
will be at least $1,000!"
"For what? Why in tarnashun don’t
you tell me?”
I’m all
“Gimme a little time, pa.
shook up. The truth of the matter is
I’m a smuggler!”
“As how?”
“I took that dress goods over to Canada and didn’t say a word about it.
There I had my dress made up and
wore It home and didn’t say nothing.
That’s smuggling, and smuggling Is an
awful thing.”
It was jest a slip.
“No, ’twan’t.
’Taln’t like biding a stone In the botNow. you jest
tom of a butter crock.
shet up about It and don’t skeer me
to death blowing horns out o’ time.”
When Cncle Joe came up to supper
he saw that Aunt Jane was still troubled. She had brought the dress downstairs and wrapped it up. He refused
to open the subject again, and that
night he knew she didn’t sleep a wink.
For the first time in twenty years the
He was
clock was left unwound.
ready to go to the field when he asked:
"Are you going to keep this thing up
right along V”
“Yes. uniess it’s fixed.” was the tearful reply.
“Then I'd better board in the barn!"
“But it’s my conscience, pa—my conscience. I’ve tried to forget it. but I
can’t. If I go to sing I hear a voice
saying to me:
’Aunt Jane, you are a smuggler, and
you dasn't look one of your own hens
You've robbed Canada,
in the face!
and you've robbed America, and you
deserve to be sent to state prison!’
“That's the way the voice keeps saying, pa. and wbat am I to do?”
“Tell it to go to Texas!”
For a week Aunt Jane was the most
She
miserable woman in the state.
was ridiculed and scolded by turns,
but when Uncle Joe realized that there
was no other way to bring back her
peace of mind he said:
“Waal, tie another string around the
bundle, and I'll go along with it and
have it over with. It’ll cost $4.60 to
be
go and come, but if I don't go you’ll
flat in bed in a week or more.”
And a trip was made to the border,
and the bundle was put into the bands
of a customs officer with the explanation. He looked at Uncle Joe for a long
minute and then returned the bundle
with a remark. The remark was saved
np until the farmer got home. Aunt
Jane saw him while he was yet afar
off. and she was at the gate to meet
him and ask:
“Is It all fixed?”
“Yes.”
“Am I to go to prison?”
“No.”
“What did the man say?’
“That you must be an ldiotl”
“Anything more?”
“And that I must have come oat of

for

One of the Stinson boys
recently met
with a peculiar and quite serious accident.
While at work in the woods for
George

It is understood that the State road
commissioner has granted the petition of
the citizens of Orland to continue the
Bute road over “Calftown ridge” to Penobscot town line. This is as it should
be, and it should be continued through
Penobscot and Bluehill to the village in
due course of time. Traffic is
continually
increasing on this road, and as a beautiful
drive for the most part over good roads it
is rapidly attracting summer travel.
Nov. 26.
H.
WEST TREMONT.
Mrs. Lizzie Thurston and daughter Ruth
have gone to Rockland for a few weeks.
L. W. Rumili went to Bangor Friday to

about Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
for coughs, colds, croup, bronchitis. Thousands cf families
always keep it in the house.
The approval of their physician and the experience of
many years have given them
great confidence in this
standard cough medicine.
Sold for severity years.
doctor will tell you that a medicine like Ayer’s Caerry Pectoral cannot
do its best work if the bowels are constipated. Ask your doctor if be knows
anything better than Ayer’s Pills for correcting this sluggishness of the liver.

Any good

M-d*

by
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CO.. LowbU.

Km

Subscribe for The American

accompany Alphonzo Farrel. who has
been taken to the insane hospital.
Dennis Norwood, who has been having
trouble with his hands, is well on the rood
to recovery, and hopes to be ready for
work next week.

Capt. N. A. Reed, of Dock Island light
station, has been transferred to Nash’s
island as keeper of that light. The people
of this place will miss seeing the Reeds, as

Bankrupt.'* Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
)
Joseph W. Leighton,
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt,

)

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
W. LEIGHTON, of Eden, in the
their home is here.
county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
in said district, respectfully represents, that
The West Tremont improvement
society on the 80th day of September, last past, he
under the
met with Mrs. Edwin Lopaus Friday. was duly adjudged bankrupt
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
But few were present on account of the he hasMuly surrendered all his property
!
bad weather. The society will meet with and rights of property, and has fully complied with all the requirements of said acts
Mrs. W. E. Dow Dec. 8.
and of the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
Schools closed last week, after a sucWherefore he prays that he may be decessful term of nine weeks. Both teach- creed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against bis estate
ers, Miss Shea, of the grammar, and Miss under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
are excepted by law from sucb discharge.
Barron, of the primary, were cordially in- asDated
this 16th day of November, a. d. 1911.
vited by the pupils to come back for next
Joseph W. Lbiohton,
term.
Bankrupt.

Nov. 27.

Thelma.
REACH.

F. H. Annis and
tine Friday.

son

Harry

went to

E. S. Small, of Sunset, is working
Moody Eaton’s house.

Cason

Torrey has shingled the house
by Charles Foster.
Capt. M. E. Billings has placed his
S.

F.

owned

Christabel in winter quarters.

schooner

Matty Q. Knight, who is teaching in the
high school at Derby, Vt., arrived home
Wednesday to spend her vacation.
Miss Eleanor Small, of Boston, w ho has
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Mercie Torrey, a week, returned home Monday.
Anita Torrey, who has spent the past
few months in Boston, arrived home Saturday. She w'as accompanied by Miss
Helen O’Connor, of Dorchester, Mass.,
who will remain here
Nov. 27.

weeks.

few

a

L.

WEST SURRY.
F. W. Blaisdell
week to go away to

went

to

Bangor last

for the winter.

sea

Capt. G. F. Gray killed his two hogs
last week, the two weighing about 1,000
pounds.
Mrs. Harry Leach and Mrs. Herman
Gray, of Bluehill, visited their father, S.
£. Grindle, one day last week.
Herbert Gaspar shot a buck deer one
day last week, and Maurice Cunningham
and Guy Carlisle shot a bull moose Saturday.
Nov. 27.

L.
MOUNT DESERT.

The Somesville sewing circle will meet
with Mrs. Flora Bordeaux Dec. 1.
Pearl L. Leland and wife spent Sunday
with their daughter, Mrs. W. S. Brown.
Mrs. Cynthia Clement, of Seal Harbor,
spent one day last week with her mother,
Mrs. Helen Richardson.

Capt. W. S. Brown and Pilot Alton
Brown were home one night last week
from the steamer Massasoit.
Miss Kathie Richardson spent a few
days recently in Seal Harbor visiting her
sister, Mrs. Arthur Ciement.
Nov. 27.

H.
_

BLUE HILL

Mary

A.

Candage is spending

weeks in Bangor.
A. B.

FALLS.

Conary

is in

a

few

•

Bucksport visiting

JOSEPH

Order of Notice Theieon.
District op Maine ss.
On this 26th day of November, a. d. 1911, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered ^y the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 6th day of January,
a. d. 1912, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district. and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mall to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the
Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 25th day
of November, a. d. 1911.
Jambs E. Hbwby, Clerk.
fL. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hbwby, Clerk.
NOTICB OP FORECLOSURE.
Cad well C. Gray, of Penobscot, Hancock county, State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed dated October 28, 1904,
recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds,
book 414. page 29. conveyed to Mary E. Warlen, of Castine, said county and State, the
following lots of land situated in Penobscot,
and described as follows:
Being the same
fully described in said mortgage deed to
which reference is hereby made.
And
whereas Mary E. Warren by her deed of assignment dated Aug. 21,1905, recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds, book 466, page
481, assigned to me, Celia Alexander, of Castine, in said county and State, said mortgage deed, and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken and still remains
so, now therefore, I claim a foreclosure and
give this notice for that purpose.
Cblla Albxahdbb.
Castine, Me., Nov. 17,1911.

WHEREAS,

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
Cora B. Hanna, of Sullivan

WHEREAS
county of Hancock, State of Maine, by
her mortgage deed dated the first day of No-

vember, a. a. 1008, and recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds in hook 466, page 800, conveyed to Rachel hi. Dyer Smith two lots or
parcels of land situated in said town of Sullivan, and fully described in said
mortgage
deed, to which reference is hereby made, and
whereas said Rachel E. Dyer Smith by her
deed of assignment dated the seventh day of
December, a. d. 1909, and recorded in said
Hancock county registry of deeds in book 464,
page 612, conveyed to me, the undersigned, the

described mortgage, the notes and
claim therby secured, ana whereas the condition of said mortgage is broken and still remains unperformed, now therefore, by reason
of the breach of the condition thereof, the undersigned claims a foreclosure of said mortgage deed, and gives this notice for that purWm. W. Bbaodon.
pose.
Franklin, Me., Nov. 18,1911.
above

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
MARK 8. MOON, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Hauby L. Cbabtrbb.
Nov. 10,1911.

THE

relatives and friends.
Mrs. Dean, of Camden,
sister, Mrs. Carrie Chat to.

is

visiting

her

Wilbur Friend is home, after being away
for the summer with Capt. M. E. Eaton.
Nov. 27.
Cbumbs.
BLUEHILL.
James A. Garfield post will elect officers
for the ensuing year on Saturday, Dec. 2.
The meeting will open at 2 p. m. at Garfield hall. A full attendance is desired.
If very stormy, the election will be postponed to the next regular meeting.

^

There is little danger from a cold or
from an attack of the grip except when
followed by pneumonia, and this never
happen* when Chamberlain’s Cough
Remedy is used. This remedy has w on its
great reputation and extensive sale by its
remarkable cures of colds and grip, and
can be relied
upon with implicit confidence. For sale by all dealers.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
NANCY K. JOY, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Hobacb D. Jot.
Bar Harbor, Maine. September 6,1911.

THE

subscriber bereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
GEOROE E. KING, late of LAMOINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
■aid deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Nathan D. kino.
Lamoine, Nov. 14,1911.

THE

To oil psrsons ibIoiomm is oUfeor of iho ootstss hsrsioaftsr l■M.
At
t s
o probate court held at Ellsworth. la aad
for the oountr of Hancock, oa the eereath
day of November, a. d. ion.
TM following matters hiring boon prsX eeated for the action therenpoa herniaStar indicated, it ie hereby ordered that aoUce thereof be fives to all persona intonated
cau*in» a copy of this order to be pab-llshed three weeks saoeeseirely in the Fllswonh American, a aewopaper published at
■llsworth, in said connty, that they maj
pear at a probate court to be held etl
worth, in said county, on the llfth_,
of December, a. d. 1M1, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

set oause.

Emily Smith Cnahman, late of HUsworth, la
said county, deceased. A certain Instrument
purporting to be the last will aad testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Emily L. Smith,
the executrix therein named.
John 8 Aiken, late of Buekeport, in said
county, deceased. First account of P. L.
Aiken, administrator, filed for settlement.
Charles T. How, late of .Eden, in oald
connty, deceased. Second account of Samuel
W. Bates and Frank C. Bates, administrators
with the will annexed, filed for settlement.
Hannah P. Jones, late of Brooksville, in said
county, deceased. Second account of Lucy H.
Jones, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Ellen Hayes, lste of Eden, in said county,
deceased. First account of P. F. Flanagan,
executor, filed for settlement.
Mary Lrmburner, late of Brooksville, in
said co|ntv, deceased. First account of Holister Lymburner, executor, filed for settlement.
Lucy A. Wescott, late of Eden, in said
connty, deceased. First sccount of E. S.
Clark, executor, filed for settlement.
Thomas B. Hale, late of Castine, in said
oounty. deceased. First and final account of
Thomas E. Hale, Jr., executor, filed for settlement.
Frances M. Parker, late of Southwest Harbor. in said county deceased. Second account
of Qeorge R. Fuller, and Luere B. Deasy, administrators, filed for settlement-.
Alexander R. Plumer. late of Tremont, in
said county, deceased. Fourth account of O.
H. Wentworth, trustee, filed for settlement.
Dorothy M. and Elbridge Crowell, minors,
of Franklin,
county of Middlesex, ana
commonwealth of Massachusetts, and Priscilla Crowell, a minor, of South Framingham,
county of Middlesex and commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
First and final account of
Martha A. Howard, guardian, filed for settlement.
John D. Whittaker, an insane person, of
Franklin, in said county. Sixth account of
George J. Whitaker, guardian, filed for settlement.
Martin O. Cunningham, late of Surry in
said county, deceased.
Petition
filed by
Alfred Condon, administrator, for license to
sell certain real estate of a aid deceased, as
described in said petition.
Charles C. Brown, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. Petition tiled by Sherman
W. Davis, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Charles C. Brown, late of Bucksport, in said
Petiion filed by Cora B.
county deceased.
Brown, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
A.
Percy
fiamor, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Maude L.
Hamor, administratrix, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, ibe amount remaining in the bauds of
said administratrix, upon the settlement of
her first account.
Thomas J. Homes, late of Ellsworth, in said
county deceased. First account of Lena T.
Holmes, executrix, filed for settlement.
Eliiabeth B. Jarvis, late of Ellsworth, in
said county,
deceased.
First account of
Henrv M. Hall, administrator de bonis non,
filed for settlement,
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
Bankrupt’s Petition
In the matter of
Nelson Sprague,

Bankrupt,

for

Discharge.

)

\ In Bankruptcy.
)

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District of Maine.
"VTELSON SPRAGUE, of Swan’s Island, in
the county of Hancock and State of
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, that on the 9th day of September,
last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his
property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said
acts and of the orders of court touching his

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be dey the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 7th day of November, a. d. 1911.
Nelson Sprague,

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.
District op Mains ss.
On this 26th day of November, a. d. 1911, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
had upon the same on the 5tb day of
January, a. d. 1912, before said court
at
Portland, in said
district, at ten
o’clock in
the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of. the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 25th day of
November, a. d. 1911.
James E. Hew by, Clerk.
[L. S.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
November 11,1911.
this eleventh day of November, a.
d. 1911, on execution dated October 28, a.
d. 1911, issued on a judgment rendered by the
supreme judicial court for the countv of Hancock. at a term thereof begun and held on the
second Tuesday of October, a. d. 1911, to wit,
on the twenty-first day of said October, in
favor of Howard F. Oilley, of Bucksport, Hancock county, Maine, against Noah Lord, of
said Bucksport, for one hundred and eightytwo dollars and eighty-four cents, debt or
damage, and eleven dollars and twenty-three
cents costs of suit, together with fifteen cents
for writ of execution, and will be sold at public auction at the office of O. P. Cunningham
in said Bucksport, to the highest bidder, on
Saturday the twenty-third day of December
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, the following
described real estate and all the right, title
and Interest which the said Noah Lord has or
had in and to the same on the twenty-third
day of September, a. d. 1911 at 2.30 o’clock in
the afternoon, the time when the same was
attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
a certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings standing thereon situate in Bucksport,
Hancock county, Maine, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the northwest corner of the lot
on which John Lord lived March 28, 1882;
thence running easterly eight rods to stake and
stones; thence at right angles southerly ten
rods; thence at right angles westerly eight
rods; thence northerly at right angles ten
rods to place of beginning, same being a part
of the homestead lot of said John Lora.
Charles A. Akey,
Deputy Sheriff.
County

op

TAKEN

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Andrew Ginn, of Orland, in
State of
10, 1904,
by
and duly recorded in registry of deeds for
saia county, book 417, page 196, conveyed to
his
on
the
CasCelia
A.
homestead
Buck,
me,
tine road in said Orland and lots No. 11 and
68 according to Jacob Sherburne’s survey of
said town in mortgage and in fee and whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken and continues broken, now therefore
I claim to foreclose said mortgage and publish
this notice for the purpose of such foreclosure.
Neosho, Mo., November 6,1911.
Celia A. Buck.
the county of Hancock, and
WHEREAS.
his deed dated December
Maine,

ritHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed executrix
subscriber hereby gives notice that
qf the last will and testament of
she has been duly appointed executrix
ISAAC 8. CUNNINGHAM, late of BUCKS- of the last will and testament of
LUCY D. FARNHAM, late of PENOBSCOT,
PORT,
A Hurg'ar’s Awful Deed
in the county of Hanoock, deceased, no bonds in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
not
a
home
so
paralyze
as
a
may
completely
being required by the terms of said will. All being required by the terms of said will.
mother’s long illness.
Bat Dr. King’s New
having demands against the estate of All persons having demands against the esLife Pills are a splendid remedy for womeu. persons
said deceased are desired to present the tate of said deceased are desired to present
“They gave me wonderful benefit in constipa- same for settlement, and all indebted thereto the same for settlement, and all indebted
tion and female trouble,” wrote Mrs. M. C.
thereto are requested to make payment imare requested to make payment immediately.
Dunlap, of Leadill, Tenn. If ailing, try them
Lissu E. Clements.
Bbixb P. Buck.
mediately.
Me at all druggists.
I
Penobscot, Nov. 7, 1911.
Bucksport, Nov. 10,1911.

THE

A Telegraph
Joke

FRANKLIN.
Tbe district school* commenced the winter session Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Seibert left Wednesday
for their home in Easton, Pa.

And How It Turned
Out

Mrs. Priscilla Dwelley ia at the home of
Mrs. Irene Gay for the winter.
It is a matter of mneb regret that Mrs.
Eunice Blai«dell continues very ill.
Miss Eleanor Dyer came Friday from

Royal

where she

Wytopltlock,

has

By SCOTT KRJEMER

been teach-

Copyright by American Press Asso-

ing.

BAKING POWDER

ciation. MU.

Boyd Blaisdcll and wife are conveniently and pleasantly located at the Havey
cottage.
Miss Geneva Bragdon has closed her
school at Guilford, and is spending her
vacation at home.
Mrs. Edward

Used and praised by the most
competent and careful pastry cooks the world over

ter, of Bangor,

Thanksgiving

There Is

Bunker and yonng|daoghat Arthur Bunker’s for

week.

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of
Tartar—made from grapes

town

F. Bartlett, of Eastbrook, was
Monday. Her daughter. Miss

Marion, and Miss Piper took tbe train
Ellsworth, where they will spend
Thanksgiving with relative*.
fo'

Percy

Hanscom and bride

M.

arrived

me.

Wednesday, and are occupying
Eugene Bunker's cottage. Their friends
home

NEWS.

COUNTY

party to his young

a

friends Friday evening.
Fred Beck aud wife

Brooklyn,

friends in

have

N.

been visiting

lodge, F. and A. M.. worked the
third degree on two candidates Tuesday.
Judge Spofford made a business trip to
week, returning home Saturday.
Mrs. Emery W. Pickering left Thursday
for a week’s visit with friends in Bangor
Boston this

vicinity.
forty

members of Marine

About

attended the district masonic

Friday.
Miss Ethel King,
school, is spending

in

Capt. George Haskell, who has been
sailing one of the Drexel yachts, is home,
absence of

a

year.

Rockland,

is

spending

a

tug

on a

days

few

parents, Daniel Cole and wife.

with his

Miss Jessie Johnson, who has been

ed, came home Saturday for her vacation.
Rex.
Nov. 27.
DEDHAM.
Everett Black and wile, of Bangor,
uests of J. T. Black and wife.

are

Gerald Thompson has returned from

__Rex.
PENOBSCOT.

Oiamon,

where

he

^ias
has

a

returned

from

been

some

for

Mrs. C. L. Burrill has gone to Wellingvisit her parents, Alphonso Davis

and wife.

Wallace W. Heath is moving his family |
where

he

unemployed

in

Witham’s mill.
G. Wolvin and little grand
daughter, Elsie Varnum, visited friends in
Mrs.

J.

Bangor

;

soon.

Bridges and wife are in Bangor
weeks, w hile Mr. Bridges is having his eyes treated.
Mrs. B. H. Cushman visited her daughter, Mrs. Roy Ward well, in Augusta, last
week, returning home Saturday.
Miss Maud Ward well and Mrs. Eva M.
Sellers, of Ellsworth, spent Sunday here
Miss Wardwell left towith relatives.
C. K.

I

day

to-day.
of his farms

to-day

Boyd,

wife and

for tbeir home

bor, after three

in

weeks

Mrs.

children

left

a

home for the

Thanksgiving

recess.

B.

SEAL HARBOR.
W. H.

Whitmore, with

his mother

and

sister, left Monday lor the Sooth, where
they will spend the winter.

m.v friends—and. selecting oue of
Alklus. the best looking fellow
the lot. 1 sent it to the girl.
Sam

out

Sam

Stephen Marshall and wife, of Port
Clyde, are visiting Mrs. Marshall’s sister,
Mrs. Alma Perkins.
Mrs.

spent

Ward well,

days

last

of

Penobscot,

week

with

her

mother-in-law, Mrs. Emma Ward well.
District-Superintendent H. B. Haskell

profitable meeting.

Nov. 27.

Algie
several

Woodlocke.

at the Dunbar school house Sun-

day forenoon and at Bethany chapel in the
afternoon.
LNov. 27.

BLUEH1LL.
Miss Josie E. Snow is visiting in Bangor.
F. B. Snow, I. E. Stanley, F. L. Stover
and Charles E. Snow attended the masonic
convention in Oastine.

__

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Lyman Haskell

M. K. Olds and daughter Margaret
are spending a few days in Dexter with
Rev. R. L. Olds and wife,
Mrs.

is

ill.

V. R. Smith and wife

were

in Boston

last week.

|
David Branscomb and Ralph Ham or are
Miss Fannie Hinckley left for her home on a hunting trip.
M., wife of Samuel J. Dodge, died
1i in
last
after
week,
Roxbury, Mass.,
spendThursday, Nov. 23, at the age of forty-five
Miasear Emily Whitmore and Dorothy
home here.
years. Mrs. Dodge had been in failing ing the summer at her
Branscomb are in Bangor.
health three years, and for several months j *‘Tbe Elopement of Ellen,” given in
C. A. and A. K. McBride have returned
past her sufferings have been almost un- the town hall by the academy students,
from the wilds of Maine with three deer.
bearable. Although friends were aware of was greatly enjoyed by all who attended.
Prof. Charles Lord has moved into Dr.
the seriousness of her illness, she wa9 Each and every part was well
taken.
house on Rock End avenue.
hopeful of recovery until a short time be- Much praise is due to all connected with Richardson’s
fore her death. Her fortitude and cour- the play. It ia hoped that it may be reMrs. Mae Rogers left Monday for Walpeated, as the storm kept many from at- tham, Mast., to spend Thanksgiving with
Annie

her

tending.
Nov. 27.

KIDNEY TROUBLE
Suffered TeH

Years—Relieved in Three
Months Thanks to PK-RU-NA.

mother.

work.
Nov. 28.

C.

EAST LAMOLNE.

AURORA.
Fred Davis shot
a*.
PIZCR.
C. B. FIZER, Mt. Sterling, Ky., says:
**/ have tottered with kldaey mod
bladder trouble tor tea yean peat
“Last March I commenced using
Parana and continued for three montha.
I have not naed it ainoe,nor have I felt
a

pain."

a

deer

Harry McNlder haa gone to Boston

lasf Friday.

Harold and Alson Jordan, of Bangor,
visiting their father, George Jordan.

Nov. 27.

beep employed

several years, have moved to his mother’s
house on the shore road.
NNov.

C.
_

WEST BROOK.LIN.

town.

Atwood

medicine, stating you experience
opinion of the remedy. Write todi
to the L. T. Medicine Co, Portlaa
ftm.Ilia.

baa

Otis Googins has gone to Cambridge,
to spend the winter with his
Fay Mills, lewis Crosby, Doris Mace Maas., Eben.
brother
and Alice Silsby, students at Maine CenHerbert Davis and wife, who have octral instil ate, are home to spend their vacupied a part of Capt. 8. P. Cousins’ boost
cation.

per from a bottle of “L F.

little

Young,'who

Hall’s Core, is home.
Irving Young, who is employed in Banweek.
gor, was borne a few days last

are

Mrs. Parker Bridges is keeping house
for her mother in the north part of the

tuefnl

George
at

The sewing circle will meet with Mrs.
William Crosby Friday.

present, i
diapenaable to every housekeeper,
needle hook; containing forty of t!
heat needles made, trill be sent free i
With your request f
any address.
this needle book, ncloee a yellow wraj
moat

to

risit relatives.

Roy Treadwell, of Brewer, visited relatives here last week.

NccdlcBooks Given Away
A

V.
__

27._

Carter and family have moved
home from Brooklin.
Roland

B. Bridges, who has been in the weir
bosiness at Seaville, is at hdme.
L.

1

Ahira Bridges, who has been employed
on the steamer Booth bay, is at home for
the winter.
i.

Nov. 27.

B.

I

“Waal,” said the conatable, after some
I know
parley with Jinks, “I reckon
I’ll
speed when I see speed, and, by gorry!
bht ye five dollars ye was goin’ faster’n

the h* allows.” “I’ll bet yon live I
wasn’t,” said Jinks; “and there’s the
five
money.” He paid the constable the
dollars and resumed bis journey. “They
is suthin' in this sportin’life, after all,”
chuckled the constable, as he folded up
the bill and placed it in his pocket.

|

da;, having secured

a

A CARD

PROPOSAL
By GROVE J. GRIFFIN
Copyright by American Press Association, 1911.

They were sitting on the porch over
looking the ocean. Waves were roiling
In, breaking and sliding the foam gits,
toning in the sunlight upon the bench.
A tnble stood between them, and on it
a pack of curds.
"Shall i tell yonr fortune?” he asked.
“If you like.”
He took up the cards and shuffled
them. She asked him by what method
he wonld tell her fortune, and he said
he learned it from an Indian princess.
The truth Is be knew no fortune tpllIng method. He Intended to propose
her through the cards nnd to make
up the process as he proceeded.
Lie
began to throw them off on to the table face up. The first tu-ned was the
to

two

several uncertainties.
He knew that
he had one rival whom he feared. He
went on throwing off the cards till he
to the knave of diamonds.
“That's the principal lover." he said.
“He has the inside track. No one eise
has much of a show. He is tall, good
looking nnd has an excellent opinion of
came

himself.
so near

Hello! The queen of
hearts! That’s you. The knave of diamonds and the queen of hearts are
connected by a lot of small cards of
•the same suit, showing very plainly
that there Is an affuir between them."
"How old Is the knave of diamonds?”
she asked.

“Thirty-five

about blm."
“I should

think he would have a
I like
better chance than tl>? other.
a
holler skelter kind of man; most

girls do."
"Well, this knave of clubs Is not exon the other hand, he
He's neither one nor
the other. He adores you. though, and

actly bad; but.
Isn't very good.

If it turns out that the knave of diamonds gets you the knave- of elui>s
will have the breath knocked out of
him.”
“That would t>e too bad. wouklu e It?
Who's that queen of spades you Just
turnedV
•That? That's a rival you have for
the favor of the knave of diamonds."
“Haven't I a rival for the knave of
clubs?"
She asked this In a subdued voi. e.
He loves you alone.
“Not a rival.
But these low diamonds coming In between the knave of diamonds and the
queen of spades Indicates that she has
considerable hold upon him."
“She may have him for all I care."
“Here comes the king of hearts. He
stands for your papa. Low diamonds
following him so closely Indicate that
the knave of that anlte la yonr father's
favorite.
When the queen of hearts
comes oot we shall see whom she
favors. She's your mother, you know."
“I thought I was the queen, of
*

myself.
“Come.” I said, "explain the matter."

j

through

you.

“So you see that when a man seta
himself up to outwit a girl he must
sharpen his own wits on a whetstone.”
It was all plain enough now.
I
acknowledged myself beaten and after
the play Invited the party to the best
supper that could be obtained.
There Is a sequel to this Btory, but
not to be given here. The gist of it is
that I paired off with Miss Miller and
Sam with Miss Ormsby.

thirty-six.”

stick for accomplishing anything be
undertakes.
Nothin# suave or politic

1 knew at once that the game 1 had
been playing bad not only been discovered. but had been turned against me
"Sam. you rascal!" I exclaimed.
"You’re a traitor to your own sex!”
My remark occasioned a burst of
laughter from tbe whole party except

this moment the orchestra struck
the overture, and In ten minutes
more the curtain rose.
My tormentors
forced me to wait till the end of the
first act before giving me an explana| tlon; then my companion said:
“Nellie Ormsby is a telegraph operator at the G. station and has been
your correspondent. She sent you my
; photograph, with my consent instead
of her own, and, having no more con| fidence in you In such a matter than
; herself, did nqt believe the likeness
you sent her was your own. She went
to M., taking the photograph with her,
1
and a mutual friend of hers and Mr.
| Atkins there told her that It was his
i picture. Before leaving town she saw
> you at work at your Instrument and
knew that you were her correspondent
Then Mr. Atkins returned from
the war. She went again to M„ made
his acquaintance and told him the
tec ret
“Meanwhile you bad gone to U., and
the moment you entered the ballroom
Nellie recognised you. She saw your
attention fixed on me and Introduced
you. Your enjoyment In the part you
were playing gave us double what was
evident in you. When your Invitation
came we decided to spring the Joke
on you here at the theater.
We wrote
Mr. Atkins to find out. If possible,
►here our seats were and get two
More near them.
This be learned

or

"Can't a younger lover be got out of
the cards?”
"Well, here’s the knave of clubs.
He's one of the kind who uses a big

Ormsby.
Tbe expression on their faces was.
to say the least, peculiar.
Smiles
! were struggling to assert themselves
j which the three were endeavoring to
: suppress.
1 cast a hasty glance at my
j companion and saw her eyes fairly
dance with a mingled delight, mischief
! and triumph.

At

for a heart
And these diamonds falling
together Indicate that he is the

favorite with—

|

| up

Just the man

smasher.

j

:

of hearts.

"You have two lovers,” he said. She
knew that she had three, not counting

1

!

leave.
1 started to see my charmer. On arrival 1 walked up Into the village and
on the street met my girl, whom 1
recognized at once by her photograph.
1 followed her Into several shops and
finally te a yellow house that stood
back from the street She went Into
the bouse, and having waited half an
hour for her to come oat I concluded
she lived there.
1 knew a man In the place, Tom
Foster, and. hunting him up, told him
that there was a girl In the town 1
He said there was
wished to know.
going to be a dance that evening and
all the girls In the place would be
there.
He would take me with him
and If be knew the girl 1 wished to
1
meet
he would introduce me.
thought that an excellent plan, since
It would give me the advantage of
keeping my affair* to myself. 1 could
sbtaln an Introduction to different
girls without my Introducer knowing
the one 1 was especially Interested In.
That evening I went with Foster
to the ball where the dance was to
take place.
He asked about the girl
I wished to know and wby 1 wished to
know her and all that, but 1 evaded
bis questions
I didn't propose to let
the girl herself know that 1 was the
lellow she had been making love to
iver the wire—at least till 1 bad learned all about her.
\
She was there sure enough, looking
is pretty as a picture—a brunette, with
a profusion of jet black hair, a stately
figure and as mlscbl vous an eye as
ever I saw In a woman.
When I first
■aw her she was talking with another
girl about her own age. and that I
might not give myself away to Foster
I asked him to Introduce me to the
jther girl.
She proved to be Ulan Ellen Ormsby,
Ho one

The monthly business meeting of the
church will be held at the Union
Baptist
MT. DESERT FERRY.
church Saturday evening.
Misa Madge Moon is visiting friends in
Dr. Here Richardson left Monday (or
East brook.
Boston, when be will practice during the
wife
and
son left Monday
Eugene Moon,
He was accompanied by his
winter.
for Portland, wbere they will visit relafamily.
tives.
A (ew of the Boy Bcouta spent Saturday
Misa Elizabeth Jellison recently visited
their
m Brown’s mountain at work upon
frienda and relatives in Charleston, BanAncamp. Good progress was made.
gor and Winterport.
other day of hard labor will see the sides
It is hoped that
Mr. Quptill and Mr. Carter, of West of the camp erected.
Ellsworth, who have been visiting their certain local sooota will get rid of “that
uncle, Augustus Carter, have returned tired feeling", and do their part in this
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full attendance.

otr at the
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Mary Wilson and daughter Abbie,
Orono, were recent goests of Miss Hat-

Mrs.
of

preached

Nov. 27.

ook

Miss Annie B. Conner has returned from
visit with Mrs. Millard Clement at West

Mrs.

Nineteen members of Rising Star lodge,
F. and A. M., attended the district convention at Castine Friday, and report a

pleasant

uncle, Frank

here to his

next

the time, and 1 trusted to his getor dying of disease so that
might not gel Into trouble by passin return 1
og him off for myself,
o. eived
a picture of a
rather pretty
g.in. who 1 judged from her features
was full of
the Old Nick, the very
one to get up Just such a complication
as we
were entering upon.
On her
tips was an engaging smile and in her
eyes a very saucy look.
After that the wires began to warm
up with our con versa t ions, till at last
they cume to a white beat with love
passages. When we had tired a lot of
such missiles at each other we began
lo talk about
meeting. At my proposal to go to see her she cooled down
u bit. and It was easy to see that her
exuberance was the result of fighting
oehiud a masked battery. 1 made several propositions to go to see her on a
certain day and hour, but for every
time 1 set she gave some reason why
It would be Inconvenient or Impossible for her to receive me.
At last it
in curred to me to go up and look her
over without an appointment.
Never
having seen me. aim wouldn’t know

with

chapter, O. E. S., will be held at MaIt is
sonic hall Saturday evening, Dec. 2.

and
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for Calais for the winter.
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day 1 looked over my
of photographs—uot of myself,
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Mrs. Ethel Fogg and Miss Marcia Burrill, students at xVlaine Central institute,
are

to

C. O. Hutchins has purchased the GilLeach farm, and will move there

Boyd’s mother,

ton to

Verona,

family

C. Ward Leach has moved bis

Castine, where he has employment.
Mrs. A. E. Yarn am returned Saturday
from a week’s visit in Togus with her son.

Wendell

months.

to

M. Perkins has returned from
Lowell, .Mass.

a

Mrs. C.

week's visit with relatives in Easton.

G. W. Brewster

held ;

for two

em-

at the Home for the Feeble-mind-

ployed

were

bert

Eldredge Cole, who is employed
out of

Funeral services

Saturday afternoon, conducted by Rev. H. \V. Conley. Beautiful
selections were rendered by Mrs. Minnie j
Kay fuse and W. C. Doane Candage. The
floral offerings were beautiful.
Nov. 27.
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Richardson, of South-
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tives in Lewiston.
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She leaves

keenly felt.
husband, one son

side her

lodge

at Castine

after

remarkable. Mrs. Dodge wiH be
missed and mourned, not only in her
home, where she labored so faithfally for
those who were dear to her, but by the
whole community. She was always ready
to assist in illness or in health, and to
Her
render aid in any worthy cause.
death w-ill be

Y.

Marine

and

She who first tried It v-as an operator at a station about twenty miles
gave them a cordial welcome to their new1 was In the town of
home, with the table laid for their first away from me
M.. while the girl was out at G.. a
tea.
of the
marriage of way station some twenty mllea disAnnouncements
She had more
El burn Leroy Eldridge and Mias Ruth tant In the country.
time on her hands than 1. and I sup
Elisabeth Fairman, of Vernon, Vt., have
pose this is what set her on to quizzing
been received here by the Jamil.? and
me.
She started in one ulglu about U
friends of Mr. Eldridge, w ho is one our
after having taken a message
enterprising young men. After a month o'clock
from me. beginning by asking me
of travel in tbe South, the newly-wedded
what was going ou in town; how I
couple will lie at home to their friends
liked M.; if there was any full going
in Shelburne Falls,Mass.
on there and expressing her dislike at
B.
Nov. 27.
being compelled to live in u little way
NORTH C A STINE.
station like G.
From this we fell to
Fred Conner has re overed from a recent talking about ourselves and naturally,
ns jiersons of opposite sex at that age
illness.
Invariably do. finally drifted on to love
Frank Dunbar left to-day ter Brockton,
and marriage.
From love and marMass., for tbe winter.
riage in general we dropped Into speMrs. Mary L. Leach is spending some I
cialties. at last narrowing the topic
time with Mrs. Clara West.
down to ourselves.
Rev. C. W. Lowell is holding evening!
Tbe girl leil me along in the channel
meetings in the Perkins district.
she laid out herself till I admitted
The scallop fishermen are making good that, marriage being a lottery. I would
catches and getting good returns.
about as lief marry a girl 1 bad no
Miss Annie L. Dunbar is home from ! knowledge of as one I bad met and
loved.
All I required was to know
Penobscot for a two weeks’ vacation.
that tbe girl 1 was to marry posMiss Annie B. Conner resumed her
sessed a fair amount of good looks.
work in the Devereux district to-day.
One thing led to another till It was
Misses Eliza and Adele Wescott are
arranged that she should mail me her
home from an extended visit in Wbitneyphotograph and I should send her
ville.
mine.
Then If we were mutually
of
Ethel
Miss
Penabscot, pleam-d we, might proceed further toHutchins,
district
Dunbar
in
the
begins the school
tv.nd forming an acquaintance with a

age were

DEER ISLE.
Carl Knowlton gave

favorable oppor-

who can’t see her and doesn't
I was a telegraph
know who she is.
operator when a young man. and I
noticed this disposition In many a girl
operator with whom I talked over the
I am a matter of fact sort»of
wire.
a fellow myself and doubt if It would
ever have occurred to me to bamboo
zle a girl in this fashion bad not the
girl shown a disposition to bamboosle

are

visiting their daughter, who is assistant
high school.
Mrs. E.

more

man

Hurley, of Frankfort,

teacher in the

in

no

tunity for young |>eople of opposite sox
to poke fun at each other than over
There
a .telephone or telegraph wire.
is a fascination In operating from behind a shield rendering one invisible.
A girl wilf delight to say things to a

are

Mr. and Mrs.

atsid jtoui woman whom I found
1 naked her
rather hard to talk to.
who wan the girl ahe waa with when
I waa Introduced to her. and abe aald
ahe waa Agues Miller and. taking the
1 achint, offered to Introduce me.
cepted and waa Introduced.
d don't think 1 ever chuckled ao in
my life as when 1 found myself Incognito chatting with the girl whom 1
had been saying aoft things to over
the wire. 1 made up my mind to slave
.)ff the denouement as long as possible.
Not for the world would 1 give her
any clew to my Identity by the slightest reference to-what bad passed between us.
And as to letting her know
even that I was a telegraph operator,
nothing would tempt me to risk giving
away the whole thing by doing ao.
I danced several times with Agnes
Miller and once with her friend Ellen Ormaby.
I concluded to go slow
with Miss Miller, but 1 got In a number of compliments and several looks
Indicating my admiration for her.
When 1 left her to catch my train,
which I did before the dance had ended, 1 pressed her band and received a
slight pressure In return.
Very soon after thla 1 received a
shock at the return of 8am Atkins.
The Spanish war was over, and Sum
had come home In excellent health and
bandaome as ever. What disconcerted
me was that in some way—I having
sent my girl his photograph—he might
spoil my fun. But on second thought
It occurred to me that there was no
likelihood of this since she was so
far from both of us
On my return from G. 1 resumed my
telegraphic chat with her. enjoying It
far more than before from having
It was very
made her acquaintance
amusing to talk with her. having seen
her, while I was still unknown to her
except through 8am Atkins' photo
graph. She continued to complain of
the dullness of G„ so I concluded to
ask her to come to town and go with
This would let
me to the theater.
her tuto the secret of my having sent
her another man's photograph, hut 1
must let that out some time, and there
was no especial reason f«ir delay
Site accepted the Invitation with
alacrity aud appointed a night. I procured n couple of scats and wrote her
that I would meet her at tbe station
and take ber from there to tbe theater; she would know me by a bit of
orange ribbon worn in my buttonhole.
To keep up the fraud till her arrival
I asked her to carry a few violets in
her left hand.
When Miss Miller alighted from the
train and saw me. whom she, had met
before, with the orange ribbon in my
buttonhole she stood still for a moment; then, simply remarking that we
had met before and I bad deceived her
about tbe photograph, we left the station. and. since it was a summer evening and an hour must elapse before
the play would begin, we walked to a
park or central square and sat down
on one of the benches.
She then re
proved me mildly for sending her the
wrong photograph, but said she didn't
mind that since she bad made my
acquaintance at G.
When we entered the theater and
took our seats but few people bad
We enjoyed ourselves chatarrived.
ting about our telegraphic correspondence aud watching tbe audience come
in. Suddenly my heart stood stllL
Who should enter and take the two
seats in tbe next row in front of us
; but Sam Atkins and Miss Miller's
i friend, whom I had met at U., Ellen
•
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hearts."
Well,
"So you arc!
I forgot that.
we'll call your mother the aee of
hearts. That's a good Idea; the ace is
the highest of Its suit, and whomsoever your mother favors—you consentlug—takes the trick."
“1 think that whoever I favor will
take the trick.”
These clubs—the
“Right you are.
two, three and four—Indicate that the
knave of clubs has loved you four
years. Ever since that summer at”—
She was supporting her bead with
her bauds, her elbows resting ou the
table.
At this point she shaded her
face with her Ungers, so that he saw
very little of It. He couldn't very well
tell her. even through the cards, that
he had loved her longer Yhan that, for
he hadn't known her longer. She was
waiting for him to name the place
where she had met the knave of clubs,
but he didn't
"He was walking on the beach with
a couple of other knaves.
She was
coming toward him with three other
queens. walking two and two.”
“I acted very silly on that occasion.”
“What did yon doT”
“I giggled.”
“And we were trying to get up a
flirtation.”
"But we are getting away from the
fortune telling. How could the knave
of clubs hare loved the queen of hearts
ever since that day? There were three
other queens with her.”
“They were not his queens. None
of them was.
Hts qneen was the
He loved her the
queen of hearts.
moment he saw her and has never
swerved from that love since.”
After this they talked so low that a
couple lying under the porch In the
sand could hear no more. Two young
men passing on the beach surprised
one couple above sitting han-l and
hand over a table, peering Into each
other’s eyes, and another couple underneath on the sand, who started on

being cangbt eavesdropping.
“This place Is full of chsps and
girls," remarked one of the passers.
"Yea," said the other. "It’s only another fallow and another girt”

